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ABSTRACT 
 
 This dissertation explores the artistic expressions of Native womanhood by Native 

women artists. The intention is to offer further examples of creative acts of resistance that 

strengthen Native identities, reinforce female empowerment, and reclaim voice, and art. This 

qualitative study utilized the narratives and the artwork of six Native women artists from diverse 

artistic practices and tribe/nation affiliations. Visual arts examples included in this study are 

digital images, muralism, Ledger art, beadworks, Navajo rugs, and Navajo jewelry. Through 

Kim Anderson’s theoretical Native womanhood identity formation model adopted as framework 

for this study, the results revealed three emergent themes: cultural connections, motherhood, and 

nurturing the future. Native women artists lived experiences shaped their visual expressions, 

influencing their materials, approach, subject matter, intentions, motivation and state of mind. 

This dissertation discloses Native womanhood framework is supportive of visual expressions 

created by Native women.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 

“To be native was uncivilized; but to be female was inferior; but to be a 

combination of the two was particularly base” 

—Kim Anderson, (2000, p. 139). 

 In almost every traditional Native American society, Native women have had unique 

relationships with arts and the materials they use to create their bodies of work. Native American 

women artists were known to control specific art mediums as well as the access to sacred places 

to get such materials to create bodies of work (Berlo & Phillips, 1998). Native women’s art such 

as: weaving basketry, pottery, and beadwork were utilized daily, but were often overlooked for 

their transcendent value. These artistic creations involved intimate spiritual acts with the cosmos. 

It is apparent that the Native woman artist creates for the sacred, for achievement, for tribute, and 

for her self-expression, but what is her process of artistic development, growth, reflection, and 

how does it shape identity of Native womanhood?  

 This study explores the visual expressions of Native women artists through Native 

womanhood framework, examining four sectors: resist, reclaim, construct, and act, which shape 

the Native woman artist’s identity. Insight is gained through the exploration of the process of 

Native womanhood identity formation, the depths of knowledge that women artists’ portray and 

create through the creation their art and the development and contribution of new knowledge. 

Investigating Native woman artists’ conveying Native womanhood in their work introduces a 

new model to American Indian studies, Indigenous women’s studies, and art and visual culture 

education. The Native womanhood model presents empowering education possibilities in 

teaching about Native women artists and the art they create. 

Purpose of Study 
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“You have to have art. You have got to reclaim your identity” 

—Simona Arnatsiaq, (Anderson, 2000, p. 144). 

 The purpose of this research is to learn how Native women artists are expressing Native 

womanhood through various artistic medias. Artistic expressions of Native women artists 

integrate the personal, cultural, traditional, spiritual, and emotional to shape the artistic processes 

and purpose.  It is from this perspective that this study examines how Native women artists 

incorporate womanhood through visual arts and how doing so offers a deeper understanding of 

how Native women resist, reclaim, reconstruct, and act. This study is intended to examine the 

visual expressions of Native women through Kim Anderson’s (2000) Native womanhood 

framework that looks at strength, power, and beauty. Using the personal narratives of Native 

women artists and their artwork to demonstrate upholds Native womanhood. 

Research Questions 

“Native women may strengthen their sense of identity through various acts of 

resistance. With each act of resistance, Native women can further define and 

confirm a positive identity and challenge the oppression of  

Native people in general.” 

—Anderson, 2000, p. 137 

 The primary research question of my research asks, is the visual journey and processes of 

Native American women artists a form of communication of Native womanhood?  To investigate 

this broad question, an examination of the following questions from the reclamation of 

womanhood model will then occur.  The questions from the reclamation of womanhood model 

are from the four quadrants: resist, reclaim, construct, and act. Beginning from the point of 
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departure in asking the foundational questions: Who are you? Where do you come from? The 

reconstructions of Native Womanhood questions are: 

1. Resist. How have you resisted negative representations/stereotypes/roles/definitions in 

your work?  How have you defended your identity in your work?  

2. Reclaim. Have you reclaimed traditional ways in your work? How does creating art build 

and/or sustain relationships with family, community, or creation?  

3. Reconstruct. Have you merged tradition into modern artwork? If so, explain the processes 

of how this is achieved in your work. How do you demonstrate personal changes in your 

artwork? As Native artists, do you gain strength and skill from your role(s) as mothers, 

activists, or as leaders? Is the motivation of creating art coming from a sense of 

responsibility to children, family, and community?  

4. Act. Is the action of responsibility to self, family, community, and Nations. In what way 

does Native women artwork create a voice for the issues? Does the artwork encourage 

young Native women to start a dialogue or reflection? Is the artwork that Native woman 

are creating also reclaiming an authoritative position? Is the artwork intended to motivate 

or empower? Does the artwork reclaim identity (ethnic, gender, sexuality), culture, 

language, or voice? 

Significance 

“The silence must not be ignored or regretted.  

Instead, we must ask what the silence means” 

—Laura F. Klein & Lillian A. Ackerman (1995, p.4).  

  The Native woman’s story has received little recognition in history, and if it is, her words 

are often misrepresented (Mihesuah, 2003). Prior to contact, Native women held influential 
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positions, were highly regarded in communities, and her voice within the society was highly 

regarded and appreciated. However, colonial influence silenced her expressions. Giving more 

reason to write about Native women artists’ role of power, influence, and authority. The same is 

true in western art history, if Native women artists are included they are often Santa Clara 

ceramicist Maria Martinez, Tewa potter Margaret Tafoya, and painter Confederated Salish 

Kootenai Tribe Jaune Quick-To-See Smith. Expanding the study and inclusion of Native women 

artists in the classroom would contribute to the field of art and visual culture education. In 

addition, the womanhood model is a teaching framework created by an Indigenous woman, 

which provides valuable insight to the Native women lived experience.  

Definitions of Terms 

Native Womanhood   

 The term “Native Womanhood” in this study is directly from Kim Anderson’s 

(Cree/Métis) understanding of the word. In The Recognition of Being, Anderson explained 

Native womanhood as the process of identity formation, not the “roles” or assuming 

predetermined identity, but as a continuing process concerning “mental, physical, spiritual and 

emotional elements of our being” (Anderson, 2000, p. 10). Native womanhood is a broad 

concept and there is not a single definition applicable to all Indigenous women and their 

experiences.  

Native, Native American, American Indian, and Indigenous  

 The terms Native, Native American, American Indian, and Indigenous are used 

interchangeably herein; all will refer to the Indigenous peoples of what we know now as the 

United States. Furthermore, it is not associated with Indian “identity,” an issue many Natives 

face today. Although those are valid and important concerns, this study does not discuss how 
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Indianness is defined by the individual or by their Nation. In agreement with Devon A. Mihesauh 

(1999), “While the politics of identity and the life experiences of Indians have been addressed 

more in recent years by scholars, activists, and novelists, there is little research addressing how 

and why American Indians make their identity choices” (p. 13).  

Creativity 

 Creativity in this study is defined as transcending a response: visually, culturally, 

spiritually, mentally and physically. This definition is deriving from characteristics of indigenous 

knowledge expressed in stories, songs, dances, cultural values, language and ceremonies. 

Colonizers once forbade cultural expressions due to their “savage” and “heathen” associations. 

Today, indigenous knowledge embedded in cultural experiences and productions is evidence of 

resistance, resiliency, and survivance. For this reason, cultural expressions embodied in songs, 

prayers, stories, narratives, traditions, ceremonies, ceramics, beadworks, paintings or jewelry are 

meaningful.   

Colonization/Colonizers 

 This study defines and utilizes the term colonization as, the conquest of Indigenous 

peoples by European invaders by forced and calculated tactics to gain control for political, 

economic, social, and cultural motives. The loss included Indigenous knowledge systems, 

language, ceremonial practices, stories, and way of conducting yourself as an Indigenous person.  

Indigenous Ways of Knowing 

 Research methods have changed drastically; there is no universal method of conducting 

research. Both historically and presently, Indigenous knowledge is often dismissed because it 

lacks hard-scientific evidence. For many Indigenous societies, knowledge is experiences, 

observations, and lessons carried on for future generations starting with elders, women, men, 
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community, and then passed to the children. Indigenous knowledge can be specific to place, 

group of peoples, or time of the year. It is shared and carried on orally through songs, dance, 

prayers, chants, stories, games, ceremonies, language, artifacts, and art. Traditional practices 

acknowledge the sacredness of place and the experiences in those powerful places, where 

western thought often fails to see Indigenous knowledge systems because it is governed by 

scientific principles and concrete data.   

Theoretical Framework 

 The framework for this study is Native womanhood developed by Cree/Métis scholar 

Kim Anderson. Anderson’s reconstruction of Native womanhood encompasses four major 

tenants, each section delving deeper into themes examining questions and offering solutions 

contributing to Indigenous womanhood. The Native womanhood model was constructed as a 

means to identify the theory of identity formation. Beginning with a traditional Indigenous 

approach of acknowledging the past, present, and future, the model understands these are 

interconnected relationships that define the future. In collaboration with Sylvia Maracle 

(Mohawk), Anderson developed a reconstruction model of Native womanhood exploring four 

questions,“Resisting negative definitions of being; reclaiming Aboriginal tradition; constructing 

a positive identity by translating tradition onto the contemporary context; and acting on the 

identity in a way that nourishes the overall well-being of our communities” (Anderson, 2000). 

Utilizing Anderson’s Native womanhood model as a theoretical framework for analyzing Native 

women’s arts, this study will determine the outcomes of colonization that shaped Native 

women’s visual expressions of sacredness, power, and the beauty of Native womanhood. 

Encouraged by Sylvia Maracle’s following words (Anderson, 2000): 
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In trying to walk the traditional path there are four lifelong questions we ask 

ourselves: Who am I? In order to answer that I have to know: Where have I come 

from? And once I know where I have come from, I have to know: Where am I 

going? And once I know where I am going, I need to know: What is my 

responsibility? We ask ourselves these questions and every time we think we 

know that answer to one, it changes all the others. (p. 16).  

 With the guiding questions of Maracle, the reconstruction of Native womanhood 

developed into a diagram (see Figure 1). The reconstructing Native womanhood framework is 

structured by four directing questions that reflect on the processes of identity formation. The four 

components Resist, Reclaim, Construct and Act are explained, with given examples of Native 

women’s strength, power and beauty. 

Figure 1.“Who Am I” diagram 

 

 Resist is explained by Anderson (2000) as the point of departure from the history of 

oppression Native women have endured and looking at how Native women resist negative 

representations. The foundations of resistance identified family, community, connection to land, 

language, storytelling and spirituality as foundations of strength to confront challenging 

experiences.  
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 Reclaim is the reclaiming of Native tradition, or as Anderson states it as “picking up of 

those things that were left scattered along the path of colonization” (p. 157). It is the process of 

taking back what was unjustly taken from Native peoples like ceremonies, dances, songs, stories, 

knowledge, or languages. Anderson looks at how Native women reclaim identity and culture 

through relationship development with children, lifegivers, motherhood, female and male 

balance, land and place. 

 Construction is the process of how Native traditions can construct to modern Native 

identities. Reconstructing Native womanhood involves working through the individual, family, 

community/ nation, and creation. Starting with individual reconstruction, Native women first 

must understand the sacredness of life and the ability for women to create life. When Native 

women acknowledge life as sacred, women can begin reconstruction starting with female bodies, 

following with how we take care of them.  

 Act is asking the question, what we need to do? Given our traditional obligation as 

caretakers to self, children, family, community and nations, Native women are compelled to act. 

In the process of action, women are encouraged to fulfill their needs and take care of themselves 

and nurture the future. Native women are encouraged to act on self-love, meaning the history of 

colonization has influenced self-worth.  

Positionality 

 As Native researchers and scholars in American Indian Studies, we confront many 

historical issues that have shaped our lives, research, and our identities. Some of these events or 

encounters has more impact then we acknowledge or perhaps recognize how it shapes the people 

we have become, or what we say, write and even create. My positionality is coming from 

personal experiences as a Native woman. Kim Anderson’s (Cree/Métis) A Recognition of Being: 
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Reconstructing Native Womanhood inspired me to reflect on my personal journey, beginning 

with my mother, and my grandmother personal journey’s as Native women. I needed to know 

who I was before and I needed to know who I would become in the future. I wanted to know 

how many Native women search for these answers. I wanted to know how Native women go 

through this journey and how they express it by writing, singing, or creating art.     

 As a Native woman, I have a strong concern for other Indigenous women and the 

atrocities we have experienced in life. This dissertation acknowledges our history, but the 

intention is to celebrate Native women’s lives and their contributions to our society. 

Unfortunately, the positive experiences occur in the lives of women that are infrequently 

recognized. It is from this perspective that the representation of Native women is distorted in 

scholarship; this is an issue because it relates to our history of being invisible and contributes to 

the colonization process.   

 To elevate the Native women artists in this study and honor the Native women before, I 

have made an effort to focus attention on the indigenous female stories and her contributions. 

Aware that the indigenous man struggles with issues impacted by colonization and the lack of 

social and political will to address them, this dissertation is centered on the indigenous woman 

and her artistic production. The Native woman artist has received little recognition in the past 

and present-day for her artistic influences by indigenous and non-indigenous societies. Although, 

indigenous men are not highlighted in this study; they are briefly mentioned in relation to Native 

women artists as being favored in western art and Native art spaces. Though mindful of the 

complementary balance of both female and male in Creation, and contributions by both genders 

to create a whole, the Native women artists are now complimenting and reciprocating the men.  
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 It is difficult to classify this study as bias, because I am writing from the Indigenous 

woman perspective and see the interconnections with the Native women interviewed. For 

example, as a Diné woman I have four clans, and these primary clans are related to three of the 

women participating in this study. Though we are not directly related, we are connected to each 

other by Diné clan system; we are K’é (family/kinship). According to Navajo philosophy, Ke’e 

determines relationships and values that “connect Navajos to family, clan, nonrelatives, and 

people in general” (Austin, 2009, p. 84). Including the relationships with the natural world like 

earth, animals, plants, and other creation. In addition, I am mindful of my own westernized 

education and made deliberate approaches to honoring Native women and presenting ethical and 

respectful information. The qualitative methods, the process of data collection, and data analysis 

is respectful of and includes Indigenous protocols, values, and beliefs that are eminent to the 

Native women and their Native communities. 

Limitations 

All research has its limitations, this study has its strengths and weaknesses, and this is no 

exception. The selection of Indigenous knowledge methodology has received criticism for its 

lack of scientific foundation, less accurate than scientific measures or statistical precisions. In 

addition, I am aware of that not all cultures disclose traditional knowledge to outsiders 

(researcher), and not all indigenous cultures have relationships or connections to activities or the 

environment.  However, for this work, it is appropriate truthful.  

Road Map 

This dissertation has five chapters. Chapter one is an introduction to the purpose of study, 

research questions, significance, and definitions of terms, theoretical framework, and 

positionality. Chapter two gives examples of Native women’s’ arts, actions that have shaped 
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women’s arts, and Indigenous research methodologies. Chapter three is research methodologies 

utilized to determine the findings be based on research design, participants, settings, data 

collection, and procedures. Chapter four consists of the findings. Chapter five presents the 

emerging themes: cultural connections, motherhood, and nurturing the future, concluding 

thoughts, and implication and further research. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

“In the beginning was thought, and her name was Woman” 

—Paula Gunn Allen (Allen, 1986, p. 11) 

 The contribution of Native women’s arts and handicrafts to the history of art is 

significant. Native women artists are innovators and leaders in the field, but have had to 

overcome challenges. Much of western art history documents the historical narrative of Native 

American artists and art in despondent reactions to historical atrocities. Often what is excluded 

are Native American arts telling the stories of perseverance, continuance of tradition and culture, 

and the significance of art in maintaining Indigenous identity (Berlo & Phillips, 1998).  

 This literature review includes research of Native women visuals production pre-contact 

art making, interruption of post-colonial ideals of art, impact of assimilation and identity 

negotiation theories, Indian identification politics, and the role of Native women artists. To date, 

there is no comprehensive academic research on the visual responses of Native women artists 

and how their visual expressions and artistic viewpoints align with the four tenants of Native 

womanhood: resist, reclaim, construct, and act.  Works completed on Native women arts and 

Native womanhood do exist, however they are fragmented, and generally include information 

regarding artist shows, group exhibitions, articles, academic journals, books, and films.  These 

works however do not utilize an Indigenous framework that identifies the stages of womanhood, 

looks at acts of resistance or reclaiming, or examine the process of the stages of womanhood.  

 The following sections of the literature review offers a brief glimpse of how Native 

women have expressed womanhood identity, beginning with pre-contact creation, post-contact 

influences of conformity and restrictions, and ending with present-day challenges and triumphs. 

Selections of visual expressions reviewed compliments the Native women artistic practice 
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represented in this study. Each section is a contribution to the bigger picture—the main concept 

of how Native women creates, their purpose for creating, and how they construct Native 

womanhood identity through expression.  

 The choices of literature reflect an attempt to maintain a collection of writings by Native 

women about Native women. However, Kim Anderson (2000) and the Native womanhood 

framework encourages, “to reclaim ourselves as Native women we must strive to remember 

balance and seek ways to honour men as well as women” (p. 240). To give both women and men 

the same respect—power, a combination of works by Indigenous and non-indigenous women 

and men is honored.  

Selected History of Native Women in the Arts 

Because of her, we think and create. 

Because of her, we make songs. 

Because of her, the designs appear as we weave. 

Because of her, we tell stories and laugh. 

We believe in old values and new ideas. 

—Luci Tapahonso, (1997, p. 39). 

 Native woman artists have been making art dating back thousands of years, long before 

recorded history began. Prior to archeological evidence or record keeping, historical narratives 

served as documentation. Oral traditions tell of how both Native women and the arts were given 

to the people. For example how weaving was gifted to the Navajo (Denetdale, 2007): 

One morning at dawn, First Man and First Woman saw a dark cloud over 

Ch'óol'í'í (Gobernador Knob). Later they heard a baby cry. When they looked to 

see where the crying was coming from, they realized that it came from within the 
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cloud that covered the top of Ch'óol'í'í. First Man searched and found a baby girl. 

She was born of darkness and the dawn was her father. First Man and First 

Woman brought her up under the direction of the Holy People. They fed her on 

sun-ray pollen, pollen from the clouds, pollen from the plants and the dew of 

flowers. This baby became Asdzáá Nádleehé (Changing Woman), one of the most 

loved of the Navajo Holy People. (p. 136). 

 Each nation or tribe has a different story about their beginning, of how they emerged 

from the Earth with gifts or teachings they brought with them for their people. The Dinetah 

(Navajo people) trust this is how weaving was brought to the Navajo people through the multiple 

challenging worlds told in the Creation story (Denetdale, 2007). Changing Woman was taught by 

Spider Woman how to weave. The act of weaving symbolizes a sacred activity and establishes a 

standard of womanhood (Berlo & Phillips, 1998). Much like other Creation stories, the woman is 

central and she offers philosophical teachings and life guidance. Changing Woman possessed the 

talent to create beauty and replicate it into the world using the materials made of the cosmos. 

 The Native woman had many responsibilities and the opportunity for self-expression was 

limited. In most Native communities gender roles were created through the division of labor, 

men completed jobs associated outside like hunting, while the women were responsible for work 

inside the home as primary childcare givers, food preparation, and caretakers of the home 

(Anderson, 2000). Native women were regarded with power and respect because they controlled 

the cosmos in some Native societies’ oral histories. Their powerful role extended to the arts 

where women played a superior artistic role through the making of clothes, shelters, vessels, 

blankets and rugs. It was believed a “woman’s craftwork meant the very survival of her family. 

All were dependent on the woman” (Mankiller, 1998). Through the creation of useful items, she 
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gained reward in sharing her inspirations through (Niethammer, 1977). The appreciation and 

respect for her artistic skills was usually gained from the women, the authorities of crafts. It was 

other Native women that, “could see and appreciate ingenuity and true virtuosity” (p. 188).  

 Among the earliest artistic objects made by Native women are baskets, clothing, sandals, 

and other functional forms from plants fibers and some hair strands dating back 1000 CE by the 

Anasazi (Berlo & Phillips, 1998). Midst the objects were functional containers treated with some 

resin for sealant to carry water or hold food. Some pottery was painted with geometric designs 

and the baskets were woven in an alternating coloring scheme. It is known that the pottery and 

baskets created by the Anasazi were works by women. This tradition exists today among Pueblo 

cultures (Berlo & Phillips, 1998). Through scientific testing it has been found that during the 

creative process the, “Women determined which roots and grasses would endure processing 

without excessive fading and cracking” (p. 44). Native women understood the materials needed 

to create functionality and aesthetics when creating durable baskets or pottery for foods and 

containers; they also created visually pleasing pieces for gifts or to be placed in burials. It was 

Native Anasazi women and Mimbres that originated these highly celebrated pottery from 1000-

1250 CE and continue to contemporary pottery by Zuni, Acoma, and San Ildefanso (Berlo & 

Phillips, 1998).  

 Prior to contact, women were valued as the keepers of knowledge and the source of 

culture and wisdom. Their powerful role extended to the arts; women played a superior artistic 

role through the making of clothes, shelters, vessels, blankets and rugs. In pre-contact times, 

women tanned deerskins for the making of clothes. The tanning process took significant skill to 

achieve a high quality of appearance and texture. The Plains and Sub-artic women knew the 

different types of wood to burn and for the length of time needed to reach a variety of smoked 
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shades from light to dark (Berlo & Phillips, 1999). Clothes from hides were embellished 

aesthetically using mineral pigments of black, white, and red. The edges of the hides were 

ornamented with dyed porcupine quills and shell beads. When wool strouds or ‘Indian’ cloth, 

emerged from English mills, the Natives demanded the new material for its high quality and its 

similarity to the ochre color they favored (Berlo & Phillips, 1999). The hides also became less 

available due to the slaughter of animal herds by Euro-Americans and the decrease of hunting 

after forced removal to reservations (Horses, 2007). 

 In the North, Inuit women of the Canadian Artic used animal materials for clothing called 

‘gutskin,’ the inside layer of walrus or seal intestine, for the material’s waterproof quality. When 

trade beads became available in the ninetieth-century, women incorporated them into the 

traditional Inuit parkas (Berlo & Phillips, 1998). The superiority of Indigenous knowledge in 

making waterproof parkas created a demand for trade and admiration outside of the immediate 

community.  

 Prior to contact some artistic practices were balanced partnerships, the Native world-view 

believed women’s and men’s activities were complementary parts of the whole. For instance, the 

Plains women quillwork joined with a male’s work painting on a warrior shirt.  This act formed a 

sacred vow. Innu women of the Artic painted geometric designs on the hunter’s caribou-skin 

coats, “for animals prefer to be killed by hunters whose clothing is decorated with designs” 

(Berlo & Phillips, p. 33). Amongst the Artic people, men hunted the animals and the women 

made the clothes, it was a spiritual transformation. The animal skin acted as a second skin for the 

wearer, and the characteristics of life carried on. The spiritual connection of animal, hunter, and 

the woman seamstress created a circular relationship. Yup’ik artist Rita Pitka Blumenstein 

explains (Berlo & Phillips, 1998): 
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So you use every bit of it—the bones for tools, the insides for clothing, eat the 

kidneys and liver and the meat. Use the seal oil also. The stomach is used for 

storing the seal oil and for when you gather salmonberries. The skin you use for 

parkas, mittens, or mukluks. The bones you use for scrapers, runners for sleds and 

for tanning. The whiskers are used for toothpicks, and the faces are used for 

ornaments. The bladder goes back to the sea. (p.161).     

 Patriarchal euro-centric society valued male arts as scared and original, while the arts of 

women like weaving, baskets, and beadwork were devalued and seen as crafts. The moccasins, 

blankets, and pottery made by women were seen as functional daily secular objects, not 

associated with having “spiritual or political power” (Berlo & Phillips, 1998, p.33). Westerners’ 

classified art into two separate classes, sacred and the secular. The indigenous worldview held 

artistic materials had power and when an artist works with living materials, they develop a 

connection with the non-human powers such as women excavating clay from the earth or men 

painting on warrior shirts. There was no separation of sacred and secular for Native women’s arts 

due to the reciprocal relationship between material and artists. 

  The invasion of Europeans and patriarchal structures effected Native women’s arts 

traditional practices, technique, and styles. Most Pueblos potters, from digging up sacred clay, to 

creating vessels, to forming it, and painting it was dominated by women artists. Among the 

Pueblo peoples, only women could dig for sacred clay from the earth. In the twentieth century, 

the demands for Pueblo pottery from tourism impacted this traditional way of practice. The rise 

of tourism-transitioned women gendered pottery to business with husbands becoming partners 

(Berlo & Phillips, 1998). For example, well-known Pueblo San Ildefonso Indian, Maria Martinez 

(1881-1980) collaborated with her husband Julian Martinez. Maria Martinez was a famous and 
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highly identified Native woman pottery artist, famed for her polychrome pottery and black-on-

black ware. In 1918, Maria and her husband Julian developed and introduced the black-on-black 

ware. Though Maria received worldwide recognition for the unique style, Julian painted designs 

and fired the pieces (Berlo & Phillips, 1998). According to Berlo & Phillips (1998), “In the 

1920s, Anglo patrons suggested that Maria sign her pots. Sales were booming, and to the Anglo 

buyer, a signature would increase the worth of the object” (p. 59). To Maria, the signature carried 

no credence, for the artistic community could identify a piece of pottery through personal style 

and technical peculiarities. In the 1920s and 1930s, Maria signed pottery shaped, designed, and 

burnished by other Pueblo community members; to the western art world this practice is 

misrepresentation, but not to a community that values balance and views community 

contributions above individual recognition (Berlo & Phillips, 1998).   

 In the Southwest, weaving rugs and blankets was an opportunity for Native women self-

expression. Navajo women learned to weave from their mothers, sister, or aunts; this matrilineal 

tradition passes the artistic legacy for generations of females. According to anthropologists the 

Navajos learned to weave from the Pueblos, the Navajo’s creation story hold Spider Woman 

taught them to weave (Niethammer, 1977). Weaving is a sacred act for Navajo women; it is a 

gift from Spider Woman.  

Spider Woman instructed the Navajo women how to weave on a loom which 

Spider Man told them how to make. The crosspoles were made of sky and earth 

cords, the warp, sticks of sunrays, the heddles of rock crystal and sheet lightening. 

The batten was a sun halo; white shell made the comb. There were four spindles: 

one a stick of zigzag lightening with a whorl of canned coal; one a stick of flash 

lightening with a whorl of turquoise; a third had a stick of sheet lightening with a 
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whorl of abalone; a rain streamer formed the stick of the fourth and its whorl was 

white shell (p. 197). 

 Spider Woman created the universe by weaving it on a loom using her sacred tools from 

the cosmos, then teaching Changing Woman how to weave.  When a Navajo woman weaves, she 

is emulating Changing Woman’s transformation, using the natural materials from earth like 

wood for the loom, plants from the earth for dyes, and sheep wool to create her rug. Prior to the 

1800s Navajo women created rugs from undyed yarn using wide striped designs from natural 

black and white wool, then merging the two to make grey (Niethammer, 1977). In the ninetieth-

century, rugs and blankets were simple striped and they were influenced by the railroad 

transporting chemical dyes and machine-spun yarn. The convenient yarn saved Navajo women 

time carding, spinning, and dying the yarn (Berlo & Phillips, 1998). In addition, the new 

materials allowed weavers to explore colors and design. By the 1890s, trading post owners urged 

weavers to become more ‘marketable’ to the Western household by duplicating Persian carpet 

styles. From this, Navajo women developed their regional style like Two Grey Hills or Wide 

Ruins. Westerners imposing new ready-made materials and design ideas on blankets influenced 

the traditional processes and aesthetic progression of traditional weaving. With the development 

of manufactured dyes and yarn, fewer Navajo women are following traditional steps.  

 Another influence on Navajo weaving was the depression (1929-1939). The declining 

economic conditions of the United States during the depression affected financial profits and the 

popularity of Native women’s arts. Indian arts and crafts were the primary source of income for 

most Native women, averaging 25 percent of their yearly revenue. Navajo weavers were selling 

their rugs for less than nine dollars for two weeks of work to wholesalers who then marked them 

up for large department stores to sell at a 100 to 300 percent increase. Unsuccessful marketing 
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approaches for the Navajo rugs resulted in low sales and the discontinuation of the Navajo 

materials in a larger retail market. With the difficult financial restraints of traders who could not 

sell rugs, low rug production, and the drop in price of wool (Schrader, 1983). 

  Another form of art the Navajos are distinguished for is silversmithing. Silver-

works of the Diné (Navajo) peoples began in the 1850s with Atsidi Sani, who was the 

first to learn smithing from a Mexican blacksmith (Dublin, 1999). He began making 

bridles, necklaces, crosses, beads, and bells, and then eventually developed a style. With 

Atsidi Sani teachings, Navajo began learning the techniques of silversmithing. This new 

adopted skill created a new line of work for Navajo men. Some of the first pieces created 

were beads from coins, buttons, Concha belts, bracelets, and bridles (Dublin, 1999). In 

the 1900s the Santa Fe railroad increased tourism and interest in Navajo silver jewelry. 

Despite the demands by tourists, Navajos continued to hold a high value of silver for its 

wealth and reputation. The sacred stones associated with the Navajo Creation story are 

the highest attainment because of their connection to the sacred mountains and directions. 

Navajo origins tells of four sacred mountains—Blanca Peak, Mount Taylor, San 

Francisco peak, and Hesperus Peak, each representing cardinal direction and stone. 

George Blueeyes explains (Dublin, 1999): 

Blanca Peak is adorned with white shell. 

Mount Taylor is adorned with turquoise. 

San Francisco Peaks are adorned with abalone. 

Hesperus Peak is adorned with jet.  

This is how they sit for us. 

We adorn ourselves just as they do, 
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With bracelets of turquoise, 

And precious jewels about our necks. 

From them and because of them,  

We prosper. (p. 466). 

 Turquoise is another element sacred to Southwest tribes; it is central for the 

Navajo healing prayers. Turquoise is also associated with one of the four sacred 

mountains. Navajo began inlaying turquoise and other stones in silver by the ninetieth 

century (Berlo & Phillips, 1998).  By the twentieth century, Navajos were casting fine 

jewelry like necklaces, Concha belts, and the most recognized silverwork, the squash 

blossom necklace.  

 In the Plains, Native women utilized new material like dentalium shells, elk teeth, paints 

and beads for clothing, shelters, and adornment prior to European contact. Trading new material 

among tribes introduced Native women to innovative forms of expression on dresses, shirts, and 

other wearable goods. In the 1700s, the introduction of embellishments of beads by Europeans 

and the Spanish gave the Native women an opportunity to merge old and new, while some 

women rejected the traded goods as a method of resistance (Horses, 2007). Prior to the arrival of 

Europeans, Native made beads from shells, bones, animal teeth, nuts, seeds, stones, plus other 

natural resources (Niethammer, 1977). Trading beads soon substituted for quillwork. Prior to 

contact, Native American women shaped and made their materials, including quillwork. The 

uses of quills were ornamental, creating both geometric and representational designs on clothing. 

A quill tube is 2 ½ to 5 inches in length, hollow, and stiff. Artists working with quill sort them by 

size and they can be dyed using barks, roots, mosses, nuts, and flower petals (Berlo & Phillips, 

1998). To make the quills flexible and soft to work with the artist would pull them through her 
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teeth repeatedly. The availability of glass beads quickly replaced some quillworks with 

beadwork. The introduction of traded goods expanded the artistic possibilities for Indigenous 

women. The new materials provided variety of textures, colors, and technique options. With 

manufactured goods, women could explore a diversity of possibilities. The trading of new 

materials inspired Native women’s art to reach higher levels of complexity, for example, when 

quills were swapped out for glass beads.  

 Another type of Plains art is Ledger book art. Ledger art began with hide paintings, the 

change in medium reflecting the change in culture. Ledger art started on hides using natural 

resources for pigments, functioning as documentation of warrior achievements or 

announcements (Szabo, 1994). Male-centered subject matter of ledger art was includes a 

depiction related to male bravery, rarely were women or children represented in the painting 

despite their importance in Plains society. In the 1840s, new materials such as paper and pencils 

were introduced to Native artists by traders, Indian agents, explorers, or military (Berlo & 

Phillips, 1998; Pearce, 2013). The name “Ledger art” is referring to its function as a trading post 

list book or military scorebook, but drawn over with images of narrative paintings of hunts or 

warfare and includes the same imagery that would have been represented on hides. In the plains, 

they were used to document autoethnographic stories from the Native perspective versus the 

non-Native representation of Natives. For example, in 1875, prisoners from Fort Sill, Oklahoma 

were transferred to Fort Marion in Florida under the supervision of Captain Richard Henry Pratt. 

Captain Pratt known as the founder of the first boarding school, Carlisle Indian School in 1879 

(Adams, 1995), used Fort Marion as a test facility to develop his model for the assimilation 

process using military style training on Native prisoners. Inmates were to follow strict 

instructions, but Pratt also encouraged them to practice their Native arts, with the aim of selling 
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their art to tourists and becoming financially self-sufficient. Nearly one-third of the seventy-two 

prisoners made ledger books of drawings and sold them (Pearce, 2013). Native women made rare 

appearances in ledger art or hide paintings, if they were represented it was as spectators to men’s 

ceremonies or they were depicted in domestic activities (Pearce, 2012). For that reason, little is 

known or about Native women’s contribution in ledger art.  

Though men’s and women’s art forms, like the gender roles, were 

complementary—being equally important in bringing honor to the family and 

maintaining the basic values of the tribe—the history reflected in ledger drawing 

shows us very little of women’s lifeway’s or power in the tribe—and even less of 

this heroic deeds and other accomplishments. Nonetheless, they were passed 

down orally. (p. 28).  

 The first removal of gender barriers in ledger art occurred in the 1926 when Lois 

Smoky joined the University of Oklahoma art department to study with Oscar Jacobson 

and was invited to become one of the original Kiowa-Five. Lois Smoky paintings 

reflected the beauty and strength of Kiowa women, unladylike behavior according to her 

male peers. The resentment and harassment towards Lois by her male counterparts 

contributed to her to quit painting and leave the University (Pearce, 2013). With the 

passing of time, ledger art became more complex in content and practice. Subject matter 

expanded to include non-Native representation, tribal members, and the style of simple 

drawing changed to depict complicated stories. The use of the term “ledger art” is limited 

to the nineteenth and early twentieth century timeframe among art historians, excluding 

Native women identifying as ledger artists. The inclusion of Native women ledger artist 
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did not occur until the late twentieth century, along with the changes in representations, 

subject matter, form, and style (Pearce, 2013).  

 Prior to contact, women were valued as the keepers of knowledge and the source of 

culture and wisdom (McGowen, 2008). It is a common misconception to think Native women 

were undervalued in Native societies. In fact, Native women held tribal societies together, but 

this truth is overlooked due to Native men gaining most attention in scholarship (Mihesuah, 

1996).  Men often overshadow Native women and her contributions to societies since non-Native 

explorers, traders, Indian agents, and missionaries have been in the positions to write about 

Native peoples. European settlers had seen Native woman as “slave[s] or harlots” through 

observations. Witnessing Native women completing “mans” tasks was unfamiliar to settlers, yet 

the oral traditions, ceremonies, and indigenous knowledge offer some insight to the importance 

of Native women. Upholding artistic expression by Native women was not without challenges. 

Regardless of the impact of settlers, assimilation, tourism, identity politics, and stereotyping, 

Native women continue to exhibit strength and perseverance from their families, communities, 

and nations. Early Native women paved a path for artists today. The given examples of Native 

women arts exposed womanhood identity inclusive of her relationship to place, kinship, and the 

cosmos. Native women created with interrelationships with humans, animals, plants, spirits, and 

natural elements. Native women today have continued to preserve and carry on these same 

ancestral traditions, while some have advanced the visual arts through their philosophies, 

craftsmanship, and innovation 

Shaping of Native American Women’s Arts 

 Following are significant influences on Native American women arts, production, and 

roles they play in Native art history, including how Native art documented the cultural 
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negotiations indigenous cultures made under the repeated life disruptions of missionaries, 

boarding school, epidemics, and relocation. 

Assimilation Through Education  

 The beginning of “Indian Education” is often seen as the start of Native American’s 

introduction to formal education systems. This is a common misunderstanding. Indian education 

began many centuries prior to 1492 contact. Traditional Indian education was seen by Natives as 

a way to pass culture and values from one generation to the next. When it was assumed Native 

Americans lacked education, Indians were not void of education, they simply had differing 

beliefs and values of the settlers (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006). Traditional Indian teachings 

were for survival. The Natives’ observations, songs, stories, and ceremonies passed down 

essential Indigenous knowledge. Contact also impacted Native education by extinguishing 

language, cultural practices, and altering Indian identity.  

 Indian education from the Euro-American perception of education differed in stark 

comparison to Native teachings. They (Euro-Americans) viewed Indians as inferior because of 

their traditional belief system. The colonizers criticized Natives as the lowest in human society 

for their hunting, lack of possessions, and worshiping “pagan” gods, in another word, as savages 

(Adams, 1995). Natives were seen as “uncivilized” by colonizers, which was reflected in 

policies, and in the Eurocentric progression of social evolution. Indians had limited options when 

challenged by the colonizers; they could either become civilized or be exterminated. The primary 

purpose of systematic education was to civilize through an academic education of reading, 

writing, and gendered domestic training and industrial skills.  The non-Indian educators thought 

an individualized approach of educating, opposed to the traditional ways of communal education, 

was best for the Native students. Teaching Indian children how to work taught values of 
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independency, private property, self-reliance and personal-wealth (Adams, 1995). Indian 

education also intended to Christianize the native students. The common belief was that 

traditional Indian practices of religion were primitive and Christianity was considered the highest 

level of social civilization. Adams (1995) elaborates: 

It was not enough for Indians to abandon their childish faith in kachina gods, 

medicine bundles, and spirit guides, and then profess allegiance to the white 

man’s God. On the contrary, embracing Christianity meant embracing an entire 

ethical code which included, among other things, the principle that an individual 

was responsible for both his economic and spiritual self. (p. 23). 

 In the efforts to assimilate Native peoples in the United States, Native women in 

particular were the primary focus because they were wild beasts in the eyes of colonizers. Many 

of the Native tribes were matrilineal or matrilocal within their societies, the Native women 

owned property, she controlled her economic position, held political status, and spiritual 

influence. Assimilation intentions were to force Native girls to adopt Victorian womanhood 

values like learning domestic skills. It was through homemaking classes in domestic science that 

Native girl would save herself and elevate her people (Adams, 1995).   

 The Native women were to become mothers of the next generation of Indian children. 

Indian children are valued among Indigenous societies because they represented the future 

(Anderson, 2000).  Maria Campbell (2000) shared: 

When the colonizers started to break that circle down, one of the things that the 

missionaries saw was that the women were so strong. They couldn’t quite 

understand what was happening, but they knew that if they moved the children 
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out of the center of the community, and removed them from the women and 

elders they would win. (p. 161).  

 By removing the children from their mothers, elders, and communities and placing them 

in boarding schools and residential schools, missionaries were successful at overpowering Native 

peoples.    

 The motivation behind educating Natives was to solve the “Indian problem” through an 

education system that would civilize students (Adams, 1995). An academic education introduced 

to Indian students included arithmetic, history, English, geography and science. To encourage 

Indian students to become more individualized, industrial and domestic education programs were 

adopted to assertively push students to learn to work. Teaching Indian children how to work, 

taught values of independency, but mostly enforced self-sufficiency (Adams, 1995). The 

student’s school schedule was divided into two halves. Half the day was spent learning industrial 

skills and the other half of the day was dedicated to working as the manual labor task for the 

school. The boys were taught farming skills and jobs associated with farms. The girls were 

taught domestic skills like sewing, cooking, childcare, and cleaning, the duties associated with 

Victorian ideals. During the summer, the girls partook in the outing program, a placement 

program for Indian girls in urban settings to practice domestic skills, apply new language 

acquired, make money, and increase the interaction between Natives and white families (Adams, 

1995).  

 Although boarding schools did enforce assimilation, some did allow Native students to 

continue to create traditional arts and crafts. Allowing Native students to practice art making was 

not a contradiction to boarding school agenda, the reasoning for Natives to practice traditional 

arts and crafts were its means to provide an income and meant the demands for  “authentic” 
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Indian handicrafts such as rugs, pottery, and baskets. Navajo girls at Albuquerque Indian School 

would use the chair legs for improvised looms to weave rugs (Adams, 1995). Navajo artists also 

came to the boarding schools to teach rugs weaving or silver-smithing, and the Pueblos students 

would return home nearby for pottery instructions (Szasz, 1999).  

Safety-Zone Theory 

 In some cases, Native expressions of culture and identity were negotiated, also known as 

the safety zone. Safe-zone theory was a conscious selection of Indian identity that was 

acceptable; sorting between what was safe and dangerous. The Victorian standards of 

womanhood determined what was within the safety zone; however, any connection to religion or 

Native identity was outside the zone (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006). Though some Native 

women’s artistic skills such as weaving, basketry, sewing, and netting were considered valuable 

because they demonstrated techniques that had been passed down through generations and could 

contribute to economic development. Native women’s arts were seen as profitable, as their 

products created a marketable industry to sell to non-Natives (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006). 

Federal schools employed Native women to teach basketry, weaving, and pottery as a way to 

encourage economic self-sufficiency.  Supported by the Women’s National Indian Association 

(WNIA), they saw it as a way for women to make money, keep culture alive, and encourage 

progression on and off Indian reservations (Mathes, 2015).   

White Women Reforms & Native Women Arts 

 Prior to the white women philanthropists and the Women’s National Indian Association 

(WNIA), the Native arts trade was for curios and Indian art markets. The WNIA reformers began 

purchasing Native women arts to give the artists economic support (Trump, 2001).  Similar to 

the assimilation efforts to “civilize” the Indians, white women reforms promoted the arts and 
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crafts of Native women to encourage self-sufficiency to support her family, adopt practical 

economic skills to reinforce civilized business habits (Cahill, 2015). The white women’s efforts 

included promotional material like pamphlets, letters, and talks on the Native artists 

“independence, creativity, individuality and close ties with the spheres of nature, family, and 

tradition” (p. 160). There is a difference between the efforts of white women reformers labors 

and creating arts and crafts for commercial market. To the white reformers, buying Native 

women’s arts was, “to protect feminine art and its makers” (p. 161). The reformers supposed 

Native women were abused and shamed by the traditional life. In eyes of the reformers, they 

believed Native men were lazy and Native women did the men’s tasks. They were perceived as 

“squaws” for being overstrained and exploited sexually. In addition, the “squaws” were thought 

to have loose sexual standards, predisposed to drunkenness, and violent. By assimilating Native 

women into American society, reformers believed “civilization” would challenge the “squaw” 

image (Trump, 2001).  

 In 1893, Chicago World’s Colombian Exposition exhibited arts and crafts of women, 

including Native women. The exhibition in Women’s Building was a visual example of the 

distance between primitive women’s works and the civilized modern women. The Native 

woman’s work was not seen as “primitive,” but it was acknowledgement of women being the 

first in most industrial arts such as pottery, weaving, basket making, decorative arts, etc., and it 

elevated Native women’s value to show with modern handicrafts.  

Indian Arts & Crafts Act  

 The United States economic conditions were in decline during the 1930’s and the 

depression impacted the financial profits and popularity of Native women’s arts. Indian arts and 

crafts were the primary source of income for most Native women. Conditions further worsened 
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for the Native artists as fraudulent Native arts and crafts were produced by manufactures. The 

Federal Trade Commission Act provided some protection of Indian arts and crafts against fake 

‘Indian’ made products. The increased demand for ‘Indian arts’ motivated companies to 

capitalize by manufacturing low quality knock-offs. With attention drawn to ‘imitate’ Indian-

made jewelry and crafts, developments began to prevent imitators marketing copied culture. In 

1935, congress enacted the Indian Arts and Crafts Board to support culture and provide some 

economic opportunities, stressing the main purpose as preservation of Indian life. The Arts and 

Crafts Board however came with controversy such as preparing children for life on the 

reservation to make Native arts and crafts, forcing Indians to create standardized works, forcing 

artists into program conformity, and increasing the price of commodities that catered to the 

wealthy non-Indians (Schrader, 1983). The purpose and functions of the Indian Arts and Crafts 

Board are described in the following (McLerran, 2009): 

It shall be the function and the duty of the board to promote the economic welfare 

of the Indian tribes and the Indian wards of the Government through the 

development of Indian arts and crafts and the expansion of the market for the 

products of Indian art and craftsmanship. (p. 93).   

 The legislation explained the powers of the board such as “determine the best opportunity 

for the sale of various products” (p. 94) or “give technical advice or assistance” (p. 94) and 

“create Government trademarks of genuineness and quality for Indian products and the products 

of particular Indian tribes or groups; to establish standards and regulations for the use of such 

trade marks” (p. 94). The bill was intended to provide Indian artists protection against imitation 

knock-offs, or false representation as Indian, it also restricted the Indian arts. For example the 

Indian Arts and Crafts Board regulations on silver used in silverwork were most scrutinized, the 
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standard prevented factory-made products and ensuring genuine hand-made goods. However, the 

government regulations of silver type presented independent Indian artist to fulfill commercial 

production, and that non-Indian trader could get approval stamp by the board, but the original 

artists could not- exiling them (Schrader, 1983). The prime reason for attacking the board was 

the Indians did not receive full benefits from traders or retailers. 

Indian, Not Indian Politics 

 The Market for Indian goods comes with an attached stigma of ‘authentic’ Indian. 

Consumers desire the stereotyped subject matter of the Indian as savage, noble, or mystic. The 

stereotyping of Native Americans emerged from fantasies about what Indigenous cultures were 

and then labeling Native arts as “authentic”.  The judgment of authenticity is closely associated 

to ‘authentic Indian’ or real Indian.  

 Many are self-identifying Indians; some are enrolled and documented Indians. For Native 

women artists, they must be recognized by the US government as an Indian to be a Native artist. 

In November of 1990, President Bush signed into law P.L.101-644, known as the Indian Arts 

and Craft Act of 1990, requiring all Native artists to prove native heritage through federal 

recognition (http://www.iacb.doi.gov/act.html). The Arts and Crafts Act of 1990 is a “truth-in-

advertising” law that prohibits misrepresentation in marketing of Indian arts and crafts products 

within the United States. The law reads that it is illegal to sell, offer, or show any art or crafts 

that falsely state it is Indian made, an Indian product, or product of specific tribe/nation, or 

Indian organization. Violators of this act will face criminal charges or fines up to $250,000 or 5 

years in prison, or both (http://www.iacb.doi.gov/act.html). The artists’ must be members of 

federally recognized tribe or state recognized tribe. Under the act, both traditional and 

contemporary arts and crafts made after 1935 are covered.  
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 The Act prohibits the marketing of Indian-arts and crafts made by non-Indians like 

Indian-style jewelry, pottery, carved fetishes, rugs, kachina dolls, and clothes. According to the 

Act, the tribal members should market Indian arts and crafts truthfully; misleading the customer 

by using the name of a tribe, or artisan who did not make it is illegal. For example, violation of 

the Indian Arts and Crafts Acts is if a sign claims to sell “Indian Jewelry” or “Hopi Kachina’s” 

and someone other than that tribal member, or recognized Indian artist was marketing or selling 

(http://www.iacb.doi.gov/act.html). The Arts and Crafts Board gave consumers of Indian-made 

materials the following suggestions: 

Before buying Indian arts or crafts at powwows, annual fairs, juried 

competitions, and other events, check the event requirements on the authenticity 

of products being offered for sale. Many events list the requirements in 

newspaper advertisements, promotional flyers, and printed programs. If the event 

organizers make no statements on compliance with the Act or on the authenticity 

of Indian arts and crafts offered by participating vendors, you should obtain 

written certification from the individual vendors that their Indian arts or 

craftwork were produced by tribal members or by certified Indian artisans. 

(http://www.iacb.doi.gov/act.html) 

 P.L. 101-644 is under criticism from Native women artists like Hulleah Tsinhnahjinnie 

who is suspicious of the federal government’s capability to enforce a law that assumes to 

“…know what is best for my status as a Native woman artist” (Tsinhnahjinnie, 1993.). 

Tsinhnahjinnie understands the complexities of Native identity that cannot be simplified by 

enrollment. She respects Natives that refuse the bureaucratic demands, calling them “renegade 

savages,” those who claimed no tribal affiliation. Tsinhnahjinnie believes, “as survivors we 
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should not be eager to simplify Native identity” (Tsinhnahjinnie, 1993.). Tsinhnahjinnie 

(Tsinhnahjinnie, 1993.) elaborates:  

Whose definition of ‘Indian’ must be satisfied and where will it end? Will Native 

women be responsible for bearing racially pure children who are to become 

artists? Will tribal sperm banks be established in the name of purity? Will DNA 

testing be utilized to determine if you are Native enough? Patenting of tribal 

identity? Family trees in the European tradition? How far will it go? (n.p).  

 Tsinhnahjinnie brings up valid points for Native women artists who are not members of a 

federally recognized tribe or nation. Native women artists not federally or state recognized are 

prevented from participating in distinguished Native exhibitions such as the Santa Fe Indian 

Market who only consider applicants, “that are enrolled members or designated Tribal Artisans 

of a U.S. or Canadian Federally recognized tribe/Alaskan Corporation” (http://swaia.org/). Some 

members of tribes that were once recognized by the government but are no longer, and some are 

state acknowledged but not by the federal government, are not allowed to show in some 

exhibitions. Self-identifying as ‘Indian’ or the appearance of ‘looking Indian’ is not identified as 

such by the federal government. The purpose of P.L. 101-644 The Indian Arts and Crafts Act of 

1990 is to promote and protect the arts and crafts created and stop non-Indians from marketing 

Indian-style artworks.1   

 The U.S. Department of Interior has explained the purpose of tribal enrollment as preserving, 

“…the unique character and traditions of each tribe. The tribes establish membership criteria based on 

shared customs, traditions, language and tribal blood” (doi.gov). To become tribally enrolled, tribe or 

nation must: 

                                                
1 The legislation has not addressed the Indian made arts and crafts not from the United States, but from Mexico, Canada, or 
South America, or if the law applies to new media like films, videos, or technology-generated materials. 
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Two common requirements for membership are lineal decendency from someone named 

on the tribe's base roll or relationship to a tribal member who descended from someone 

named on the base roll. (A "base roll" is the original list of members as designated in a 

tribal constitution or other document specifying enrollment criteria.) Other conditions such 

as tribal blood quantum, tribal residency, or continued contact with the tribe are common.  

 For example, you must be born on the Salish reservation in Montana to be a tribal 

member, to be a member of the Hopi tribe your mother must be a Hopi member. Therefore, if 

your mother is Salish and your father is Hopi and you were born in Tucson, you cannot be a 

member of either tribe, even if you are full Native. This narrowed definition of Indianness 

becomes further complicated with the intermarriage of tribal members, or when tribal members 

and non-tribal members marry. Families must make decisions to deny one tribe over another, or 

make choices on behalf of their children.  The case of Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez was an 

example of tribal government upholding its enrollment laws. Julia Martinez, a member of the 

Santa Clara Pueblo married a Navajo man living on the Santa Clara reservation. Their children 

lived on the Santa Clara reservation, and spoke the Tewa language, but were excluded from 

tribal enrollment.  The Santa Clara tribal membership rules allow only children whose fathers are 

Santa Claran to be recognized by the tribe. Martinez’s children could not hold office, vote in 

elections, live on the reservation after their mother’s death, or inherit lands (Jaimes, 1999).   

 How Indian identification is enforced can cause problems for un-recognized native 

women artists. For instance, Native American Art Alliance (NAAA) in Santa Fe has prevented 

un-enrolled artists from selling, exhibiting, or advertising their artwork as ‘Native American-

made’. NAAA has prevented the opening of art exhibitions due to artist’s not being recognized 
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by a tribe or nation. The most convincing argument supporting recognition is preventing non-

Natives from defining our culture and arts.  

 It is agreeable this law is necessary when it comes to protecting Native American arts, but 

it also prevents Native women artists from exhibiting, selling, marketing works, job 

opportunities, and upholding Native identity. Although, its intentions are to prevent ethnic fraud 

and enforcing efforts to ensure the accuracy of American Indian/Alaska Native identification to 

prevent racial exploitations and the growing numbers of ‘self-identifying’ Indians. The 

enforcement of Indian identification is a complicated issue, layered with adverse and 

constructive outcomes damaging to all Indians, recognized or not. 

Scholarship, Stereotypes, and Images of Native Women 

 From the beginning of contact with settlers, Native Americans have had the challenge of 

combatting many stereotypes, Native men and women had divided images they fill. Settlers 

brought with them their own preconceived notions what women roles were, including Native 

women’s roles that had no resemblance to traditional ways.  Native men are seen as the noble 

Indian, wise elder, savage warrior, stoic, healer, or the environmentalist. Native women have 

their own fallacies to contest like the Indian princess, or the sexualized squaw. The settlers 

created much of the false imagery and impressions about Native Americans for the purpose to 

justify land occupation and enforced assimilation (Adams, 1995; Lomawaima & McCarty, Bird, 

1999). Confining Native Americans to stereotyped imagery continued in early anthropological 

discourse and scholarship depicting Native peoples as “primitive” or the “other.” A point of 

contention not lost on the Native scholar, Deloria (1988): 
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The fundamental thesis of the anthropologist is that people are objects for 

observation, people are then considered objects for experimentations, for 

manipulation, and for eventual extinctions. (p. 81)  

 Native peoples distrust in anthropologists comes from many years of unethical and 

unauthorized research, including the misrepresentation of Natives. Much of the white gaze was 

reinforced through movies, television, romance novels, museum exhibits, and artwork, offering 

little knowledge of Native peoples.  The Indian as the “other” derived from early anthropological 

works by positioning Native Americans in a timeless ethnographic time warp. According to Bird 

(2001), “Their goal was not primarily to understand contemporary Native cultures, but to record 

them before they were lost” (p. 63). Much of the recorded documentation misrepresented Native 

tribes and nations, causing mistrust for non-Native researchers and angered Vine Deloria (1988):  

Behind each policy and program with which Indians are plagued, if traced 

completely back to it origin, stands the anthropologist. The fundamentals these of 

the anthropologist is that if people are objects for observation, people are then 

considered objects for experimentations, for manipulation, and for eventual 

extinction. (p.81).    

It is from unethical exploitation in scholarship that Natives are often stereotyped, 

misrepresented, and/or made to be invisible. It is important to note that these early records 

shaped and defined popular conceptions of Native Americans, some inaccurate impressions 

perpetuate today.   

 The objectification of Native women and Native men contrasted from one another. 

Unlike the Native males, native females have only two classifications: princess or squaw. The 

Native princess iconography emerged when she represented the image for the New World in 
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1575 (Green, 2001). The image of the Native woman adopted by Europeans placed her in flora 

and fauna, symbolism for the promises and dangers the New World offered. With the passing of 

time, the Native woman was portrayed bare-breasted, covered in leaves, feathers, animal skin, 

and armed the weapons of a spears and arrows (Green, 2001). Mihesuah (2003) explained it as: 

Europeans were fascinated with Native women’s lack of clothing, and this 

cultural difference caused misunderstandings about sexuality. Native women were 

viewed as decadent and sexual—dark-skinned whores—while the lighter-skinned, 

clothed European women were the more “pure,’ respectable females. Native 

women were seen as sexual beings free for the taking, and indeed, sexual violence 

against Native women was common after invasion. (p. 59). 

 The princess iconography represented the New World; it also defined her relationships to 

her male counterparts. As the Indian princess, she was to assist and save the white man.  Her 

image—as America signified virtue. As the Indian princess, she was nonthreatening, and was 

willing to “sacrifice her happiness, cultural identity, and even her life for the good of the new 

nation” (Bird, 2001, p. 79).   

 The Indian princess would not have sexual relations with men; if she did, she was 

identified as a squaw. Similar to the Virgin-Whore contradiction, Native women’s’ other 

iconographic option was the squaw. The squaw is the darker, sexualized, and does what men 

wanted. The Christians believed the dark skin meant evil and dark souls (Mihesuah, 2003). The 

squaw was depicted in movies, books, and imagery devoted to her white man. Though her 

presence was mostly invisible, her role was sacrificed if needed (Green, 2001). According to 

Elizabeth Bird (2001), the squaw is “the other Indian woman—a drudge who is at the beck and 
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call of her savage Indian husband who produces baby after baby, who has sex endlessly and 

indiscriminately with whites and Indians alike” (p. 80).  

 Native women not only endure violence and abuse from stereotypes, they put up with 

romanticized image of the “Indian Maiden.” Devon Abbott Mihesuah (2003) explains it as 

“Indian Maiden Art,” which, “usually depicts wildly beautiful women with ‘impossible hair’ 

(that is, hair that is long, luxurious, and full of unnatural body).” In addition, Native women are 

depicted with feathers; unclothed wearing animal fur or hide, and taking on the appearance of 

white women.   

 The history of settlers, scholars, and tourists taking photographs of Natives to fulfill their 

ideals of the romanticized Indian or to exploit Indians, has impacted the participation of Natives 

in photography. Other uses of photography in history have been documenting the deaths of 

Indians taken from battlefields, prisoner camps and hospitals, and from graves (Fowler, 2009). 

Natives being the subject and the observed have instigated artists to develop a critical eye and 

encourage a dialogue much needed among Native artists challenging Edward Curtis’s famous 

work of photographs, which claimed to capture the nostalgic vanishing Indian. Edward Curtis is 

known for his project, The North American Indian (1907-1930), a twenty-one-volume 

ethnographic data collection of musical recordings, images, and “myths and folklore” 

(Bernardin, et al. 2003). Curtis traveled around with a trunk of costumes to dress his subjects for 

documentary if they were not outfitted for the part (Bernardin, et al. 2003). Many Native’s view 

Curtis’s ethnographic photography not as documenting the “real Indian,” but they see Curtis as 

simply fulfilling the views of his audiences preconceived romanticized expectations. Curtis’s 

attempt at preserving the vanishing Indians was no more than posing his subjects in idealized 

Native cultural setting. McCallum (2010) believes: 
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The genuine problems of Amerindian peoples faced as their traditional ways of 

living were being dismantled by modernity and European settlement—starvation 

following the destruction of buffalo herds, children taken from their families to 

attend residential schools, loss of language, poverty, and addition—are 

conspicuously absent from Curtis portraits. (p. 245).  

 Edward Curtis’s photographs were absent of the lifeway changes to Native peoples; he 

fails to capture the resistance to abuse, suffering, and the loss of Native tribes.    

Native Women Creativity as Activism & Empowerment 

 The need for creative outlet for Native women is necessary. This expression is a pathway 

to healing, recovery, and reclaiming Native identities (Anderson, 2000). For some women 

expression of womanhood has been controlled or suppressed, but the act of resistance and 

responding is the “beginning of a journey of discovery about their Native womanhood . . . also a 

journey to reclaiming their voice in the private and public spheres” (p. 142). Creative 

demonstrations have given Native women an outlet to discover peace, reject negative 

characterization, and accept positive assertions of self. Nancy Cooper (Ojibwe/Irish) (2003) 

views art as a:  

Vehicle for political change, and artists have often been the first brave enough to 

hold a mirror up to a community or a society and bring to the fore issues such as 

racism, the effects of colonialism, classism and homophobia. (p.135).   

 There has always been an exotic fascination with Native arts and crafts imposed by non-

Natives. The allure of indigenous pottery, beadwork, kachinas, rugs, or silverwork began when 

they became accessible and marketable to non-Natives (Mihesuah, 2003). The need to collect 

and trade Native arts began when the concept of the vanishing race, artwork and sacred objects 
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made by living and deceased Natives were highly sought after by collectors. At times, what non-

Natives identify as Native arts is not Native art. Instead it is creations by Natives of what non-

Native would like to see (Mihesuah, 2003). Some artists understood to be successful Native artist 

you must conform to what was marketable and satisfy non-Natives demands.  

 However, not all Native artists cave to expectations. Native women have rejected 

conventionality by challenging and confronting the audience views and interpretation of art, and 

pushing the boundaries for Native women artists and Native artists as a whole. For example, 

Seminole/Muskogee/Dine Native woman photographer and educator Hulleah Tsinhnahjinnie 

addresses Native women’s issues through her photographs. In Tsinhnahjinnie’s essay titled, 

“When Is a Photograph Worth a Thousand Words?” and in her series of images titled “Portraits 

Against Amnesia,” photographic sovereignty is predominant. Tsinhnahjinnie’s essay and her 

photographs are reclaiming historical Native representation by reimaging the photographs 

through digital alterations and representing the Natives as, “agents rather than objects of the 

photograph process’ (Bauerkemper, p. 131). Photographic sovereignty is opposite of the 

voyeuristic, anthropological, documentation gazing, it is when the power and authority belongs 

to the subjects. The subjects control their image and how to be seen. In her series Portraits 

Against Amnesia, Tsinhnahjinnie stresses sovereignty and forces the audience to reflect on the 

ignored subjects and their stories of survival (Bauerkemper, 2011). The resistance to the gaze is 

present is her self-portrait titled Census Makes a Native Artist. In her artwork, Tsinhnahjinnie is 

attacking the regulation of Indian identity by the federal government. Her self-portrait is reacting 

to the federal law of 1990 that requires Indian artists to register with a federally recognized tribe 

if they want to sell their artwork as “Native-made” (Fowler, 2011). In November of 1990, 

President Bush signed into law P.L. 101-644, “The Indian Arts and Crafts Act of 1990,” 
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requiring Native artists to prove their Native ancestry. Her artist identification number, 111-390, 

across her mouth suggests Tsinhnahjinnie is mocking the law while it is attempting to silence 

her. Tsinhnahjinnie (1994) stated: 

I was raised to be suspicious of laws made for Native people, as my parents were 

raised and the family before them. I am inherently suspicious, especially if there 

is a blanket law for all native nations. To me it is a blanket law full of smallpox. 

(n.p.)     

 Tsinhnahjinnie is unsure what the purpose is for P.L.101-644, but she is doubtful the 

federal government knows what is best for her as a Native woman artist. Hulleah Tsinhnahjinnie 

believes if we want sovereignty, “we do not ask the oppressor for regulation.” Tsinhnahjinnie’s 

photographic sovereignty reclaims the rights and control of Indian photographs, contributing to 

the way audience look at artwork from non-documenting voyeuristic lens. Tsinhnahjinnie 

believes Natives have a responsibility to protect, “artist, thinkers, and culture” and to carry out 

our ancestors and elders dreams (1994).  

 Hulleah Tsinhnahjinnie is the only American Indian mentioned in the feminist art book, 

The Power of Feminist Art: The American Movement of the 1070s, History and Impact. Flipping 

thought the index under Native American and American Indian; the book listed two numbers 

under American Indian artists. The first listing of American Indian artists was the mention of 

American Indian population in the city of Austin was large and unusual especially after a 

paragraph describing the lack of representation of women of color in the feminist art movement. 

Diverse minority groups expressed concern for the racial gap between them and “American 

Feminist” of predominantly white middle class women.  
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 Native artists continue to create for many reasons, some to refuse market demands, to 

educate, carry on traditions, some create to start dialogue, and others to show that Natives are 

still here today.  

Indigenous Feminism 

 There is not one definition of Indigenous feminism and it is complicated to reach one 

conclusive explanation because Native women’s situations differ in histories. And not all Native 

women have a shared perspective on Indigenous feminism or self-identify as feminists. It must 

be said here; Indigenous feminism differs from white feminism or other women of color feminist 

theory and practices because it is grounded in Indigenous societal values. The distinction is 

Indigenous women had their power taken away and exchanged with traditional gendered roles 

imposed on them by settlers. For Indigenous women the issues central to them derive from 

colonialism disrupting their traditional ways of life and imposing westernized ideals of gendered 

roles and patriarchal constructs. Cheryl Suzack (Anishinaabe) (2010) explains the restructuring 

the traditional roles of Indigenous women favored the Indigenous men socially, politically, and 

economically. The continuance of colonial influence that causes invisibility of Indigenous 

feminism and obstruct need to address the political, social, economic, and cultural concerns 

Indigenous women are confronting (Suzack, 2010). Indigenous feminism is foundational to my 

analysis because it centralizes the Native women voice, her stories, and her artistic expression. 

The cultural production of Indigenous women is central to the progression of Indigenous 

feminism; its contribution overlooked. Huhndorf and Suzack (2010) clarify: 

Culture fosters critical consciousness by attending to the meanings of history and 

social relationships and imagining political possibilities. Unsurprisingly, then, 

Indigenous women’s literature, art, film, and performance often address the same 
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issues that preoccupy activists . . . culture has gained particular importance as it 

has confronted the silencing, marginalization, and invisibility of Indigenous 

women in patriarchal narratives and social practices. (p. 9). 

 Native women using artistic production as approach to change the impact of colonialism 

and patriarchy, artists are making the invisible—visible. Though the Native women do not share 

artistic practices, educational background, family history, or tribal affiliation, they have shared 

colonial past that has shaped their narration.   

 Another division between western feminism and Indigenous feminism are aims to reach 

sameness with men, or the need to exclude men from the issues. While this study is exclusively 

Native women, the presence of the Indigenous males cannot be ignored. According to Sylvia 

Maracle (Mohawk) (2010), the impact of patriarchy on Indigenous men traditional roles to 

provide and protect. Maracle holds the influences of governance; relocation, urbanism, and 

industrialization have forced men from traditional Indigenous roles. For Indigenous women to 

reclaim themselves as Native women, the process of maintaining well-being is balanced 

relationship between men and women (Anderson, 2000). The balance relationship is not 

competing against one another, or gaining superiority over men, it is acknowledging the “sacred 

qualities” men offer.  

 In fact, “Indigenous feminism thought can help build healthier nations” according to Kim 

Anderson (p. 85, 2010). The premise of her book Recognition of Being: Reconstructing Native 

Womanhood is how to fully heal, decolonize, and strong nation building.  

Indigenous Research Methodologies 

Indigenous Women Ethnography  
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 Research on Native Americans in history was often conducted to document the “dying” 

culture. Early ethnographers and anthropologists began recording stories and culture to attempt 

“salvaging” what remained of vanishing civilization. Native women’s lives document revealed 

difference from Native men’s stories; it disclosed accounts of day-to-day activities such as 

childrearing or food preparation (Bataille & Sands, 1984). When stories were translated to paper, 

much of the language, expressions, and emphasis was lost. The researchers assigned what was 

important to the Native women and their lives; mostly white ethnographers recorded what they 

viewed as important. The process of documentation in the arts gives meaning to people’s 

experiences, meaning they give us visual representation of what we see and experience 

(Anderson & Lawrence, 2003).    

Decolonizing Methodologies  

 Indigenous theories and methodologies such as decolonizing methods focus on the 

recovery process of Native histories, culture, language, and identity from the Indigenous 

perspective. The process is valuable to the field of Indigenous feminism and reconstructing 

Native womanhood, the progression and investigating the colonized mind. Scholar Linda 

Tuhiwai Smith (Ngati Awa and Ngati Porou) (2012) explains decolonization as a resistance 

process to westernized research methodologies. Part of this process is healing from frustrations, 

anger, and sorrow from our histories and communities to move forward. Once prepared to move 

forward, then you can begin to recover their histories, knowledge systems, language, and 

identity. Decolonization is implementing multiple steps to “liberate the captive mindset from 

oppressive conditions” (Chilisa, 2012) and give the marginalized a voice and space to share their 

experiences, knowledge, and stories. In Decolonizing Methodologies Research and Indigenous 

Peoples, Smith (2012) developed an approach to decolonizing research comprising of rejecting 
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what has been unjustly written in western scholarship and implement research practices that give 

voice, control, and power to the researched. Western research methods developed from colonized 

societies, some still maintain research practices of manipulation, authority, and influence. Smith 

(2012) offered the following strategies for decolonizing the research process:  

1. Aroha ki te tangata (a respect for people). 
2. Kanohi kitea (the seen face, that is present yourself to people face to face). 
3. Titiro, whakarongo . . . korero (look, listen . . . speak). 
4. Manaaki ki te tangata (share and host people, be generous) 
5. Kia tupato (be cautious) . 
6. Kaua e takahia te mana o te tangata (do not trample over the mana of people). 
7. kaua e mahaki (don't flaunt your knowledge). (p. 124) 
 
Smith’s framework of ethical principles and guidelines can guide researchers on how to 

behave when conducting Indigenous research. The use of the Maori language first then English, 

is an example of Indigenous language, culture, and knowledge is valued (Smith, 2012). 

Decolonizing research methodologies gives Indigenous groups with worldviews a space to 

communicate.     

Indigenous Knowledge & Epistemology- The Ways of Knowing 

 Indigenous knowledge is rooted in Native languages, stories, ceremonies, and cultural 

expressions like weaving, paintings, beading, or sculpture (Chilisa, 2012). These examples of 

expressions that are the “voice” of Indigenous societies, are unnoticed because we rely on Euro-

American perspectives and written text. Indigenous scholars Dorothy Aguilera-Black Bear 

(Choctaw) and John W. Tippeconnnic III (Comanche and Cherokee) (2015) defined Indigenous 

epistemology as “Bodies of knowledge described as worldviews—values and belief systems—

ways of knowing the world and relationships with ancestors, other humans, animals, universal 
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life, spirit beings, and all objects in the universe (p. 6).” Western Euro-American scholarship 

rejects Indigenous ways of knowing because of the common belief that the Indigenous systems 

are lacking in a scientific foundation. Causing conflict for Indigenous researchers and 

scholarship occurs when western institutional systems are assumed correct and valued, and the 

Native teachings are wrong. Non-native scholars rarely see the connection of relationships to 

Indigenous knowledge and the ways of knowing or its contributions. Disempowering western 

research methodologies by identifying unethical practices and disregard Indigenous knowledge 

systems is an important and common principle in Indigenous theories.  

Power of Place 

 From the point of contact, settlers have viewed Indigenous knowledge and spiritual 

practices of Native Americans as heathen beliefs or savage behaviors. Differing from western 

metaphysics beliefs, American Indian metaphysics is acknowledging self as the beginning of 

learning processes (Deloria & Wildcat, 2001). A clear definition of the Indian metaphysics 

comes from Vine Deloria:  

The Indian world can be said to consist of two basic experiential dimensions that, 

taken together provided a sufficient means of making sense of the world. These 

two concepts were place and power, the latter perhaps better defined as spiritual 

power or life force. Familiarity with the personality of objects and entities of the 

natural world enabled Indians to discern immediately where each living being had 

its proper place and what kinds of experiences that place allowed, encouraged, 

and suggested. And knowing places enabled people to relate to the living entities 

inhabiting it. (p. 2-3).  
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Indigenous ways of knowing are often dismissed because it lacks scientific groundwork. 

Often, Native Americans are conflicted at these intersections of western sciences and Indigenous 

teachings since western science is assumed correct and the native teachings are assumed as 

wrong. Native teaching is from early learning in Indigenous experience, customs, habits, and 

practices, unorthodoxy to western principles.  

Traditional Native Art or Contemporary Native Art 

The dilemma comes from western art histories practices of classification of artists or art 

movements, conscious efforts to draw distinctions of artistic change. The naming or categorizing 

of Native arts to westernized fine arts standard has been a disagreement in the field of Native 

arts, public spaces like museums and galleries, and scholarly institutions (Mithlo, 2012). Some 

Native artists adopted the motto, “No Word for Art,” offering an explanation to the division 

artists undergo in fine arts settings. By rejecting the terming of ‘art’ indigenous artists are 

refusing western culture (Mithlo, 2012). Native arts refuting to be defined by westernized 

standards also became an act of self-determination by snubbing the powers “who control avenues 

of expression and communication . . . the arts industry, museums and galleries” (Mithlo, 2012, p. 

113).   

After further reflection, the use of categorization and labeling of what is “traditional” and 

“contemporary” Indian art is omitted from Native women artists’ participants for several reasons 

except if they self-identify as either. Classification of Native arts is exclusively western 

construct, developed to give western art historians and scholars’ control. Therefore, I am 

reluctant to classify artistic work that I did not create, label the Native women artists or artwork 

to fit into category, and lastly, and perhaps most importantly, Native women artistic practices 
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have continued since time-immemorial. Yes—the art medium and purpose may have been 

altered over time, but there have been no interruptions in their expressions.  
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
 

“Listen for stories that work like arrows” 

—Winona Wheeler, (Anderson, 2000, p.79) 
 

This chapter provides the qualitative methodology to structure this study. This 

dissertation is based on interviews with Native women artists, using adopted qualitative research 

methods of narratives and participatory research practice with the aim of seeking how Native 

women artists represented Native womanhood through the application of indigenous 

methodologies: indigenous feminist theory and indigenous storytelling method.  

Indigenous Framework 

“Native knowledge must come from Native peoples.” 

 –Kim Anderson, (2009) 

 Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999) identified indigenous methods including “storytelling, oral 

histories, the perspectives of elders and of women have become an integral part of all indigenous 

research” (p.145). The use of indigenous methodologies allows for Native women artist’s stories 

to be told, revealing essential knowledge that might have been overlooked. Indigenous 

storytelling has been the primary method of communicating and disseminating indigenous 

knowledge among tribes and nations. It is also through storytelling that Native women practice 

resistance. Anderson (2000) identifies indigenous storytelling as “anchors of resistance” (p. 131) 

and that “they are also ways of preserving the language and the power and meaningfulness of the 

spoken word” (p. 131). Since the time of contact, the use of oral traditions has preserved 

indigenous ways of knowing and indigenous identities. In addition, oral traditions adapt with the 

passing of time, but not disconnecting from our past (Allen, 1986). To practice indigenous 

approach, Anderson’s circle diagram is utilized in the design, implementing, and conducting my 
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research. Similar to the Medicine Wheel, Anderson’s “Who Am I” diagram is 

compartmentalized into four quadrants, like the four cardinal directions East, South, West, and 

North used in Medicine Wheels. Indigenous researchers (Wilson, 2008; Walker, 2001, Brant, 

2008) have created similar circular models to illustrate the interrelatedness of ideas and that one 

idea often blends into the next. Walker (2008) explains it as, “a holistic integration of humans 

and natural world, including all being, processes and creation” (p. 19). Reconstruction of the 

native womanhood process is a journey that encompasses a holistic approach.  

 “Who Am I” (see Figure 1) framework represents the approach to conducting this 

research. The design of the wheel compliments indigenous storytelling and feminist theory.   

‘Who Am I’ Framework 

  Anderson (2000) found Native women process of identity formation to consist of four 

steps: resist, reclaim, construct, and act. When individual stages are investigated further, 

Anderson discovered identity development includes, “resisting negative definitions of being; 

reclaiming Aboriginal tradition; constructing a positive identity by translating tradition into the 

contemporary context; and acting on that identity in a way that nourishes the overall well-being 

of our communities (p. 15).” Each of the four sections is accompanied with a question. And these 

inquiries are joined with actions and attitudes taken by women to develop a Native identity.  

 Resist: Who Am I Not, demonstrations of how Native women resist negative 

representations through support of family, community, connection to land, language, storytelling 

and spirituality as foundations of strength to confront challenging experiences. Strong families 

have several definitions for indigenous societies; women from large or extended families find 

multiple caregivers of parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles or aunties as sources of power. The 

close relationships and connections created among families with a large female presence or 
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multi-generational members can empower Native womanhood. In addition, women who witness 

healthy and fair relationships between parents resist unbalanced relationships. It is also 

significant for the development of the father and daughter teaching relationship to pass on tribal 

values or knowledge. Strong families continue by Native women leading by example; mothers, 

grandmothers, or aunties learning from each another by watching acts of resistance or hearing 

about them through stories. Native women witness older Native women’s power through 

cultural, social, political, and economical decision within the families and community 

(Anderson, 2000). Native women found “knowing” your heritage, or tribal identity from your 

family assisted as a resistance technique. The shared experiences of women leaving Native 

homelands for school or being forcefully placed into residential schools as tolerable because of 

“knowing” you are a woman from a particular tribe or nation. Families’ instilling Native identity 

gave women the strength and power to overcome negative perspectives of Natives (Anderson, 

2000).  

 Resist is the connection to Native community. Remaining in contact with native 

communities can be more difficult due to the forced boarding schools, relocation, education 

opportunities, or employment, causing negative emotions related to isolation, displacement, or 

not fitting in. Native women find ways to make Native community connections possible, some 

return home to stay grounded, others go home for ceremonial events, and some create or 

participate in urbanized communities within large cities if they are unable to return home. Other 

women found connection by participating in Native activism, such as a joining a community 

through shared political agendas. Native women uniting to fight injustice and oppression for 

indigenous rights and Native women’s rights created strength and inspiration among the women, 
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and filled the sense of family for the women that did not have mothers, grandmothers, sisters, or 

aunties (Anderson, 2000).  

 Resist is the connection to land. Native women, “seek restoration, solace and comfort 

from some of the dysfunctional situations they were involved in” (Anderson, 2000, p. 128), 

utilizing land as an escape from abuse, or conflict within the community. In many Native 

cultures, land is identified as female, often called mother. Land as the mother provides Native 

women comfort, wisdom, and healing in times of hardship when she seeks guidance or strength.  

 Resist is native language. Anderson (2000) found connection between Native women 

who maintain their native language and the preservation of identity. For some, language loss is a 

difficult reality resulting from boarding schools or forced assimilation. Certain native societies 

have gendered language only for the women to speak, further supporting identity and building 

confidence in Native women. Anderson discusses the power of Native language in shielding 

Native women from patriarchal remarks. Specific Native languages have no pronouns for male 

and female, the only way to identify a person is through relationship identifiers, for example, 

“my mom.” Using offensive and insulting language about women is absent in many Native 

languages, it has been said by Maria Campbell in Recognition of Being (Anderson, 2000), “bad 

things that happened to us happened when we started to speak English, and when we started 

school” (p. 131).  

 The anchor of resist is storytelling. Storytelling in Native societies is the foundation of 

preserving culture, language, and knowledge. Native women have utilized storytelling as a way 

to share history, create identity, connect to tribes/nations, protect indigenous knowledge, and 

support womanhood. Native women are often the center of creation stories, which strengthens 

the importance women in families, communities, and society (Anderson, 2000). 
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 Resist is spirituality. Native women come from diverse spiritual practices due to location, 

accessibility, or the adoption of a new faith. Native women have made accommodations of their 

spiritual practices by borrowing or mixing from other Native spiritual traditions to meet their 

needs. Others are faithfully committed to Native spiritual traditions in attempt to reclaim a 

practice that was once forbidden or considered pagan. Native women also rely on spiritually for 

survival through the trauma of abuse, violence, relying on spirituality as a guide (Anderson, 

2000). 

 Reclaim: Where I have come from, is reclaiming of Native tradition, or as Anderson 

states, “picking up of those things that were left scattered along the path of colonization” (p. 

157). It is taking back what has been taken from Native peoples like ceremonies, dances, songs, 

stories, knowledge, or languages. Native women reclaim identity and culture through 

relationship development with children, lifegivers, motherhood, female and male balance, land 

and place (Anderson, 2000).   

 Children are at the center of Native communities, viewed by most Indian societies as the 

heart of family, community, or tribe/nation. Children represent the future of Native societies, and 

are seen as gifts from the Creator, therefore children are highly cherished. Colonizers became 

aware children were important to Indian communities. Through the forced removal of children, 

colonizers were able to gain control and power over families by taking their strength. The 

historical past of removing children from homes and families and sending them to boarding 

schools to endure dehumanizing assimilation tactics, physical, emotional, and sexual abuse at the 

hands of caretakers, and exposure to sickness and death in these institutions calls for urgency to 

reclaim children. By reclaiming children, Native women are keeping the sacredness at the center 

of communities and discovering the depth of Native womanhood (Anderson, 2000). 
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 Native women as lifegivers, or bringing life into the world, are seen as powerful and 

respected among Indian societies. Reclaiming this traditional perception of women, as lifegivers 

is not solely about giving birth, it is the symbolism of giving life. Reclaiming ceremonies 

associated with birth or lifegiving like sweat lodges, Sun Dance, or menstruation rituals teach 

about the physical and spiritual strength of Native women as lifegivers (Anderson, 2000).      

 Reclaiming motherhood is emerging from two points; Native women have the power to 

claim, as they are lifegivers, and our traditional Native life-way to continue mothering the 

community. However, reclaiming motherhood requires Native women unlearning westernized 

teachings of motherhood for example becoming a family servant or not allowing women the 

power to make decisions for her community. Some Native women have had their power to make 

decisions for their family taken from them. To reclaim Native motherhood, women can take back 

power through decision-making on behalf of their family (Anderson, 2000).  

 Reclaiming balance through restoring the relationship of female and male is crucial for 

the well-being of Native women, families, and community. Most Native creation stories, 

cosmologies, philosophies, ceremonies, or teachings are founded on both female and male 

entities; one cannot exist without the other. Anderson explains some Native ceremonies are 

duties that are gender specific. Within the ceremonies are gendered representations, for example 

father sky and mother earth or men associated with fire and women with water. In reclaiming 

balance of female and male relationships, Native women can recover traditional respect and 

harmony with one another (Anderson, 2000).  

 Relationship to land in reclaiming Native womanhood is a critical component. The 

impact of land loss due to colonization, boarding schools, or relocation programs has influenced 

identity issues among Native women. To reclaim land, or space, women have revisited their 
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homelands as way to maintain identity, reconnecting to family and ancestors, strengthen family 

and community, and re-establish connection to homelands (Anderson, 2000). Reclaiming can 

also be an understanding of concepts. For example, the understanding of earth as female is often 

identified among Native women as corresponding to important moments in their life. Native 

women discovering their connection to mother earth during times of hardship, survival, 

understanding, or seeking strength, has frequently helped them see themselves holding powerful 

positions within family, community, and tribes/nations.  

 Construct: Where Am I going, is the process of how Native traditions can fit into 

modern Native lives. Constructing Native womanhood involves working through the individual, 

family, community/nation, and creation. Starting with the individual, Native women first must 

understand the sacredness of life and the ability for women to create life. When Native women 

acknowledge life as sacred, women can begin to construct starting with female bodies, following 

with how we take care of them. The treatment of the Native female body addresses issues of 

motherhood, abuse, and sexuality. By constructing the sacredness of the Native female body, it 

must be thought about in its connection to lifegiving. Encouraging sacredness of life among 

Native females might influence them to reconsider sexual activity, birth control use, taking better 

care of themselves, or rethinking relationships. Constructing the body as sacred is beneficial to 

Native women to construct healthy lives and relationships.     

 Construct is family, looking at Native women within the family structures. Traditionally, 

the care of children is both female-male responsibilities, opposite of the western approach 

leaving the care of the children entirely to the woman. In Native societies, the raising of children 

was a community effort; it was grandparents, parents, siblings, extended families and the 

community working together for the benefit of the child. The balance of female-male 
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relationships begins during pregnancy by the female carrying, birthing, and nursing.  While men 

take the responsibility to comfort, care, and support partner. For women where there is not a 

male partner to balance parenting roles, extended families assist in childcare and support. 

Families shape and influence well being creating healthy structures.          

 Community and Nation of constructing family is supportive of the traditional role as 

Native women carrying leadership roles and having the power to influence, motivated by the 

responsibility to children, family, and community. Native women know how to “make things 

happen” and organize involvement and action. It is the role and teachings of mothering or care 

taking that influences the responsibility to nurture. The impact of colonization on the roles of 

Native women limited the control of decision-making within community and societies. To 

challenge this imbalance, reconstruction of traditional teachings and collective-female efforts are 

needed. Even so, Native women are making efforts by serving in political systems as female 

chiefs in societies, challenging legal statutes that overpower traditional motherhood roles, and 

organizing women councils to gain a political platform and recognition. Reconstructing the 

representation of Native women in community and nations reinforces traditional roles as leaders 

and serving families, communities, and nations (Anderson, 2000).  

 Lastly, construct is the traditional responsibility of how to respect and acknowledge 

creation. With more Natives living in urbanized locations, the responsibility of women in 

ceremonies, teachings, and stories has decreased. As Native women, they are intimately linked to 

creation through creation stories, songs, dances, philosophies, and teachings. In reconstructing 

creation, Native women can reclaim relationships with nature and the earth.       

  Act: What are my responsibilities is asking the question, what we need to do. Given our 

traditional obligation as caretakers to self, children, family, community and nations, Native 
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women are compelled to act. In the process of action, women are encouraged to fulfill their 

needs and take care of themselves and nurture the future. Native women are encouraged to act on 

self-love, meaning the history of colonization has influenced self-worth. The power of settlers 

has brought internalized self-hate, racism, violence, and abuse. Subjected to verbal abuse from 

family and partners like, “you’re no good,” or “you’re just a squaw” Native women need to 

reclaim self-worth through acts of replenishing energies such as taking time for silence, 

welcoming positive thoughts, people, and spaces, and making conscious decisions for themselves 

and family who is accepted into their environment. The act of self-love reconstructs positive 

Native identity, therefore impacting positive outcomes for the future.  

 Nurturing the future is Native woman’s traditional responsibility and ability to make 

changes. Native women’s actions for the future include defending injustices and exercising our 

voices, which are all critical since men have endangered women to stay silent. Reclaiming 

Native women’s voice through the courage to speak up is an act of taking back our traditional 

authority and power. Nurturing begins with Native women, a then needs continue to the men. As 

Anderson has emphasized Native men need to heal, recover, and reclaim from the patriarchal 

dominance imposed on their traditional roles. The nurturing continues on to them men; if you 

want the women to be well, the men in her life needs to well also (Anderson, 2000). Native men 

have experienced racism, sexism, discrimination, and the impacts of colonization. The traditional 

roles of Native men as protectors and providers have changed significantly due to government 

legislations. To maintain female and male balance for the well being of relationship structures, 

acts of recovery begin with raising respectful healthy boys, teachings of spirituality, supporting 

emotional development, and self-determinations. Giving Native men their strength, pride, and 

purpose.  
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 Older women such as grandmothers, mothers, and aunties, educate girls through 

traditional teachings in ceremonies about self-respect, self-worth, and responsibility as a female. 

Girls are encouraged to have space to determine and assert her independence physically and 

emotionally, while establishing and cultivating her own capabilities and power. Young Native 

women need exposure to historical teachings of how colonization introduced racism, sexism, 

violence, abuse, and how it has shaped young Native women’s sexuality, self-worth, and 

identity. Providing the tools to act, both females and males are equipped for healthy self, family, 

community, and nation.   

Research Approach and Design 

“If a writer wants to find out what native women think, they should ask them” 

—Devon Abbott Mihesuah (2003, p. 4). 

Supporting the reconstructing Native womanhood framework, storytelling is core to 

sharing Native women artists’ journeys and responses of Native womanhood. Similar to Kim 

Anderson, interviews were select Native women to elevate their voices and contributions. 

Indigenous women research and scholarship has developed over the decade yet some are absent 

of the indigenous woman perspective. Devon Abbott Mihesuah (Choctaw) (2003), understands 

indigenous women “for the most part, have not been addressed in historical works are feelings 

and emotions” (p. 4). She encourages scholars to use utilize Native oral accounts like recorded 

interviews or personal narratives.  

This qualitative study highlights the voices and artworks of six Native women from 

diverse tribe/nation/branch affiliations and varying artistic practices. Interviews are used to give 

Native women artists a voice to tell their own stories. I originally sought ten artists from 
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differing artistic backgrounds and from other Indigenous tribes/nations and received six 

responses from Native women agreeing to participate by the then established deadline.  

Native Women Artists’ Participants 

 The selection criteria for Native women artists was to seek five to ten federally 

recognized Native American women artists from diverse tribal affiliation or Nation recognition 

to participate in the research. The issue of Native identity is complex; nevertheless claiming 

indigenous identity was an ethical consideration. High ethical standards are necessary when 

researching indigenous communities, and fraudulence about indigenous identity undervalues the 

honesty of this study. Cautious choice selecting Native women from recognized tribes was 

utilized to prevent identity fraud and continence of appropriation. The location of participants 

will vary, along with their artistic practices. The criterion for research participation is: 

identifying as a Native American woman enrolled or descended from a federally recognized 

tribe, and practicing Indigenous artists. Exclusion criteria from the research are: are identifying 

as male, non-Native females, non-artists, and non-federally recognized tribal members, and 

women artists residing on an Indian reservation. 

 Friendships with Native artists on social media such as Facebook and Instagram 

presented an opportunity to friend Native women artists. Acquaintances regularly “posted” on 

social media sites, “like(ing)” Native women artists work. The six Native women 

artistparticipants were introduced to me via Facebook and Instagram. Prior to Institutional 

Review Board (IRB) approval, Native women artists’ names were listed from Facebook, 

Instagram, and homepages. Friend requests were sent to some artists. Once approved as a friend, 

further access to viewing artwork was granted. The approach to selecting artists and artwork had 

no pre-determined expectations of what to include in the study or what artwork “looked” like 
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responses of womanhood. Evidence of practicing artistry through various medium(s) was 

criteria. With friendships established with other artists, contact with Native women was relaxed. 

Following the connection made with Native artists was listing the names of women artists, their 

tribal affiliation, and artistic expressions to avoid repetition of artistic practice.  

 Once IRB approved the research proposal and further image researching on websites, 

social media, and published resources ten Native women artists were selected to contact by email 

and/or social media messaging. Initial contact with artists was made two moths before deadline 

of interviews, which allowed Native women to respond in a timely manner to agree to participate 

and sign a consent and image release form. Initially ten Native women artists were contacted by 

email or messaging to participate in the study. Of the ten women sought to partake in the study, 

six women completed the research process. The four Native women artists that did not take part 

had differing reasons. One well recognized artist did make contact by email expressing interest, 

but commitment to art shows internationally and nationally prevented her from participating. 

Another female artist showed some interest and frequently made contact by email to join in the 

research however, she was unable to schedule an interview by the deadline. The remaining two 

artists approached did not respond to the request to contribute to the dissertation study. The six 

Native women participants are living in urban cities, not in tribal lands or reservations. Each of 

the Native women has differing artistic expressions and some have multiple forms of 

expressions; 1) Digital imaging/photography; 2) muralist; 3) ledger artist; 4) beadier/dolls; 5) 

weaver/poetry; and 6) jeweler/metalsmith. The Native Women artists are arranged in the time 

sequence of when interviews took place (see Appendix D).  
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 The artists selected the location of the interviews, which aligned with the finding that 

interviews are best conducted when the informant is within a comfortable setting, usually a 

familiar setting associated to the topic of study (Grenier, 1998). 

Place of Artistic Practice   

 Debra Yepa-Pappan—Chicago, Illinois: is Jemez Pueblo and Korean; she lives and 

practices in Chicago. She is a self-identifying Chicagoan when introducing herself. At the age of 

two Debra moved to Chicago and her homeland is Jemez Pueblo. She lives in Chicago, but 

makes it home (Jemez) once a year with her daughter and artist husband Chris Pappan. Debra is 

a graduate of the Institute of the American Indian Arts in Santa Fe. She was interviewed in her 

home where she works out of in Chicago via Skype.  

 Nani (Nanibah) Chacon— Albuquerque, New Mexico: is Diné and Chicano, she is To’da’ 

Chiini, my grandfather’s clan is Kin’ya’anni, on my dad’s side Chicano and my grandfather on 

my dad’s side is Chicano. Her mother is from Chinle, AZ and her father is from northern New 

Mexico. Nani was born in Gallup, New Mexico but lived in Chinle. She jokingly says she grew 

up on I40 (interstate 40), Chinle, and Albuquerque, because her entire life was going back and 

fourth. She lives in Albuquerque with her son. Nani works from her home in Albuquerque and 

cite specific when commissioned. Nani has a degree in Arts Education from the University of 

New Mexico. She started doing murals in 2010 when she left the teaching profession the same 

year. She was interviewed at her home space via Skype. 

 Alaina Buffalo Spirit —Lame Deer, Montana: is northern Cheyenne, So'taa'ee branch. 

She grew up along the Tongue River in southeastern Montana, which are northern Cheyenne 

homelands. She has lived in several locations over the years, but she has returned to her 
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homelands in Lame Deer. Alaina works from her home in Lame Deer. I conducted a telephone 

interview and she was at home when we spoke over the phone.  

 Charlene Holy Bear— Santa Fe, New Mexico: enrolled member of the Standing Rock 

Sioux tribe and descendent from the Cheyenne River. She was born on the reservation and raised 

there until she was two or three then moved to Chicago. Since, then she has moved to many 

places, and has called herself nomadic. She currently resides in Santa Fe with her son. Charlene 

studied Fine Arts and Art History at the University of New Mexico. Our interview was 

conducted through Facetimewhile she sat at her beading table at her home.  

  Velma Kee Craig— Mesa, Arizona: is Diné (Navajo), Naasht’ézhí Tába ̨ąhá, born for 

Tódích’íi’nii, maternal grandfather is Tł’ízí Łání, and my paternal grandfather is Kinyaa’áanii. 

Velma is originally from Toneala, AZ and that is just north of Tuba City, AZ, but grew up in the 

Window Rock and Ganado area. She has been living in Mesa, AZ for twenty years with my 

family; four children, three are grown and one still in high school. Velma’s husband is filmmaker 

Dustinn Craig (Diné and White Mountain Apache).  Velma is a graduate of Arizona State 

University with a BA in English Literature and a minor in American Indian Studies. She is 

currently pursuing her MFA in Screenwriting at the Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa 

Fe, New Mexico. I conducted an in-person interview with Velma at the Phoenix Urban Indian 

Center in Phoenix.   

 Nanibaa Beck—Phoenix, Arizona—is Diné (Navajo); she is Tótsohnii , born for Tł’ízí 

Łání, Tsé Deeshgizhnii da shei cheii, doo Áshi ̨įhnii da shei nalí. She is originally from Pinion, 

AZ, but has have lived in Phoenix for twenty-five years for educational purposes. Nanibah 

creates pieces from her family’s workspace within the home. I conducted an in-person interview 

with Nanibaa at her studio in Phoenix.  
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Data Collection 

 The two formats used to gather the stories of participants in this study were interviews 

and visual pieces. Data were collected from the artists via Skype, Facetime, in-person interviews, 

and telephone using a structured and prepared questionnaire of (see Appendix C). The artists 

gave permission to use images of their artwork for dissertation purposes sent by email and given 

in person. The research questions derived from the four key questions of the Anderson Native 

womanhood “Who Am I” framework, which supported open coding into concepts. The 

questionnaire was divided into four sections: resist, reclaim, construct, and act. Further questions 

were created surrounding the idea. The process was open-ended.  

   For the first question of resist, I asked the Native women artists how they rejected 

negative representations through art. According to Anderson (2000) “Coming from the history 

that we do” (p.115), Native women developed strategies for defending and protecting identities, 

and this means opposing negative stereotypes, compelled roles, and damaging characterizations 

of being.  The artist’s response would let me know how Native women would express this 

through their artwork or is the creation process the act of resist(ance).  

 The second set of questions of reclaim reveals Native women artist’s implementation of 

traditional ways when creating art. These sets of questions come from process of identity 

recovery, the impact of colonization has left many traditional ways scattered, including 

“ancestral traditions, customs, and lifeways” (p. 157). The questions I asked was seeking to 

determine how creating art sustains relationships, looking at the relationships they have 

developed with family, community, or tribe/nations/branch by means of reclaim(ing).  

 The third set of questions of construct delves into how “actively construct modern Native 

female identities” (Anderson, 2000, p. 193), in what way ancestral traditions situates into present 
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lives. How are Native women artists combining tradition into their current artwork and how this 

is accomplished in their work? These sets of inquiries extend beyond the artists; the process 

includes family, community, nation, and creation. These sets of questions showed how Native 

women artists’ identity included roles as mothers, activists, and leaders. 

 The last set of questions of act asks Native women artists actions of responsibility to self, 

family, community, and Nations. The set of questions was seeking to determine the actions 

Native women take through their artwork or outside of their artistic process. “Because of our 

responsibilities to self, family, community and nation, we are required to act” according to 

Anderson (2000, p. 229). This section of the questions acknowledges the significance of the 

artwork these Native women create, serving as platform for cultural, gendered, social or political 

issues. 

Procedure 

Interview Participants   

 Before engaging in the research process, University of Arizona Institution Review Board 

(IRB) approval was received. In addition to the IRB F200 application, a participation consent 

form and photo release consent form authorizing the use of artistic images for education 

purposes only (see Appendix A and Appendix B) was sought. Also included were, the research 

questions I was asking participants (see Appendix C) and recruitment script I sent via email to 

potential Native women artists. Approval was also needed from the Department Chair of 

American Indian Studies and my faculty advisor from American Indian Studies at the University 

of Arizona.  

 Once the application was approved by the IRB the list of Native women artists was 

finalized and the process of contacting and emailing them began. The list consisted of ten Native 
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women artists by name, tribe/nation affiliation, artistic practice, and location. After contact 

information was finalized, they were emailed. Once a response from an artist was received, they 

were emailed a consent form. The researcher was made available to answer any questions the 

participants might have prior to signing documents. Once they read the documents, signed them, 

and sent the forms back to me, an interview was scheduled with suggestions how to conduct the 

interview via Skype, Facetime, phone, or in-person.   

 Each of the interviews were voice recorded using two methods of recording systems to 

ensure no data was lost. Before interviews took place, each artist was asked permission to record 

the interview. Every study participant agreed to the recording of the interview. The interviews 

were transcribed within one week of the interview taking place. Once interviews were 

transcribed into text form, the transcript was sent to the artists for approval. Before the 

dissertation is submitted for final approval from the Graduate College, Native women artists will 

receive a copy of the dissertation for additional feedback.  

Data Process and Analysis 

The data was structured and analyzed using Indigenous storytelling methodology and 

indigenous feminist theory. The two methods used to manage research are equally valued and 

significant.  Perhaps more importantly, both methodologies collectively safeguard indigenous 

women’s stories and artwork. The process of identifying themes in the data was organized by the 

research questions pulled from the four tenants: resist, reclaim, construct, and act.  

Indigenous Storytelling Methodology 

The use of personal narrative experiences through interviews as a tool for data collection 

allowed me to frame the research findings and analysis. Marshall and Rossman (2011) argue the 

use of narrative analysis “describes the meaning of experiences for those who frequently are 
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socially marginalized or oppressed, as they construct stories about their lives” (p. 22). 

Storytelling is essential to understanding indigenous lives and cultural productions.  Storytelling 

also gives insight to the process of womanhood identity formation.  

To respect and honor these Native women artists, the researcher chose the storytelling 

narrative to focus on the Native woman herself, her story, and voice. As a way to value the 

conversation and time these women shared with me, stories in narrative format was selected 

format. Storytelling allows the listener to gain life lessons and fill in the gaps of missing research 

(Wilson, 2008; Chilisa, 2012).  The stories and artwork shared by Native women artists are a 

reflection of the values of Native womanhood, stories of the other, “formally colonized and 

historically oppresses, to frame and tell their past and present life experiences from their 

perspectives” (Chilisa, 2012, p.139). It is a tool used to give the other side a voice to tell their 

present life experiences from their viewpoints.  

Stories are shared and communicated orally. They support indigenous values, belief 

systems, and knowledge. According to Chilisa (2012), indigenous knowledge is “expressed in 

stories, songs, folklore, proverbs, dances, myths, cultural values, beliefs, rituals cultural 

community, laws, local language, artifacts, forms of communication, and organization” (p. 99). 

Indigenous knowledge also includes values in addition to implementing research.  These values 

are known as the 3 Rs: respect, reciprocity, and relationship when conducting ethical research. 

The three positions that serve as foundation for indigenous research are respect (i.e., building 

respectful relationships on multiple levels), reciprocity (i.e., to give back to indigenous 

communities), and responsibility (i.e., fulfilling roles as researcher to all relations) (Wilson, 

2008). The implementation of the 3 Rs: respect, reciprocity, and relationships began with 

developing respectful collaboration with between the interviewed and researcher. Respect started 
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with introducing each other in relations to each other and the cosmos. Researcher explained the 

role and responsibilities to the interviewed. Respect included how well the researcher listens, 

directs attention, recognizes knowledge systems, and gives room and space for stories to be told. 

Reciprocity is the understanding the knowledge from this study would be shared to benefit 

communities involved and the academic communities. Relationships are respecting all the 

connections involved in the research and the shared power. The relationships created between 

the participants and researcher will continue after study is complete, the more complete you 

involve yourself and the better your understand relations.  

Indigenous Feminist Methodology  

The “Who Am I” diagram Anderson developed is derived from an indigenous feminist 

theory; it also framed by my findings and informed analysis through the creation of cyclic 

interconnected flow. The circular diagram used is similar to the methodology based on the 

Medicine Wheel by illustrating the interview questions from each of the four sections: resist, 

reclaim, construct, and act. Brant Castellano (Mohawk) (2004), Shawn Wilson (Cree) (2008), 

and Polly Walker (Cherokee) (2001), in their research of indigenous studies, developed 

interviews questions based off of the Medicine Wheel.  

The aim of this study was to reveal the strength, power, and beauty of Native 

womanhood by interviewing six Native women artists and their platform they have chosen to as 

an expression of Native womanhood identity. The indigenous feminist approach utilized and 

supported the purpose by decolonizing the discourse of Native women in the arts through 

designing research methodology, acknowledging Native women and their histories, using 

indigenous knowledge systems such as stories and art productions, focusing on indigenous 

women’s concerns and issues through the indigenous feminist paradigm versus. Western feminist 
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constructs. In the following chapter, the stories of the Native women artists and the context of 

visual expressions are shared. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS  
 

Debra Yepa-Pappan 
 

 “I am a mother first. I am a wife to a fellow artist. I’m a Chicagoan. I’m Jemez- Pueblo and 

Korean … everyone has a story, I’d like to share my story.” 

—Debra Yepa-Pappan 
 

Who Am I 

I am Debra Yepa-Pappan. I am a mother first, I am a wife to a fellow artist, I’m a 

Chicagoan, I’m Jemez- Pueblo and Korean … everyone has a story, Id like to 

share my story. For a lot of people who don’t know I was born in Korea and I 

came to the United States with my mother when I was five months old. I didn’t 

become a US citizen until I was about eleven or twelve. I was actually 

acknowledged by my Jemez people and I was enrolled there before I became an 

US citizen. So I guess I am a naturalized Native American. I grew up in Chicago 

been in Chicago a majority of my life, since I was about 1 1/2. I am a city girl, but 

I go back home a lot. I’m connected to my family and I’m connected to my 

culture and I’ve also ensured that my daughter is connected to our culture as well. 

That’s who I am. (personal communication, January 25, 2017).   

Resist  

 When asked how Debra resists negative representations, stereotypes, roles, or definitions 

in her artwork, she responded, “I confronted them head on” (personal communication, January, 

25, 2017). For example, in her well-recognized Long Live and Prosper: Spock was a Half-Breed 

(2008) (see Figure 2) piece, is confronting stereotypes directly. Debra took an Edward S. Curtis 

photograph and juxtaposed her face on the stereotypical images. “I did that was because a 
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majority of my friends are not Plains Indians, but that’s the stereotype of the Indian; my face on 

that image is confronting that Plains Indian stereotype” (personal communication, January 25, 

2017). 

 
Figure 2.  Live Long and Prosper: Spock Was a Half-Breed, Digital Image, 2008.  

Photo Credit Debra Yepa-Pappan. 
 
 

 This is common and popular misconceptions of Indians are all alike (Mihesuah, 1996). 

Debra shared, “Live Long and Prosper: Spock was a Half-Breed—I was identifying with my 

own identity of being a mixed race. Spock being the most well-known science fiction half-breed, 
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there was some relation there. It’s a self-portrait” (personal communication, January 25, 2017). 

When talking about Spock was a Half-Breed image, Debra called it her classical piece, because it 

has developed into a life of its own. She made that piece back in 2008 and people still reach out 

to her to talk about it, “its one of those images that just lives on, its timeless” (personal 

communication, January 25, 2017). 

 In another variation of the imagery, Debra puts Hello Kitty on the tipi behind her. The 

Hello Kitty Tipi Starry Night is Debra’s commentary on the commercialization of Hello Kitty on 

mass products, she thought why not put it on a tipi.  

Reclaim 
 

 Debra’s artwork is not traditional art forms, but she said “traditional ways in spirituality 

and philosophy” (personal communication, January 25, 2017). She uses digital imaging as her 

practice, utilizing her own photography. The Spock series is mixed media of Edward S. Curtis 

photographs and her own. “What I am doing there is he (Curtis) has appropriated those images 

and I am re-appropriating those images, taking those images back” (personal communication, 

January 25, 2017). Reclaiming is taking back those things that were unjustly taken; this includes 

misrepresentations of identity of Natives.   

 The process of reclaiming our identity and culture includes the relationships we have 

developed. Debra for the past eight years had been working with the Native Education Title VII 

Program in Chicago. While working with Title VII, Debra provided students assessable artistic 

opportunities by introducing them to artists they can learn from. She explained, “for native 

people, its natural part of our lives,” therefore created youth programming fostering artistic 

growth for students. At home, her family, Chris and Debra both artists, their daughter is a 

performing artist, expression is an act they do together as a family, they support each other.  
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Construct 
 

 The merging of ancestral traditions with modern Native female identities in Debra’s work 

is current in the way she uses photography. Debra elaborates on her work (see Figure 3):  

I use digital imaging and I use inkjet printer to print my images. The tradition is 

imaging of tradition. Traditional manta with the continuation of our culture in the 

medium I use. I use ledge art to print on. I am pushing the boundaries by putting 

that ledger paper through inkjet printer and putting digital images, modernizing 

that tradition. And giving new life to this paper that over 100 years old. (personal 

communication, January 25, 2017).  

 In addition to pushing the boundaries of using ledger paper with contemporary mediums 

like inkjet printing, Debra is also asserting historically gendered practices of males excluding 

Native women from imagery, but also as Native artists to use ledger paper.  

 Early pieces Debra created of self-portrait before her daughter was born she was the 

subject. She was sharing her story about herself. After the birth of her daughter, her work 

redirected (see Figure 3).  

It wasn’t unit that moment when she first danced. I have a little dancer series, her 

in her traditional manta. The image that I capture is the first time she danced. …I 

am using her to demonstrate we are a continuation, we are continuing through her, 

and emphasis on the youth carrying on the traditions. The images are taken from 

behind her.  I had a non-native person ask me “why is walking away from you” 

that was her perspective- walking away from the viewer or me. She is leading the 

way—she is the next generation that is leading us back to tradition and our 

spirituality. She is going to and taking me with her. If there are persona l changes 
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in my work it would be my emphasis is more on her and where she is taking me 

and following her growth. (personal communication, January 25, 2017).  

 
Figure 3. Debra Yepa-Pappan, Blessings, Ledger paper and inkjet.  

Photo Credit Debra Yepa-Pappan. 
 

 
 Her daughter was born in Chicago, since she was one year old they have been back to 

New Mexico at least once every year. “We wanted to make sure that she knows where her people 

are from, she is enrolled Jemez pueblo…. I thought it was important for her to maintain that 

connection” Debra shared. When she was older, they tool her to feast day and were watching the 
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dances, when Debra asked if it was something she was interested in doing and she said yes. The 

following year they made sure that was going to partake in the dance. The following year she 

danced and has danced a few times after that. Debra said, “She knows what it means to be Jemez 

when she dances” (personal communication, January 25, 2017).  As a Native artist, Debra gains 

strength as a mother:  

Ever since she was in my belly that’s what I saw myself as first, mother. 

Everything that I do I don’t do without thinking about her and putting her first. 

And that is something I learned from my own mother, my mother is Korean she 

taught how important it is to put your children first. She always said that to me, 

everything she did it’s because she was always thinking of me, and I do the same. 

(personal communication, January 25, 2017).  

 
Her work as an activist is showing people: 
 

We (Native) are still here and we will continue to be here . . . Live Long and 

Prosper as a message to our people that we need to persevere, and we have 

persevered and we will continue to do so. We will be part of the future. Because 

in schools and in history we are relegated to the past and I think that’s sadly we 

got to teach non-native people we are not just relevant to the past, but we are 

relevant now, and we will be in the future. (personal communication, January 25, 

2017). 

 When asked if her work was coming from a place of responsibility, Debra said, “Yes, to 

my child, family, and yes community.” She believes it is important to create art that has 

substance, she feels that art that doesn’t mean anything, doesn’t go anywhere, and has no 
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impression on her. Debra understands art has something to say, it is “something someone is 

going to see ten years later on and if doesn’t have any substance then it wont have any meaning.” 

As a responsibility to create for her daughter, Debra confessed: 

My daughter is going to outlast me and it’s important for me to create these 

messages and put them out into the world that are going to be put out in a good 

way for her. Her parents made choices to create art for good in the world. 

(personal communication, January 25, 2017).  

 Responsibility to herself, Debra said she was not an expert in many things, but “I am an 

expert of my own experience. I have a unique story in that I am Jemez pueblo and Korean, that’s 

a big responsibility” (personal communication, January 25, 2017). She emphasized that it is 

important to share stories, especially if they are unique like hers is. Debra believes it is a 

responsibility to show as good examples. For instance:   

This woman contacted me she was Korean and native. I remember she has a 

rough time growing up, her native side was not accepting. She felt connected to 

the Live Long and Prosper piece. She wants mixed race native to know you can 

be proud and embrace your cultures. You don’t have to choose one side over the 

other. I don’t chose one side over the other, I identify with both. I can embrace 

both sides. I want other mixed natives to know what ever combination you are, its 

beautiful, that’s my responsibility to community and reaching out to those to help 

them get through what ever hard times they are having as a mixed-race person. 

(personal communication, January 25, 2017). 

Act 
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 Act comes from Native women’s reaction to responsibility to self, family, community, or 

nation. Debra exercises her responsibilities as a Native artist by creating and educating people 

Natives are here. She states: 

We still exist. We will continue to exist. Our artwork is out there to teach people 

don’t know enough about Indians. You need the visual to begin the dialogue or 

open a conversation. The art piece is a start. I need to make sure my artwork gets 

out there a reaches a lot of people. I make my work for me first, (sic) then I want 

my work to reach native people, (sic) then reach non-Native people. (personal 

communication, January 25, 2017).  

 Debra understands the history of Native women as leaders that held prominent positions 

to keep societies together, in the art world, Debra said, “ it is heavily saturated with male artists, 

especially in native art,” however she feels “There have been a lot of native women artists 

emerging and are increasing. Thinks it’s important to equal the playing field or we dominate it” 

(personal communication, January 25, 2017).  

 Debra holds that it is our responsibility to teach the younger girls and younger Native 

women that they can be artists. She also thinks it is important to distance from victimization, “we 

are strong and powerful people. I hope by doing what I do, inspires the youth to follow” 

(personal communication, January 25, 2017).  Debra would like more Native artists creating 

work that expresses their voice:  

We need to reclaim our identity. And its import for us to recreate our own images, 

we shouldn’t have non-native artists trying to tell us what we are, what we look 

like, or what we should do. It falls down to first voice and owning that first voice. 

(personal communication, January 25, 2017).  
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END 

Nani Chacon 
 

“I’m already empowered by being a woman” 

—Nani Chacon 

Who Am I 
 
I am Diné and Chicana, my mom is Diné and my dad is Chicano. My mom is from 

Chinle and my dad is from Northern New Mexico. I was born in Gallup, but lived in 

Chinle. My clans are To’da’ Chiini, my grandfathers clan is Kin’ya’anni, on my dads side 

Chicano and my grandfather on my dads side is Chicano. I grew up in Chinle, 

Albuquerque, and I40 (interstate 40) because my entire life was going back and fourth. 

(personal communication, January 28, 2017). 

Nani (Nanibah) Chacon at an early age began noticing that women are revered in Diné 

culture as opposed to western culture. She believes there is a larger responsibility as a Diné 

woman. 

As I got older I began to appreciate that. I appreciate the freedom in who I was 

and a strength there when I started to learn of who I was, my clans, and how the 

clan systems works, the matrilineal aspect. This is when I was a teenager, punk 

rock girl, learning about feminist. We are already a feminist culture, we don’t 

struggle with this the same way white women do. Because Diné culture is more of 

a partnership and there is duel role.  The struggle for western feminist, this 

equality with man. And in some way it gets weighed heavier, like I want to be 

bigger than the man. Coming from this duel background I didn’t see it that way. 
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I’m already empowered by being a woman. (personal communication, January 25, 

2017). 

Resist 

 
Resist is the rejection of negative ways of being; Nani has resisted negative 

representations, stereotypes, roles, or negative definitions of her being in her work by:  

I create juxtapositions to address that. Native art is a reflection of the market, they 

create to fulfill the needs of the market. My art has never been about the market, 

it’s been about making messages, and personally it’s been about satisfying what I 

have not seen before. When I do traditional this woman putting on a moccasin, 

putting on her jewelry, but make it in this sexual sensual kind of manner, within 

that juxtaposition I’m creating a dialogue of something we don’t talk about. 

That’s the way I resist it. I could of painted that scenario a hundred of different 

way; I could of painted her out by monument valley with a sheep, covered up, 

with her moccasins poking out. That wasn’t the focus. The focus was her 

sensuality. In those ways I’m resisting those stereotypes. (personal 

communication, January 25, 2017). 

For Nani she defends her identity in her work through female figurative work. She 

tries to resist the clique of women. “I try to show something deeper, it’s about showing 

these moment within identity you don’t get to see all the time. Our identity is in nuances I 

try to preserve identity” (personal communication, January 28 2017).  
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Figure 4. Nani Chacon, Against the Storm She Gathers Her Thoughts, 2013, 

acrylic latex, approximately 12 x 40 ft., Navajo Nation Museum, Window Rock, 
Arizona. Photo credit: Nani Chacon. 

 

The mural Against the Storm She Gathers Her Thoughts (see Figure 4) completed for the 

Navajo Nation Museum in December of 2012 in Window Rock, Arizona depicted a Diné woman 

collecting her unraveled hair and tying into a Tsiiyéé (hair bun). The woman is placed against a 

Navajo rug pattern, an underlying presence of first female figures such as First Woman and 

Spider Woman from Diné creation stories. Nani said the mural was “about coming against 

adversity and how women deals with adversity with strength” (personal communication, January 

28, 2017).  The wind blowing suggests the challenges and the unraveling of her hair implies: 

How as Navajo women we have to be composed, strong. We don’t let our hair get 

wild. And the pattern behind breaking apart. Understanding the piece is about 
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vulnerability, the women doing her hair also became this symbol of women 

beauty. Navigate sexuality, confronting those sensitivities and wanting to show a 

woman in a weak state. The Navajo Nation scheduled to be paint over the mural, 

but the museum made an extension. My early work was female based. It was 

about rewriting American culture and putting Native women and Chicana women 

within these roles and making them prevalent. And making the images I never 

saw. It was about creating images I wish I had seen growing up, that my mom 

would of seen growing up, that my grandma would of seen growing up. Showing 

that we are not always out yonder on a horse, and we lived through all these 

times, and we are here now, and we are very modern. We learned to navigate 

modern culture, western culture and we’ve learned how to tie that in with our 

traditional culture and still find the beauty in that. (personal communication, 

January 28, 2017). 

The female figurative work Nani painted emerged from the interest in 1920s mid-century 

portrayals of women; she was in awe of those artists and studied their work. Nani realized that a 

lot of the depictions of the women she saw didn’t relate to her experiences in life. She 

understood that was an oppressive time for women, but Nani, “. . . felt like they really used 

women in the forefront, like keepers of the home, holding the family unit figure that I could 

relate to. Except it was wrong. It was this posed beautiful white woman with a ten-inch waist. It 

wasn’t anything I could relate too” (personal communication, January 28, 2017).  

Reclaim 
 
 Nani Chacon is reclaiming traditional ways in your work by incorporating traditional 

weaving into her work. As a child Nani was surrounded by a lot of Navajo rugs. People would 
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take their rugs to her grandmother’s house because she would go to town and would sell them. 

Now with more recent work, she has interweave textile patterns to talk about the complexities of 

Diné philosophies: 

I started researching weaving and learning about rugs; I realized how complex it 

was. Its got to be the most complex abstract work that exists. These are straight 

from the weaver, no preconceived notion of it, very pure highly intellectual form. 

There are very few that have a story. I started digging deeper and it took me back 

to creation stories and thinking about how we are interconnected. I started to read 

the creation stories and it blew my mind. I found we have everything; we have it 

mapped out, they’re all in our stories. Our stories tell us everything and I started 

realizing our stories are not about the past, it’s a map and guide for the future. 

And the work I do now intermingles these patterns with figurative form, talking 

bout dine women in the past, now, and future philosophically. (personal 

communication, January 25, 2017).  

 Using rug patterns into her work is evident in Against the Storm She Gathers Her 

Thoughts (2012) and her mural She Taught Us to Weave (2010) (see Figure 5). In She Taught Us 

to Weave, a curator approached Nani with an opportunity to do a mural in Albuquerque, who 

wanted an indigenous perspective. The curator asked she had thought about putting one of her 

paintings on a wall, and she responded, “I haven’t.” The next question was if she would like to, 

and she replied “yes.” It was the first time Nani thought about putting her work on a wall. “It 

kind of came together,” reflecting on the start of her artistic path began with a wall, then 

returning to wall painting.  However, the approach to muralism differs from graffiti, Nani 

explains:  
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I learned from my mentor, I learned the philosophy. Muralism is different versus 

graffiti. Muralism is for the community. When I was approached with this project, 

it was about taking some teachings and applying those philosophies. If I’m going 

to put something in the forefront, if I’m going to put something that people 

encounter on a daily and be within there environment, what do I want to say? 

 
Figure 5. Nani Chacon, She Taught Us to Weave, acrylic latex, enamel, spray acrylic, 

spray enamel mural on brick, 2012, Well Park, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
approximately 20 x 100 ft.  

Photo credit: Demian DinéYazhi´ 
 

For Nani, it is more than an image she is creating; she is illustrating a message: 

I thought about the location of the mural. It was the near the railroad tracks, a lot 

of our native homeless population is along the tracks daily. It’s for the native 

people who are here to engage with, and it’s for everybody else to figure out. But 

my strongest message of my work applies to the Native people that encounter it. I 

felt like that is who I want my audience to be, that’ who I want to get the feeling 

and soul from this pieces. I did a depiction of spider woman and it relayed this 

message of survival, resilience, and her teachings to live within this world. And 
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the piece is title, “She Taught Us to Weave” depicting Spider Woman in a rug 

pattern changing, then changing to circuit board pattern. It was creating 

conceptual piece that really had ties to traditional to modernity, and bringing them 

together. Creating a dialogue, narrative, and questions, I wanted people to get out 

of this image; I didn’t want them to just look at the mural and say, “it’s just a 

Navajo woman”. I really wanted them to look and question other things.  

The commission was located in Wells Park Mural Project in Albuquerque, collaboration of art 

and technology in International Symposium on Electronic Arts.   

I added to it was low powered transmitter radio. It was meant to transmit a prayer. 

Ideas of using airwaves are an active transmitter in our environment, it’s an active 

use of technology that transmits into the air and there’s a responsibility within our 

communication and a responsibility with our being. I feel like that’s what Spider 

Woman was trying to teach us was that we have these tools, like the tools of 

technology, like weaving was a tool, but how do we use it responsibly. When she 

taught us everything about weaving, it was not only about weaving, but it was 

also about the tools we would use in modern culture and how are we going to use 

it responsibly, with beauty, with Hozho, with all the teachings. (personal 

communication, January 28, 2017).  

This Diné philosophy is how Nani views murals as narratives, dialogue, as depiction, and being 

cite specific: 

When I get commissions they have certain expectations or want what I did at 

another cite repeated. I have to explain what that means. Sure I can do what I did 

over there, but it won’t be the same image. It’s a different area; this is a different 
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place a different time, different people. I want something that will talk to the 

community that are here and what they’re going to resonate with. They are the 

ones who are going to live with this piece. Its not about my ideas, its about what 

can I talk about that’s already existing there. (personal communication, January 

28, 2017).  

 
Figure 6. Nani Chacon, Walk in Beauty. 

Photo credit: Nani Chacon. 
 

Construct 
 

An example of taking ancestral traditions and fitting into modern life for Nani Chacon is 

Diné woman print Walk in Beauty (see Figure 6). She received some criticism at times for the 

piece for it not being Navajo. Nani explains: 
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It was this defiant thing and me embracing being a woman. Are you really saying 

that’s not Navajo? Or you really saying that’s not being a woman? The work itself 

was to talk about both of those. It’s a simple action. We are not showy with our 

sexuality in Navajo culture and respectfully so. But that doesn’t mean that as 

women we don’t have this inherent sensuality or inherent beauty about us, that is 

with us all the time no matter what we are wearing or doing, we cant help it. 

That’s a power, that’s nothing we should be ashamed of, that what makes us 

attractive, that what makes us women, that’s our femininity and strength. And I 

think western culture and western feminism, rejects femininity. I couldn’t identify 

with western feminism because we posses femininity and sensuality all the time.  

Act 

 Nani was asked if as Native women artists if she gains strength and skill from her role(s) 

as mother, activist, or as leader. She responded, “Absolutely” (personal communication, January 

25, 2017). The personal changes in her artwork were most significant when Nani turned graffiti 

artists to painter due to her pregnancy. “I couldn’t be out there on the street with graffiti—

pregnant” Nani shared (personal communication, January 28, 2017).  

When I started making art, when I started making paintings it came at a very 

tender area of my life. I started making painting when I got pregnant, prior to that 

I was a graffiti artist. When I became pregnant it was this responsibility as being a 

woman, was this life changing factor, but understanding that I bringing another 

person into this world that going to carry on the legacy of my family, that going to 

be To’dah’ chiinii and he’s going to understand his Diné side. And how much of 

that do I give to him, that’s my responsibility. I feel like a lot of connection to my 
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culture was growing up on the rez, and that’s something he doesn’t have. He’s not 

going to have that inherent knowledge. How much of an indigenous culture do 

you see when you live in a city. (personal communication, January 28, 2017). 

 Nani has struggled with the duality of place her whole life; she said “we moved out to 

Albuquerque when I started school, I was about five or six. There wasn’t very many urban 

natives at that time” (personal communication, January 28, 2017). 

There weren’t other young kids I shared the experience with. I remember in 

elementary school we (Native kids) were rounded up and given native culture 

hour. I felt very odd about it; they would pull me out of class. We would go into a 

tiny closet of a classroom with my brother and two other natives and maybe listen 

to Nakai2 and do a ditto color a Hogan, then be sent back to class. It was puzzling, 

that was something that stuck out, we never talked about Native Americans, we 

talk about the pilgrims, but we never talk about the rez, we never really talk about 

what were like. (personal communication, January 28, 2017).  

 As she has matured as an artist, the instillation work has stemmed from the idea of site 

specific work. She considers the environment when creating murals, she pushes for the best ways 

make an idea come across and provoke people to think. 

Work being about communication I feel like it’s my strongest agenda. I always 

think about what important to be said and how am I going to say it. Art is a 

powerful tool to make someone feel something. It’s important to create to make 

people feel something. I’m influenced by those things that make me feel 

something, and all of those things (mother, activist, leader) always play into my 

work.   
                                                
2 Carlos Nakai is Navajo-Ute flutist with over forty albums released.  
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 The political or social based murals come from a sense of responsibility to children, 

family, and community. As stated before, Nani considers the communities environment and 

builds her work from that foundation, she considers the people who are going to live with those 

ideas, “because that work will out live me” (personal communication, January 25, 2017). 

I feel like I have that public responsibility because my work is out there in a 

public forefront and I have to engage with that responsibility. I have to engage in 

the critiques, acceptance, or what it says about who I am or what I’m trying to do. 

I always think about that responsibility with images. (personal communication, 

January 25, 2017).   

 When creating artwork, I questioned if her intentions was to begin a dialogue or inspire 

reflection, Nani commented:  

I feel like as Native indigenous women artists we are the most underrepresented 

voice in the establishment . . . the art market, art industry is mostly run by white 

men. Being an indigenous woman and having a voice within that is extreme 

counter to that white-male voice. If we did nothing else but stand in a gallery, we 

already making a statement alone as we are, because we are so underrepresented. 

I feel anytime indigenous women can talk about the issues that pertain to 

indigenous people their people, its important and revolutionary. That’s the voice 

that will aid a revolution; we do have a unique perspective. Unique connection to 

the many things that are happening. And it should be heard.  

 The process of reclaiming authoritative position is gaining the voice and courage, 

I asked Nani how she gives a voice to issues, and we began a dialogue about murdered 

and missing indigenous women. Raising awareness of the sizeable number of Indigenous 
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women missing and murdered in the United States and Canada, Nani created a painting 

titled Missing and the following statement: 

This piece is titled “missing”; I created this piece to honor the lives and memory 

of unexplained murders and missing Indigenous women of North America. The 

imagery I chose places a woman amongst a landscape and Butterflies. The 

interaction of the woman and the butterflies has little to do with one another in the 

physical sense. Instead I combine the elements in this painting in an 

overlapping manner to create cohesion between three violated subjects. The 

butterflies are a symbol for indigenous women that is why they move though and 

within her. The monarch butterfly has a migratory pattern that covers Spans North 

America. In recent documentation, the monarch butterfly is also unexplainably 

dying and missing. In this piece I wanted to create the connection between land 

and women I see that we are mistreating and killing both. I believe because there 

is no respect for the land there is no respect for women. I believe when one stops 

the other will too. (https://singourriversred.wordpress.com/original-artwork-by-

nani-chacon/). 

Then asked if a male artist created a missing and murdered piece, would they 

receive the same reaction? Nani shares: 

I don’t feel that they (men) can get to that root of an experience of how 

internalizing murdered and missing indigenous women feels. To be an indigenous 

woman that’s the strength behind that piece. For me creating that piece, with 

Tanya Winder that really hit me hard. It made me confront, that I could be one of 

those women. That’s something an indigenous man doesn’t realize. They are 
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creating from this could be my sister, my girlfriend, this could be somebody. They 

don’t see it as this could be me. And that’s very scary, that’s when you make-

work because you trigger something in your stomach. You know you have to 

make on the behalf of women and the behalf of yourself in a way. (personal 

communication, January 28, 2017). 

 “Women responded far greater to that piece then men did” Nani shared with me. The 

response she got from women was engaging and open to have the dialogue, where as some men 

were logistical in the conversation. “I feel it’s important as women to talk about things that 

pertain to women because we can give an honest feeling” (personal communication, January 28, 

2017).  

 Another example Nani gave is female figurative work. When male artists’ create sensual 

pieces, or provocative sensuality of indigenous women, Nani said, “they are missing it. Male 

indigenous artist’s trying to talk about female indigenous issues.” 

 When viewing her work, I question if it’s intended to motivate or empower, Nani 

says, “I hope it does. That’s the point of everything I want to make. I try hard to not make 

it just beautiful. I use the composition to draw something deeper beneath the surface” 

(personal communication, January 28, 2017).   

 Nani strives to make her work resonates with the audience. “I want it to sit with people” 

she shares. Like her work as a portrait artist, she feels that is empowering because it is of people 

we are not familiar with, “not out in the forefront like Martin Luther King or Chief Manulito” 

Nani explained. She enjoys completing portraits of people we do not recognize as “heroes” or the 

most celebrated individuals due to the history of portraits revering white nobility.  
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I like doing a portrait of homeboy down the street that isn’t doing much for 

anybody, but he exists in our culture and community. He is a reflection of who we 

are. When I do portrait work, it’s a sense to empower even the smallest 

components so we don’t dismiss them. (personal communication, January 28, 

2017). 

 In closing, Nani Chacon shared the following when I asked about how her artwork 

reclaims Native women identity: 

It’s important to put women of color and especially talk about Indigenous 

histories in the forefront. Its something we don’t see enough of. I am not 

interested in talking about the past anymore, in the regard of putting an Indian in a 

headdress on a horse on a mural. I feel like we are only existing in peoples mind 

in that time, we don’t exist in that time. A lot of my work talks about who were 

are now. And where that leads us. (personal communication, January 2017).   

END 

Alaina Buffalo Spirit 

Who Am I 

“Honor women that made a difference in my life. That’s why I portray women.” 

—Alaina Buffalo Spirit 

I grew up along the Tongue River in southeastern Montana, which is Northern 

Cheyenne homelands. I grew up traditional family values. My fathers parents, 

grandparents were very ceremonial, my grandfather was a Sundancer and my 

grandmother was his right-hand partner, supportive and assisted in healing 
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ceremonial tasks like cook food, prepare ceremony, they also were participants in 

the Native American Church ceremonies that carried down to us (children) so on.  

Resist 

The acts of resistance extends beyond rejecting stereotyping, or negative representation 

of your being, it includes learning how to survive some of the negative events that result from 

protecting cultures, identities, community/nations, including family. In 2002, Alana’s only son 

was murdered in Lame Deer, Montana. He left behind two children, a girl who was 8 years old 

and boy 10. “During that time I started to do art. Because of his death I was devastated. I 

discovered ledger art. It saved me” shared Alaina. She began coping with her severe grief by 

painting. Before she would start painting, she would smudge herself and listen to Native 

American flutist Joe Firecrow. It would bring her peace of mind. Alaina elaborates further: 

Depicting women doing what they would be doing in the 1860s. I wanted to 

capture the beauty in Native women. The more I painted and focused on my 

grandchildren, I was able to deal with my grief. I was able to portray beauty 

through the paintings and it gave me a sense of peace. (personal communication, 

January 31, 2017). 

Reclaim 

 Reclaiming of tradition comprises of ceremonies, dances, songs, and language, and it 

encompasses our relationships that develop our identities and culture. For Native women, 

returning to these traditional relationships shape and define Native womanhood.  For Alaina, her 

grandmother taught her lessons:  

I’ve learned through my grandma’s teachings to never hit my son, because you 

might make him crazy if you hit him and so carried that on to my grandchildren. 
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When I started taking care of them I said I will never hit you, but I will talk to 

you. I will talk to you till I am gone. And those are the same words my father used 

on us. He would talk to us when we were thirty-four years old. I do the same with 

my grandkids; they are twenty-three and twenty-four. (personal communication, 

January 31, 2017). 

Alaina’s depiction of traditional teachings artistically in Meadowlarks Gift (see Figure 7) 

is of the women that influenced her life.  

Based on my mother, grandmother, and my auntie it’s who I honored. In the 

native Cheyenne way they treated me with genuine love, unconditional love. I 

wanted to honor that. Honor women that made a difference in my life. That is 

why I portray women. 

Alaina collaborated with Native fashion designer Bethany Yellowtail to release her 

painting as a silk scarf. The image Meadowlarks Gift is: 

My grandmothers cooked for me when I was three or fours old, so I could be well 

educated and well spoken. They cooked it for me, cooked like boiled chicken. My 

grandmother did the ceremony for me. It’s a women facing east praying for her 

grandchildren. I tried to tell stories through my art.  
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Figure 7. Alaina Buffalo Spirit, Meadowlark’s Gifts, silk. 

Photo credit: Alaina Buffalo Spirit 
 

Construct 

 Constructing is the process of re-inventing yourself. It begins with the individual, then 

family, next community/ nation, and creation. For Alaina the death of her only son was like a ton 

of bricks knocking her over. How she was able to pick herself back up and begin healing started 

with the creative process. 

I started making art after that. I was intrigued by Ledger Art. I did some research 

on Cheyenne ledger art and discovered the history of Cheyenne and Kiowa 

warriors jailed at Ft. Marion Fl. I see the work they were doing and the stories 

they were telling in their images. And today’s male artists depicting conflicts of 

cavalry chiefs, warriors, I was thinking what were the women doing at that time? I 

did my first Ledge piece titled Cheyenne Elegance and its of four women sitting 

inside of a teepee and inside the teepee their were shields, tobacco bags, the image 
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is of them making moccasins, storage bags, taking care of children, taking care of 

the medicine, in other words the backbone of the family. Because women bring 

elegance to themselves, bring elegance to our food, our children, or home. 

 Alaina gains strength as her role as a grandmother and great grandmother. She said, “I 

pray every night for my kids. Just want the best for them and leave a legacy.” Alaina’s plans for 

her grandchildren and great grandchildren are given copyrights and access to all her artwork. As 

her responsibility to her family, she wants them to have some security, to use her art for their 

benefit.  

Act 

 In addition to being an artist and taking care of her grandchildren, Alaina is an active 

member of her community. She is a member of the northern plains resource council, which 

protects water rights for the community. “I grew up on the river and didn’t realize its value. Our 

land was threaten with strip-mine and railroad, when I became a member and spokesperson. I 

assisted in lobbying to prevent proposed projects” Alaina shares. Other acts of activism are 

donation to causes, local youth projects.  

 Alaina has given presentations at schools to encourage the youth. “I saw the pride in both 

boys and girls. I encouraged them to create art. Instill pride as Native artists.”  

Alaina has experienced the powerful impact the creative process can make. She recalls, “I had 

this extreme lonely feeling coming over me. I was alone in my home. I sat down and started 

drawing. This was before I started making art. The more I drew the loneliness subsided. I know it 

works” (personal communication, January 31, 2017).  

 Enclosing, I asked if her work does the artwork reclaim identity, and she said, “Yes—it 

claims Cheyenne identity.”  
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END 

Charlene Holy Bear 

“I have been beading since I was five.  

It is a huge part of me as a woman and my identity.” 

—Charlene Holy Bear 

Who Am I 

I am enrolled member of the Standing Rock Sioux tribe and descendent from the 

Cheyenne River. I was born on the reservation and raised there till I was two or 

three then moved to Chicago . . . I was adopted by my older sister, she is eighteen 

years older than me, that’s Rhonda Holy Bear. and she helped raise me there. She 

married her husband who was an art instructor at the Art Institute of Chicago.  

We moved out to the Southwest. My early experience growing up was in 

Northern New Mexico near Picuris Pueblo and Taos area. (personal 

communication, February 3, 2017).  

 Charlene started beading at the age of five and received her first ribbon at Santa Fe Indian 

Market when she was seven. “It is a huge part of me as a woman and my identity” Charlene 

shared (personal communication, February 3, 2017). “I’ve only had three jobs in my life and 

have held between four to six months” (personal communication, February 3, 2017).  Charlene 

explains her the beginning of her doll making:  

The beginning of my story is I was taught by my sister. She was trying to protect 

her work from me in the studio. I would sneak in there and rearrange everything. I 

would play with the beads and play with everything. Then I would go back to 

sleep. They would wake up and go into the studio and they would ask me, who 
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did this? I would say Bugs Bunny did it. She basically sat me down and said she 

would teach me to make a basic doll. She gave me a basic pattern . . . I said I 

wanted to make a crow doll . . . from that point I kept going.  

 It helped Charlene to grow up with artistic guardians. That is how she learned to draw 

from attending her brother-in-laws classes. Charlene did attend college, she went to UNM for Art 

History and her work is based in art history. The technical skills and research expertise is present 

in her work. Charlene has moved several time and said, “I am a lot like my ancestors, a nomad; I 

stay in place for a certain amount of time and then move on . . . I have this internal urge to move 

. . . . as long as I have my beads and air mattress” (personal communication, February 3, 2017). 

Resist 

 Resisting negative representations/stereotypes/roles/definitions in her work is by: 

I am historically based in research stemming from my dolls. I fight back because 

quill work and bead work is a woman’s art form. It was originally woman’s art 

form. Abstract paintings and parfleche those were all women’s arts. That was our 

specialty and spirituality that was our connection to culture. I see a lot of males 

doing this now, and I brings into question how did that happen? It was probably 

do to the powwow circuits, not enough women to bead the outfits, so they had to 

do the work themselves. Then you get intertribal influence, the styles are now 

transcontinental and lose some of the significance. I fight back on that because I 

want to keep traditional aspects alive. This was a woman’s art form, this was our 

art form, this is what women did, unless you were two-spirited then that changed 

into something else for another society.  
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Charlene defends her identity in her work by striving to create her own. Charlene’s older sister, 

Rhonda Holy Bear is also a well-known artisan. Though she acknowledges her identity 

connected to her sister, Charlene’s identity is trying to create work separate from her sister.  “She 

is my sister, mother figure, and my mentor, and my competition” therefore Charlene is making 

attempts to create her own identity.  

Reclaim 

 Reclaiming of traditional ways or moving away from patriarchal models for Charlene is 

by challenging the beadwork practices by encouraging the use of special materials, or elevating 

the style, technique. Charlene elaborates: 

I try to up the ante. I try to say, don’t use the flakey galvanized gold beads silver 

beads, use the real stuff, the plated ones or get the gold ones, the actual 24k gold 

charlottes . . . also technique, don’t leave rough edges. As an artist you’ve got to 

put everything in . . . Things should last for a lifetime, you see the material culture 

from before and we still have the dresses, bags still exist, that was technique. 

 
Charlene supports relationships with community by backing younger artists: 

 I try to be supportive as I can. If they ask questions, like where did you get your 

beads, I’ll say I got them here. I try to do observations about color, especially 

about Cheyenne pink, I look at it and think don’t use to much yellow with it 

because it muddy’s the color. There is a physics behind light and color I hope you 

can be aware of it. Very subtly try to educate. (personal communication, February 

3, 2017).  

Construct 
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 Merging tradition into modern is seen in her work completed for her son beading his 

Vans:  

 I use to bead my son moccasins. That’s a traditional thing the women in the family get 

together and make moccasins for when the child is born. I made my son some moccasins 

one’s that he can call his own, then he outgrew them. Gathering of Nations was 

happening and I had four days . . . I went out and bought him a pair and it took me four 

days to bead them. He put them on, immediately saw a connection as a Lakota boy 

having a pair of beaded moccasins it was important. It was a modern interpretation of 

traditional footwear. It wasn’t high-end . . . I designed these so he (son) could wear them 

everyday. (personal communication, February 3, 2017).  

Demonstrating personal changes in her artwork is more evident in her dolls:  

You have the classic stoic figure, historically accurate, down to the last datallium, 

the earrings, the dress, the classic, how most people view Native Americans based 

on old photographs. I personally wanted to do more, I wanted to create a identity 

for each doll.  I came up with the idea coming back from Indian Market on my 

drive back to Las Vegas . . . It took me three years to do it. The first doll that I 

made was titled In Grandmothers Day, it was a 1920s Jingle Dress dancer with 

beaded high heels and she was traditional, but she also had an identity of a 

modern woman during that time. She had a hair bobbed, she had a hat on, because 

I knew art history I know art deco was becoming popular, Egyptian art, art 

nouveau, I combined all those elements and I created a beaded fan, instead of a 

traditional feather fan I did an oriental fan. 
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 Viewers have identified the fan as odd; one side is beaded with infusion of parfleche art 

deco floral abstract elements and the other side is Egyptian lotus flower (see Figure 8). 

Charlene’s intention was to give the dolls identity depth. Another doll she has created 

incorporated the use of movement in her jingle dancers jingle dress. Charlene stated the dolls she 

created “had something to do with women being marginalized within our material culture over 

the years” (personal communication, February 3, 2017).  

 
Figure 8. Charlene Holy Bear, Jingle Dress Dancer 

Photo Credit: Charlene Holy Bear  
 

 As a mother, Charlene gains her strength to create, but doesn’t identify herself as an 

activist or leader. She elaborates further: 

A lot of my drive is to ensure his (son) basic needs met. I literally do sit down 

everyday and I bead, or I design, or working on my artist statement. That would 

be my drive. When I am creating a doll in the back of my mind I this is how I 

make a living. I create dolls because in the back of my mind this is how I make a 

living . . . and I am aware of my son. My drive is being a mother. Not to much of 
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an activist, I don’t have time for that. I am a single mother and as much as 

Standing Rock is important and I could get up and move. I didn’t go because what 

would happen if I got arrested where would my son go. I just donate my art or 

money to support my tribe. (personal communication, February 3, 2017).  

 The motivation of creating art for Charlene comes a sense of responsibility to her 

child and community, her tribe, her identity of being Lakota, and about her experience as 

a Lakota woman.  

Act 

 Native women artworks create a voice for the issues, for Charlene her work gives voice 

to the “Hidden marginalized women who create art, they are anonymous. It’s not only 

archeologists doing that” (personal communication, February 3, 2017). Charlene feels women 

are now gaining some recognition, including her. People will stop Charlene and tell her they saw 

her work too. Her signature touch is use of colors, design, and line. One of her recognized pieces 

are Dakota floral, they are “… symbolic of the umbilical cord connecting to the earth and the 

arch of the backbone, and the floral are coming out” (personal communication, February3, 

2017). They are regional identity and symbolic of connection to mother earth.  

 Charlene has gained recognition among young Native women, she explains “I get a lot of 

messages saying, I’ve seen your work and you inspire me, asking what do you bead on, or how 

do you make this color pop, and I also see a lot of work gets followed” (personal 

communication, February 3, 2017).  The dolls with the dancers composition are meant to 

empower: 

I want it to empower women to feel that they can go out there and they can dance. 

I do it to empower myself, I want to be able to go into an art show and know and 
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have the confidence I’m going to win, prepare yourself I’m coming . . . always 

put your best work in. I was underneath my sister’s shadow for a long time and I 

would get judged by that. Then I started making my own work and getting 

recognition and that started to empower me. I am starting to get my own identity, 

who I am, I am Charlene Holy Bear v. just one of the Holy Bears’ (personal 

communication, February 3, 2017). 

Charlene said, “I want it to build up confidence. It builds my identity, my confidence” (personal 

communication, February 3, 2017).   

 Charlene’s beadings reclaim identity and culture by giving confidence and esteem to the 

individuals that wear her artwork. She shares her stories: 

One person who bought a pair of beaded earrings they had told me that it has 

changed them, their shoulders go back, one person said that they feel more Native 

wearing your work. It makes me feel beautiful, she said she feels more Native 

walking into a room full of people when I am wearing this gorgeous beautiful 

beadwork, they stop and people will look. For them, it empowers them. It gives 

them a sense of confidence and identity (personal communication, February 3, 

2017).   

 Charlene is aware of her public profile and makes efforts for others to have her work 

accessible. Charlene discusses the issue some beadworkers have with sharing their beadwork 

because of someone taking their design, she knows this is a valid fear, but Charlene believes, “It 

limits themselves as artists . . . Art is something that is shared and inspired other artists” 

(personal communication, February 3, 2017).  

 Enclosing, Charlene shared a story her grandfather would tell her:  
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We created beadwork, quillwork, feather work, rugs, weaving, anything to adorn 

us. We created because we were born naked, and all the other animals were 

beautiful they had fur, antlers, they had claws and teeth, they had patterns on their 

back, beautiful paint horses, they were born beautiful and we were born naked. So 

we are trying to beautify ourselves to be with creation. To be with our four legged 

brothers. That’s why fashion exists and ceremonies exist.  

END 

Velma Kee Craig 

“No one can know what it is like to be a Native woman, except Native women.” 
—Velma Kee Craig 

 
Who Am I 

I am Navajo, Naasht’ézhí Tába ̨ąhá, born for Tódích’íi’nii, maternal grandfather is 

Tł’ízí Łání, and my paternal grandfather is Kinyaa’áanii. I am originally from 

Toneala, AZ and that is just north of Tuba City, Arizona. I grew-up in the 

Window Rock and Ganado area. I have been living in Mesa, Arizona for twenty 

years with my family. I have four children, three are grown and I have one still in 

high school. My husband is Dustinn Craig and we both do film. In addition, I 

write poetry and short screenplays.  

Resist 

 Resistance of negative representations/stereotypes/roles/definitions in Velma’s work is 

more complex than other practices. Velma explains, “Weaving it’s traditionally inappropriate to 

put anything negative in your weaving. That kind of forces me to portray things in a way in 

which agrees with the tradition . . . best I can do with Navajo tradition and what’s appropriate in 
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that medium” (personal communication, February 3, 2017). However, Velma partakes in various 

forms of expression, including poetry.  

In my poetry there’s a lot of resistance there I think sometimes and you know 

some of my images and my word choice I guess might be offensive to some 

people you know depending on your values. But with weaving, I don’t want to 

disrespect the medium and disrespect my ancestors to pass this onto to me, or my 

mentor’s ancestor to pass this onto me. (personal communication, February 3, 

2017).  

 Velma is respectful to the artistry of weaving and maintains conscious state of mind when 

she is creating. Velma is not disgracing the teachings of Spider Woman and the gifts she gave to 

the Navajo peoples, she did share the following statement when discussing images on her 

weavings.  

I can be controversial and I can get messages across, but you know the choices of 

the images that I put onto the weaving aren’t necessarily going to be contradictory 

. . . But I do, they are not necessarily traditional designs, ones that people 

normally create, they are not from the established regional designs. I think I do 

that because I am not confortable. I didn’t learn to weave organically. I didn’t 

learn through my leaving grandparents. My maternal grandparents wove and my 

paternal grandparent was a weaver. Both neither of them passed that on to me. My 

maternal grandmother passed away when I was really young. And by the time I 

grew up, she wasn’t weaving anymore, she was just processing the wool because 

of her eyesight or her hands, arthritis prevents weavers from continuing.  
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Velma recalls her paternal grandmother weaving a rug and then disappearing because it 

was sold. Velma shares her memory. 

She wasn’t able to study them. Or get to know the designs or figure out why they 

were being woven. This is a slight resistance to the design but not because I want 

to be contemporary. That’s part of it, I want my design to be innovative, new and 

my own, but also what I feel comfortable with. Since I don’t have the knowledge 

of what designs my grandparents wove, I am creating what feels right for me. 

(personal communication, February 3, 2017).  

When defending her identity in her weavings, Velma does this by:   

I try to stay to stay true to the art. I am trying to get my technical skills down the 

best that I can. I don’t want there to be any argument like the designs are great, 

but the weaving sucks. My technical skill is a priority. I want to make sure the 

edges are straight. And that paying respect to the medium. Knowing how to do 

weaving well, for me, you know my identity.  

“I took on this art and I want to make sure its done well. So another weaver could say I respect 

this” shares Velma (personal communication, February 3, 2917).  

 Velma’s does not receive criticism for her rugs, she does get compliments from older 

weavers who tell her they like her weaving style, “it’s a boost of esteem,” she said (personal 

communication, February 3, 2017).  

My designs are contemporary. They don’t look “Navajo”, but they are storytelling 

weavings. I come from other mediums in which I am telling stories. Story telling 

is a bog part of my identity. It’s nice to have people recognize these are 

storytelling weavings. That the symbols and elements I place in them are chosen 
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and that viewers get that stories are being told. I do now and then try to study the 

designs of the region and sometimes they do inspire me. 

 For example, Velma’s rug of DNA helix and audiotape (see Figure 9) has the background 

of second-generation chief blanket design. Velma was drawn to the pattern; “Now and then I 

incorporate those established designs but place within my weavings with contemporary images” 

(personal communication, February 3, 2017). 

 
Figure 9. Velma Kee Craig, DNA Double Helix Audio Tape 

Photo Credit Velma Kee Craig 
 

Reclaim 

The process of reclaiming traditional ways of weaving for Velma is shared in the 

following:  
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I’ve always wanted to weave and it was intended for my dad’s mothers (nalí) to 

teach me how to weave but it just never happen. I was waiting for my 

grandmother to give me her baby loom. I didn’t know there was a process before 

you start weaving. That the loom had to be setup. Some are unfamiliar that the 

process of weaving begins before the actual weaving. I assumed it would never 

happen, after my grandparents died, after I started with my life, I thought it was 

not going to happen. Through a friend, who is six or seven generation weaver, I 

took her mothers weaving class. She teaches every summer at Idyllwild Art 

Center in California. It’s a two-week camp, weaving for eight hours a day, five 

days a week. Then we finish our pieces. I attended the camp and learner how to 

weave and just kept going.  I have completed the camp twice after that to get 

refreshed or get more instructions, or amerced myself in weaving for 

revitalization. Once with my daughter and another time with my son. Learning it 

was reclaiming it, learning an art form that has been passed down and lost for a 

period of time in my family. Relearning was reclaiming. (personal 

communication, February 3, 2017). 

Velma acknowledges the gift weaving has brought to her.  

Learning weaving has brought me a lot of blessings. We were taught, I was taught 

by a weaver who respects the weaving and treats it like a living being. The design 

is being created by you.  You are a vessel transferring the work through you. And 

in return, it is giving you things back. I like that way of thinking—that’s what art 

does. You put pieces of yourself into a creation, that might be writing or film, 
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sculpture, painting, that process returns things to you and it might be clarity, 

answers to questions you are mulling over, and it gives things to the viewers.  

I like that our traditional art forms have been considered as living, and healing. 

Which is why they are respected as powerful. Also, explaining why we are 

hesitant and taught not to throw things on to the canvas because that could be 

hurtful. And that differs from how mainstream views art forms. We are grasping 

at how to interpret what mass media is throwing as us, gratuitous language and 

violence is hurtful or not. I think for Native Americans artists if it is a traditional 

art form passed down to us from an artist who respects the tradition. We are told 

this piece you are creating has power, make sure you are always understanding 

that before you put something out there and you responsible for what it conveys.  

Construct 

 When merging traditional with the contemporary, Velma has various forms of 

expression. 

I am a screenwriter and I write poetry, with those I understand the importance of 

messaging. I understand my audience, but I am more quick to if I am frustrated, 

more angry, or down about something it can be conveyed in those medium and it 

can stay that way. But with weaving, I would not put an image of the weaving that 

would be taboo. And those could be representations of death; displaying a 

male/female that is not respectful . . . we are taught not to.  

The blending of traditional and contemporary for Velma includes the materials she uses 

to create her rugs and the subject matter is current concerns. Velma explains.  
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The images I put in my weaving are influenced by technology. For example the 

QR3 code/barcode (see Figure 10), which is a representation of an American flag. 

Using the QR code as the stars and the barcode as the stripes of the flag. With the 

DNA piece I’ve added audiotape as yarn substitutions. I was thinking about the 

power of sound—and not just with Native culture. For example, in the bible the 

Universe was created with sound, words like “let there be light” that was the 

beginning of creation for that story. For Navajo culture we are taught that our 

words are power. We try to watch what we say before we say it because we set 

things in motion when we speak. We place a lot of emphasis on that. I wanted to 

translate that using weaving to emphasis that. DNA sound piece I put the 

audiotape as the stands to represents creation. (personal communication, February 

3, 2016). 

 
Figure 10. Velma Kee Craig, QR code/Bar code 

Photo credit: Velma Kee Craig 
 

                                                
3 QR Code is an abbreviated for Quick Response Code. It is a machine-readable label that holds information to its attachment.  
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 The audio is of musician Ryan Dennison who is creating music on a Navajo loom. Velma 

recalls, “He had a loom setup and attached to cords and speakers. So as he was kind of pulling at 

the strings and strumming them or moving them you would hear the sounds come out and that 

would be the music” (personal communication, February 3, 2017). “So I just thought that was 

super awesome!” Velma exclaimed excitingly.  

 For Velma “it’s hard to not create work that’s not influenced by you current life” 

(personal communication, February 3, 2017). Velma elaborates on some significant personal 

changes in her work: 

Life event occur and some pieces might get moved back or another might need to 

go before it. Like my weaving “tree” it is of a pixelated tree (see Figure 13). That 

one came out of my father-in-laws passing, he passed away and I was thinking 

about him. I used a tree to convey that he was still alive; our ancestors are still 

with us. It was something I needed to out down to get through that. Tree was a 

fitting image to show the family continuing. (personal communication, February 

3, 2016). 

Another rug Velma shares some personal hardship was in (see Figure 12):  

The barcode QR code piece came out of financial struggle, right around the time 

that I made that weaving the country was in the middle of the recession and 

people were losing their homes left and right … our family included. My 

husband, and myself and our children we were struggling making our mortgage 

payments. I found a QR code of the front of a foreclosed home and that was the 

reason for picking that particular QR code. And when you scan the code it would 
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take you to the home listing. That was a statement on the economy. I put the 

personals into my weavings. (personal communication, February 3, 2016). 

 
Figure 11. Velma Kee Craig, Tree 

Photo credit: Velma Kee Craig 
 

I asked Velma if she gains strength from her role as a mother, activist, or leader. Velma 

responds. 
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I do gain strength continually in my role as a mother. I don’t think you can 

understand that, only other mothers. I’ve always grappled with being a leader or 

activist, being any other labels. I am still conflicted. As I grow however, I am not 

fighting them because I do speak out about injustices or speak out about 

misrepresentations, other Native causes.  Labeling is difficult because I try not to 

fit the mainstream market, as a writer and film maker we hear critiques by white 

people frequently who are the reviewers or gate holder. Criticizing people of 

colors work as political, so that places on me a self-conscious trying to fit that to 

get into publications. My audience has always been my people; my audience is 

mostly Navajo people who think like me, who appreciate a voice like mine 

speaking on the topics I speak out on. And that audience is never going to appeal 

to the mainstream.  

 

The motivation for Velma to create rugs comes.   

I don’t think I would feel whole if I didn’t create art. Ive always been fascinated 

with hearing other people’s stories, watching people, and figuring how to make a 

story out of it. I want them to be meaningful to people, as they are meaningful to 

me. That makes me continue. (personal communication, February 3, 2017).  

Act 

 Act allows Native women artists to platform issues that are often overlooked or silenced. 

Velma shares how her work gives a voice to issues:  

No one can know what it is like to be a Native woman, except Native woman. 

Even Native men, sadly don’t know what our experiences are. There are a lot of 
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dysfunctions and hardships in Native country, as with other countries as well, but 

what we go through are a result of the histories, historical trauma, and the 

systemic barriers created by the government. We have the separation of families 

from boarding school era, from reservation era, those times that messed with the 

transmission of nurturing. And I think for native women that create reality of 

subjection to domestic violence, assaults physical and sexual, emotional, and it 

hard because I’m a product of those experiences and growing up I had to deal 

with that stuff. I am overcoming and I try to convey that in my poetry. Because 

those stories need to be known. I feel like our men are also products of those 

experiences. We live together, we have relationships, and we are trying to 

continue raising Native children. Together we need to work it out so we don’t 

pass this on to the children. Native woman, our voices are necessary in that. We 

cant expect people to understand and expect people to get pass things that are 

hurting them and in turn hurt us, if we don’t put our voices out there and make our 

stories part of the larger narrative.  

Velma’s work exceed beyond encourage young Native women to begin a dialogue or reflect, 

what Velma does is include the male voice in the conversation. She explains.  

I am a native artists and I am female. What is the expectation of how a Native 

women should share things. I am very influenced by men. I have nothing but 

brothers, I have primarily male cousins, and I have mostly boys. My husband’s 

family is all boys. In addition to voicing about Native women or my own 

experience, I spend time stressing and trying to figure out the experience is like 

for our men. Even though women go through a lot, I feel like Native men are 
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misrepresented by society to be perpetrators or jobless, failed providers, that’s 

what they want to hear about our Native men. And especially because I raise men, 

and I want to raise them well. I trying to balance the telling of female story with 

making sure it is not hurtful, and fair. I know that there are women, feminists or 

people out there that have only concern for the female perspective and voice, 

leaving out the male. I am fine with that, I agree, but at the same time I am raising 

men. And I have that struggle. 

When reclaiming authoritative position, Velma responded:  

I want the story to come from Native people. I want them to be true. I want my art 

to be a piece of the larger network of artist. Native art is diverse. I try to be 

truthful. If we are all pandering to the collectors, you are not getting the not so 

truthful story.  

Lastly, Velma’s work reclaims by: 

My artwork reclaims identity in a since that its my story. In my weaving, I am 

doing my best to learning about weaving, the stories, designs. I never felt 

compelled to fit myself into labeled categories. Instead I told myself this is my art 

by right. It didn’t come to me organically, but it’s my art form. In grabbing that 

and claiming that as my own, and knowing my own experience is my own. It gave 

me permission to do with my designs what I wanted to. I was going to create 

things that came out of me, and that’s reclaiming identity. Reclaiming identity by 

what comes out of me, is me. There is no stress or feeling that says it has to be 

Native, it has to fit something. With the knowledge I have, and with the 

experience I have, whatever I put on there, is me and that is being authentic.  
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Same with the other modes of storytelling I do. 

END 

Nanibaa Beck 
 

#ExperienceNizhoni 
—Nanibaa Beck 

 
Who Am I 

Shi ei Tótsohnii nishłi, born for Tł’ízí Łání, Tsé Deeshgizhnii da shei cheii, doo 

Áshįįhnii da shei nalí. My mother was Eleanor Beck, my father is Victor Beck. I 

am originally from Pinion, AZ. We have lived in Phoenix for twenty-five years, 

we moved down here for education. My mom became a jeweler late in life and 

that was one of the initial things that pushed me to becoming jeweler. I was 

creatively motivated and developed skill in the shop working with my dad. The 

work I was doing was mostly assistant work. Monotonous, tedious, and I had 

patience and small fingers. The skills built up.  

Nanibaa’s business is Notabove, for the past three years. The name comes from a person who 

misinterpreted her name when she introduced herself. It was her favorite misinterpretation of her 

name.  

Resist 

 The rejection misrepresentations, stereotypes, and negative definitions of her being by: 

I got a good sense early being around my father’s colleagues the different types of 

artists and a majority of men. The work they were creating was gorgeous, but how 

does it relate to the person, how does it relate to them, how is it connected no only 

to them but also to the person who was going to be wearing it. What is there 
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intentions for that. You can’t just make a sculptural piece and have it weigh down 

on a woman’s ears.  

Nanibaa questioned the artist’s intentions for making the jewelry, but functionality of a pair of 

heavily weighted earrings on a woman’s ear.  

 Early on Nanibaa became aware of the lack of female representation in jewelry making. 

“There were no female jewelers,” Nanibaa reflects on her early experiences and recalls a female 

jeweler sharing with her stories of how she had to fight to be acknowledged as a female jeweler. 

Her mentor created contemporary pieces and found some challenges in recognition as a Native 

artist.  

I found a lot of my connection with the work they did because they had this idea 

that it didn’t need to look “traditional” to be traditional. That type of 

representation, the idea of what is traditional and how a Native women can allow 

herself to be in that role as a jeweler, those are the representations I had to search 

for and find. (personal communication, February 6, 2017).  

Nanibaa said over the years a lot of the roles they changed. She began to see more women artists 

representing and they became the role models for her of how females are looking at how to 

interpret their jewelry.  

I had an early understanding of the different types of ways how people made 

pieces and sold pieces . . . Seeing lady artists creating their works that were 

heavily influenced by what they wanted to wear, also knowing that respecting the 

craftsmanship to be put into their pieces. It was great to see all those different 

things take place over the course of my early life because I was just a booth baby. 

(personal communication, February 3, 2017).   
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When Nanibaa became more interested.  

I actively searched out female jewelers to, especially those with a unique 

perspective on how they interpret their pieces. That was helpful because it wasn’t 

so much negative representation, but is an invisible representation.  There has 

always been people with more louder personality to themselves. And sometimes 

as a female artists that’s not how we are looking to be seen. There is a type of 

building in, we build into the roles we are becoming more comfortable in and we 

do it in strong and resounding ways that are also not so boisterous. (personal 

communication, February 6, 2017). 

With the rise of social media, Nanibaa “I really wanted to make sure that the work was 

represented as mostly me. My tag line is unique, fresh and Diné because we have unique 

personalities, we have that fresh perspective, and just because I am Diné that doesn’t mean I 

have to fit within a certain idea of what other people expect of Navajo jewelers” (personal 

communication, February 6, 2017).  

I understand negative representation to an extent and if we talk about them and I 

say that’s true . . . .  I think all that understanding there is so much negativity, but 

also so much possibility and potential. I think when you sift through it I know the 

role of me being a female metalsmith has been more of a role of positive 

representation that isn’t invisible. (personal communication, 1:09:30).  

Nanibaa believes social media has helped with gaining a positive following. Including the 

collaborative with organizations. Reflecting on the years, Nanibaa has noticed how 

selling jewelry has changed significantly. Nanibaa believes her asymmetrical style 

contributes to her visibility.   
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I have a big thing about how people tell me my work is not traditional, I think 

they are coming from the perspective that is very linear and timeline oriented. 

Tradition is not static, it’s like water, it’s something you throw a pebble at and 

make ripples, its still the same thing. You can’t put a timeline on what traditional 

is, I think it is very limiting to how we understand jewelry but more importantly 

how we understand ourselves.  

When it comes to defending her identity in her work: 

Two ways. One, my identity I make sure that there is the understanding that I am 

Diné and I am from the Southwest. That my work is not contemporary and it’s not 

traditional, but it definitely comes from traditional knowledge base. Secondly, my 

work is from the Southwest, but it also part of a larger network of tribes and 

regions that have specific pieces. I try not to put to much focus putting it in 

perspective for people who are not familiar with it or don’t know too much about 

it. And the framework I make sure it is in is that is not all you will see, you cant 

expect that this is just silver and turquoise and it is the same in the Northwest 

coast or Woodlands areas. A lot of my time is spent talking to people like Navajo 

men at shows and they call my work “cute” its very different from how theirs is. 

It tends to sell better because I think its apparent the perspective they are being 

made from. (personal communication, February 6, 2017).  

 The feedback Nanibaa has received from her Diné language collection is from men who 

comment about her patience. “My patience defines my work. I think that when they see that, I 

don’t do anything by laser. I don’t think I will. Because I need to make sure that I understand 

that with these words that we speak that the time and patience is given to those words especially 
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if they are going to be worn by other people who have as much value and connection to those 

words.” (personal communication, February 6, 2017) (see Figure 12).  Nanibaa feels her works is 

defended in a way that it “reinforces the craftsmanship, the handwork, the time it takes, the looks 

and the feeling I want to convey. I need to make sure I want to wear it because all of this is me” 

(personal communication, February 6, 2017).   

 
Figure 12. Nanibaa Beck, Hozho Nahasdłíí, silver. 

Photo credit: Georgina Badoni 
 

Nanibaa is open to dialogue about her work. 

If you have something to say about my work, I really want to hear the feedback . . 

. . I geek out as hell about the conversations I have about the topic of how this 

doesn’t look traditional or that’s not spelled right, its such a great conversation 

starter because … when I respond with well you know Navajo is not a written 

language so the dialects that we have in all of our different regions are cumulative 

and comprehensive in all the ways we have been taught and teaching and write, 
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there is not wrong way or right way. Those conversations of language, or art 

history classes, or tradition v. contemporary, I love that type of conversations. So 

defending becomes engaging. (personal communication, February 6, 2017). 

Reclaim 

Reclaiming of traditional ways in her jewelry is performed by: 

It is the way that I sit and I reflect. It becomes meditative after a while. A lot of 

the growth I felt emotionally and psychologically is found in the way that I sit in 

these long ceremonies at night. You have to really push yourself, I have had all 

nighters where ill sit up till four-thirty in the morning where my eyes are 

fluttering “Ugh I need to finish this”. So it becomes a ceremony, it reminds me of 

that. The endurance of all those many years before going to meetings . . . My dad 

mentions that when you are working with the four sacred stones (white, blue, 

yellow, and black) don’t put anything negative into them, make sure you are clear 

minded and when you are working with all four stones put a prayer into them to. 

Make sure you are aware that this is going to be a belonging to somebody else. 

This is my personal philosophy to, that the work that I’m going to be creating is 

going to be passed down to generations, much like the prayers that we have not 

only for our families but ourselves are going to be passed down to future 

generations that we haven’t met yet . . . What we do today is going to benefit and 

be for those in the future, but also because of the prayers of our past relatives. 

(personal communication, February 6, 2017). 

Another influence of reclaiming tradition comes from her mother, Eleanor Beck.  
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I think that the work I have been doing now has been really influenced by the 

prayers my mom made for me recently since she passed in August. I think that has 

been something where K’é (family) has been very important. K’é is all the 

characteristics that define what friendship is. It’s nurturing, compassion, loyalty, 

and love. Making sure you are available in the smallest ways. Growing up as Diné 

Adzaan (Navajo woman) today, we are always the carers, the nurturers. When I 

was caring for my mom I really felt the understanding of K’é and she was the one 

who gave me that wave design right before she passed away, she was like, “You 

need to learn how to make these.” So there is reciprocity, there is Hozho (beauty), 

balance. harmony, but its much more than that. Its what you’re constantly 

attainting and looking for, but it’s also have the ability to create in the smallest act 

of everlasting . . . Creative process is a way of life that seeps into the mind set so 

in tuned to. Your reminded all the time the people how they are going to wear 

this, is this comfortable for them. And making sure the work and the time that is 

spent in my hands that period is handled with care, I try to be respectful and 

humble to the pieces as possible because its something I have seen in all my 

aunties, my mom, and my dad, of how they take care of one another. You want to 

make sure your work is represented in that way. (personal communication, 

February 6, 2017). 

When sustaining relationships with family, community, or creation, Nanibaa believes language 

pieces act as a way.  

I’ve been making sure that those pieces are within a certain price range. I need it 

to be accessible and affordable. That’s what made me become an artist more . . . 
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When it comes to creating art, when you create something that is connected to 

others, you become vulnerable and it has the potential to become beautiful . . . 

When I started making them and giving them away, that was wonderful. 

Community the work needed to have significance and needed to be purpose 

behind the work. Portion of the proceeds from the language pieces I put aside to 

donate to language non-profit and NoDAPL (No Dakoata Access Pipeline)4. Also, 

its affordable and accessible for anybody that is from a certain income, I don’t 

think it will ever go over a hundred dollars. It’s important for people to have a 

conversation starter. There are number of stories for people who have had the 

necklaces on, they have blessed their necklaces by taking it to the ocean and 

blessing it with water, or names with relatives that have passed, or people that 

have name like mine that would never have it on a pendant. That’s what I wasn’t 

expecting the effect it would have on my family, friends, and community. I’m just 

a rez girl honestly. I don’t like the attention, because I think it is something we 

should all be doing. To be able to have that kind of connection, I just found mine 

through jewelry. To have a purpose, to have it be culturally sustainable, and to 

make it affordable is important. (personal communication, February 6, 2017). 

 Nanibaa is making efforts to include Natives within her demographic; people and price 

range. On her own, she has completed a study and her findings for Indian Market was 60 and 

older, mostly white buyers, with combined income of 80,000 or more, and an education of 

Masters or more. Nanibaa said, “We really need to look at our Indian people to make sure that 

                                                
4 NoDAPL, No Dakota Access Pipeline is Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and Indigenous leaders protecting against the oil-fracking 
of Dakota Access  
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they are aware of these types of work. I am trying to help them out” (personal communication, 

February 6, 2017).  

Construct 

 The process of reinventing or taking traditions and merging with modern is done through 

the use of natural stones and fabrication (see Figure 13). The use of natural stones is something 

Nanibaa’s father used. Nanibaa further explains.  

I am the same mindset of being a traditional metalsmithing in terms of materials 

and process. The same energy used in machine works is same as hand works.  I 

take the time to seek out quality and genuine stones. We use the sacred stones in 

our ceremony and our prayer services, and when I say my work is traditional I say 

that from a traditional knowledge base. The stones are real and natural, the work 

is me. Metal and silverwork is me. 

 
Figure 13. Nanibaa Beck, Balance in Asymmetry 

Photo credit: Nanibaa Beck 
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The most impact on her work was the passing of her mother. Nanibaa elaborates: 

The biggest change was my moms passing. She always told me that she wanted 

me to do my work. She would give me her materials and tell me to make 

something. I had six days before her passing to make something. I made wave 

earrings. My mom has been showing up in ways that I can’t describe. It’s like 

therapy that came out. I don’t work in time seasons, but I work in timeframe of 

personal growth. I feel like that August was a precursor to the things I am doing 

now. And the work is growing into that direction. I need to make sure I am always 

growing. My mom didn’t want to be the reason why I was holding myself back, 

but I think it’s because I didn’t want to let her go. When she did go, there was no 

doubt in me that she is looking over my shoulder to see what I was making. And 

with every piece that I have made since then, I feel like she is every part of that 

piece. And the word that she loved a lot in Navajo, when I asked what type of 

word do you want to have for a necklace she said Hi’in’thnii (perseverance). 

There is so many prayers she put into our family that Hiinthni is part of that. My 

collection is growing with my personal growth. (personal communication, 

February 6, 2017).  

For Nanibaa the past few years has been a lot of personal growth, she said,  “you can see the ups 

and downs, my history in the jewelry that I make. It’s incredible that’s coming out.”  Once she 

was able to work that out, Nanibaa’s artwork was secure and able to flourish.  

In her roles, Nanibaa gains her strength and skills in the following ways:  

The work with my mom and my dad organizing the business side, leading into my 

own business. The work I have with my husband has been very activist minded 
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reinforcing those intentions I had growing up and wanting to give more and how 

to give back, and when I was introduced to people with nonprofit organizations. 

Being able to work with people from different shows gave me an understanding 

of what they were looking for helped me as an artist. I went in the backdoor of 

everything, growing up I wanted to understand how and why the art world was 

how it is and is it growing, understanding the different perspectives multiple 

decades and multiple generations. When I was able to be an artist, it was helpful; 

those people in those leadership positions don’t realize what a treasure of 

information they provided.  They (family) always tell me to make sure that what 

ever it is I do, to give back. Whenever I try to do, I always make sure there is that 

element of giving back.  

 Reciprocity for Navajo culture is foundational for close kinship relations called K’é, it is 

how Navajos’ define the relationships and interaction with relatives or non-related peoples.  The 

giving and sharing of spiritual, emotional, or sustenance without expecting reciprocity is K’é 

values (Austin, 2009). 

Act 

 For Nanibaa creating artwork begins with self first, then family, community, and then 

community. She explains. 

First. It’s not selfish to say its coming from a sense of self. Because you have to 

have a lot of self love to do this. It’s in a way you nurture that balance of love 

within yourself to make sure it’s reciprocated and given back to your family and 

community and also children. I had to love myself a lot to get this work created. I 

had to have a lot more confidence to get this work created. It was a lot of things 
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that made me realize that I am an artist. Then it was not out of necessity, it was a 

need for me to feel alive . . . The way to build and nurture a Native arts world can 

also be in a way that you represent the work that you create, to then provide it that 

freshness that you want to see, but you have to do that yourself. I had to get over 

my insecurities. I had to know I had the skill. And I had to love myself a lot to do 

it. There is a certain amount of self-love that comes out from it. Once you have 

that base of love . . . then it becomes creating art from a huger grander sense 

family, that responding resiliency of being stronger for your community. Then it’s 

coming from a special place. You reverberating you out in ways, and you are 

going to build on who you are . . . You are doing this for you. It really comes 

from this necessity. To know that you are of these four clans, and your 

representing each of those four clans. We introduce ourselves by our clans, saying 

this is who we I am. . . It’s you first, then you are part of group, its you that is 

looking from this individually unique perspective that is part of this amazing 

Navajo, Diné culture. It needs to come from you first and then when it comes out, 

that’s beautiful, that’s Nizhoni right there. I have this hashtag, 

#ExperienceNizhoni because that’s the aim of life is to look at life through that 

beauty and that’s where K’é and Hohzo reverberate to. Self-love is big. (personal 

communication, February, 6, 2016).  

 

 Nanibaa’s work, in addition to other Native women artists are using their position to draw 

attention to current Indigenous issues. Nanibaa uses her work to assist family to larger 

Indigenous groups: 
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I think the work we do is providing a sense of presence. We are makers, 

designers, we are making intentional choices to make sure our community is safe, 

they are cared for, and that if there is a way for us to help. We jump in to do 

something. We do that with our own families, or large scale. Does my grandma 

need money for wood? I’ll sell one of my pieces and make sure the money goes to 

her, if I have a good show and someone needs money for a ceremony or needs 

money for school, I’ll give my money to them. You always give what you are 

given. We think about how we understand ourselves as Diné or the greater scale 

as Native, there is always that reciprocity and respectfulness.  

In a larger scale, Nanibaa assists Native communities and beyond by: 

Not holding back. Making sure the work you do you do it because you are 

passionate about it. But also the work reinforces it to say, this is coming from a 

mind set and perspective that is willing to do the work that needs to be done to 

help so many people, generations beyond us. A lot of the things I have seen have 

been coming from woman . . . the way I get it out there is just by proceeds. I am 

more than willing at some point to pass on my native language collection so that 

people can learn how to do it and the proceeds go back to them. That’s a ling term 

goal. Then they get to understand the patience that goes into it, they get to 

understand the words and the connections. It goes back to their education, it could 

be a fund for them to use in the long run.  

Nanibaa’s jewelry goes beyond encouraging Native women to begin a dialogue or reflect.  

When I think of my buyer, I think of the females. I think of them in their badass 

work they are doing and make sure they. The language speaks for itself, literally. 
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It’s a conversation starter. One friend got the word Wah (whatever) and Yadilah 

(OMG). Kids started texting the three letters YDL (yadilah), it’s a whole different 

generation of Navajo language speakers and how to use Navajo .  

In addition, Nanibaa encourages supporting other women. At shows she will give 

potential buyers names of other women to check out, no hate to the male artists, but she 

believes, “Women help women. Adzaa support Adzaa. Doesn’t matter what tribe you are, 

we find ourselves connecting each other” (personal communication, February 6, 2017). 

Nanibaa feels this contributes to the conversations and dialogue continuing, even if 

people are unaware of it.  

When I asked Nanibaa if her work was reclaiming an authoritative position, she 

replied: 

Yes. Absolutely. I am thirty-five, I have gone through life, I have certain amount 

of experience for me to be authoritative on what women like to wear and what’s 

out there. It took a while to find this voice, to be okay with saying that so proudly 

and saying that with conviction and confidently. Also with a certain amount of 

humbling nature because man there is a lot of egotistical people out there. When I 

did the CUT5 video – I knew my jewelry would fit into that continuation of 

traditional idea, but also to reiterate how we understand ourselves as diné, so 

when I had control of that. It made me… I was like holyshit! This is badass! I 

have a good authority on what I know, and what I know is Navajo jewelry, from 

me perspective.  

When reflecting on the future of generations of Native women:  

                                                
5 CUT video is looking at the progression of 100 Years of Beauty Diné Navajo Nation. Nanibaa’s jewelry was selected for the 
video.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRCN1qW-1rM  
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The education of all the young girls out there now, I am looking forward to see 

what they will do in ten years. Because I remember looking to people who were 

doing the work that I was loving, to have that type of same fangirl moments 

sometimes with people who are in there twenties. They have representation now, 

an authority that looks like them, talks like them, that has the same ideas as them. 

I am looking forward to nurturing and being inclusive with them. To say know in 

your twenties you have to learn, and know that in your thirties your going to know 

not to hold yourself back.  

When is comes to motivating and empower, Nanibaa feels her work is, “Always encouraging 

that empowerment for sure”. She explains her view. 

This isn’t mine, none of this belongs to me, it has my name it has the work I put 

into it, but that knowledge is not mine. It’s something to be shared. And it needs 

to be given to as many people as possible. Their needs to be given referenced, I 

know who guided me to be here. Jewelry makes you feel wonderful, it makes you 

look different. It brightens up you at that moment, and I know what they jewelry I 

wear in ceremony. Its sways, it touches my cheeks, you put your jewelry on for 

your kinalda and you layer, my work can fit it any of those scenes I know they 

want something to feel empowered by. To know that the prayers that there going 

to be seen through and hearing is then providing and put into the pieces that they 

have. That’s empowerment (personal communication, February 6, 2017).  

 

 Finally, I asked Nanibaa if her work reclaims identity, culture, language, or voice. 

She responded. 
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Yes. It’s again the person who is wearing the artwork that is reclaiming that 

identity in their own way because we are all growing at certain points in our lives 

that is either learning or really being motivated by understanding ourselves as 

native person today. Language yes. Voice yes. I have lots of activist friends, I 

have a friend who has a court date in North Dakota and she wants to wear my 

earrings that say “water is Life” that’s amazing. I feel like the work is there to 

build up and grow with the people who are engaging in these everyday activities, 

from being badass PhD students who wear “yeigo” rings so they can keep writing 

their dissertations, or the earrings they wear to court dates for protecting water 

rights at NoDAPL, culture is resilient is perseveres. We are reclaiming a power 

that I think that was always there, but doing it in more overt way this time. We are 

not being passive about it this time (personal communication, February 6, 2017). 

END. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 

ACKNOWLEDGING THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE 

 “The answers to my questions lie within the stories, philosophies, and visions” 

—Kim Anderson, 2000 

 The following are comparable thoughts and understandings on expressions of Native 

womanhood through Kim Anderson’s framework. Initial arguments suggested Native Women 

artists visual responses aligned with framework, however the findings emerged three themes 

consequential to Kim Anderson’s model. They are maintaining cultural connections, 

motherhood, and responsibilities for nurturing the future.  

Cultural Connections  

 Altogether six of the Native women artists remained linked to their cultural traditions, 

customs, and way of life by participating in ceremonies, speaking ancestral language, active 

philosophies, relating to Creation or land. Debra Yepa-Pappan strengthens her Jemez Pueblo 

identity by making yearly trip to homelands of New Mexico to partake in traditional ceremonies. 

For Debra, visiting home provides her daughter the opportunity to “know what it means to be 

Jemez,” and understanding of Jemez ways of life.  In her work, Debra shared her art is traditional 

in spirit and values; this is depicted in her work Blessings (see Figure 3) of her daughter dancing 

in her manta during Jemez dance.  

 Nani Chacon murals She Taught Us to Weave and Against the Storm She Gathers Her 

Thoughts, embeds Diné philosophy that is not obvious to the audience. During our interview 

Nani shared the important roles Native women had in the Creation and their contributions to the 

dine people. Nani was inspired by Navajo rugs she had been exposed to early in her life, but 

wanted to understand the meaning of the patterns beyond regions associations. Nani revealed it 
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was a map given to the Diné people to guide them. In her murals, she depicted weaving patterns 

to share with viewers the magnitude traditional philosophical ways of communication such as 

words carry importance. Nani also incorporates other Diné values and beliefs not obvious to 

some onlookers like the unraveling of the woman’s hair in Against the Storm She Gathers Her 

Thought’s. It is not traditional for a Navajo woman to have hair out of control; it symbolizes and 

reflects her state of mind. Thus, her representation of a Navajo woman trying to gather her hair 

promptly suggesting Diné must maintain balance and harmonious.  

 Artists Alaina Buffalo Spirit shared her traditional medicine is growing up in the Native 

American church ceremonies that were passed down in her family. Her cultural practices are 

depicted in her work by documenting Native women as leaders within traditional roles such as 

protecting land rights, mothering, caring for nation, or educating. Alaina shares her traditional 

stories through her art, like Meadowlark’s Gift’s (see Figure 7) an account of her grandmother 

and aunt cooking her meadowlark to give her attributes of a leader.  

 Charlene Holy Bear continues to practice her traditional art form. Charlene learned to 

bead at a young age and has upheld her traditional ways. In her interview, she expressed staying 

connected to her culture by beading. It is a part of her Native identity. Although she resides in an 

urban city, Charlene stays connected to her traditional ways by incorporating the modern into her 

work, blending both. For example, when her son needed moccasins and she did not have the time 

to make them, she beaded on his Vans. Traditionally, Lakota mothers make moccasins for their 

children. Charlene has made them for her son, but time was a constraint when he needed them. 

Though we did not discuss her traditional customs or beliefs, Charlene’s beading is a visually 

cultural practice.  
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 Velma Kee Craig and Nanibaa Beck have differing expressions, however both have a 

striking similar artistic philosophy when creating. Both artists are Diné and have left traditional 

homelands to reside in the Phoenix area. Velma Kee Craig is a weaver whom sustains traditional 

philosophy when weaving a Navajo rug. When a weaver is weaving she is prohibited from 

projecting negativity into the rug, including thoughts, language, and demeanor. Velma explained 

she maintains this traditional practice by adhering to how she was taught by her mentor. The 

weaver must maintain positive composer around the loom and when using the tools that 

represent the cosmos (M’Closkey, 2008).  

 This is parallel to jeweler Nanibaa Beck and how she creates. Nanibaa described her 

creation process like a ceremony; the act of sitting up all-night and actively positive in thoughts 

and prayers because the work created is going to be worn by someone. Nanibaa upholds her 

cultural values when working with materials such as the sacred stones. She purposefully holds 

positive feelings knowing the four sacred stones to the Diné represent the four sacred mountains. 

She is equally as thoughtful and cautious when creating jewelry using the Diné language, like 

Nani Chacon and Velma Kee Craig, communication is powerful due to its influence to set events 

in motion according to Navajo belief systems.  

 Nanibaa Beck’s Navajo language jewelry collection encourages indigenous language 

acquisition/preservation and it preserves Indian identity (Anderson, 2000). The language jewelry 

is a reminder of the importance of language as a form of resistance in the past. It is symbolic of 

survival from oppression, assimilation, and dislocation. Indigenous language also protects and 

honors Native women. As Sylvia Maracle (Anderson, 2000) explains, “You want to insult 

someone in English, you use a tem that refers to the female—bitch, for example. Negativity is 

this equated with female-ness” (p. 131). Indigenous languages do not refer to women in 
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derogatory behaviors, or have negative descriptions of women. The use of Native languages does 

give women the power to self-define themselves apart from colonizing archetypes (Anderson, 

2000). The language jewelry is also a reminder of the importance of language as form of 

resistance in the past. It is symbolic of survival of oppression, assimilation, and dislocation. 

 Another connection to culture is Native women staying connected to land. Native 

Americans loss of homelands contributes to identity struggles; the connection to land reinforces 

stronger indigenous identity. Most of the participants come from Native homelands and remain 

connect by returning home to participate in ceremonies, visiting family on homelands. Others 

stay connected by participating in Native activism for protecting indigenous lands. Several of the 

artists commented on donating their art sales proceeds to NODAPL. Although most of the Native 

women artists live in urban areas they have found ways to remain connected to their Native 

homelands at distances. Native women reinforce their identity by staying grounded to their 

Native communities by returning home for family visits or ceremonies. Native artists Debra 

Yepa-Pappan, Nani Chacon, Velma Kee Craig, and Nanibaa Beck reside in urban cities, but 

remain connected to their homelands by returning home to visit with family, participate in 

ceremony, or stay connected to ancestral place. Other Native women find other ways to connect 

to land:  

Many urban Aboriginal people do not have the opportunity to return “home.” In 

order to nurture their sense of identity, they must look for alternatives. They often 

begin to rediscover their sense of identity by hooking up with other Aboriginal 

people. (Anderson, 2000, p. 123). 

Some women stay connected by participating in Native activism for indigenous rights, like the 

artists donating their art sales proceeds to NODAPL or joining the water protectors in Standing 
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Rock, while others contribute monies to family ceremonies. It is through activism Native women 

re-enter indigenous communities (Anderson, 2000): 

Aboriginal people also find and create community through political activity. 

Urban and reserve-based people can work together as a community to fight 

political injustices and oppression, and in so doing they develop a political 

consciousness. The emergence of political movements has shaped the political 

identity of many Native women. (p. 124).  

Some of the woman living in larger cities remains connected by staying active in urban Native 

organizations by teaching classes or workshops. Debra Yepa-Pappan and Velma Kee Craig have 

taught classes in urban organization fostering cultural connections. Although most of the Native 

women artists live in urban areas they have found ways to remain connected to their Native 

communities at distances.  

 The following table (Table 1) structures the Native women artists’ cultural connections 

through identification of participation, activities, organizations, or practices shared during the 

interview. Each of the artists shared how they maintain traditions, customs, values, or 

philosophies in their artwork or way of life.  

Table 1: Cultural Connections 
 
Debra Yepa-
Pappan 

Nani Chacon Alaina Buffalo 
Spirit 

Charlene Holy 
Bear 

Velma Kee 
Craig 

Nanibaa Beck 

• Maintains 
traditions 

• Participates in 
ceremonies 

• Upholds 
customs 

• Grounded 
Native 
community 

• Maintains ways 
(centers, 
support, 

• Maintains 
traditions 

• Participates in 
ceremonies 

• Upholds 
customs 

• Grounded 
Native 
community 

• Maintains 
ways (centers, 
support, 

• Maintains 
traditions 

• Participates in 
ceremonies 

• Upholds 
customs 

• Grounded 
Native 
community 

• Maintains 
ways (centers, 
support, 

• Maintains 
traditions 

• Participates in 
ceremonies 

• Upholds 
customs 

• Grounded 
Native 
community 

• Maintains 
ways (centers, 
support, 

• Maintains 
traditions 

• Participates in 
ceremonies 

• Upholds 
customs 

• Grounded 
Native 
community 

• Maintains 
ways (centers, 
support, 

• Maintains 
traditions 

• Participates in 
ceremonies 

• Upholds 
customs 

• Grounded 
Native 
community 

• Maintains 
ways (centers, 
support, 
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friends, 
organizations)  

• Political 
activity 

• Connection to 
land 

• Spirituality 
• Philosophy 

friends, 
organizations)  

• Political 
activity 

• Connection to 
land 

• Spirituality 
• Language 
• Philosophy 

friends, 
organizations)  

• Political 
activity 

• Connection to 
land 

• Spirituality 
• Philosophy 
• Storytelling 
 

friends, 
organizations)  

• Political 
activity 

• Connection to 
land 

friends, 
organizations)  

• Political 
activity 

• Connection to 
land 

• Spirituality 
• Storytelling 
• Language 
• Philosophy 

friends, 
organizations)  

• Political 
activity 

• Connection to 
land 

• Spirituality 
• Philosophy 
• Language 
• Storytelling 
 

Note. Native women artists maintain and sustain cultural connections to strengthen indigenous identities. Although 

the Native artists are in urban environments, they remain connected to traditional ways of life. The organization of 

labeling was concluded by artist’s open-coding themes in interviews.  

Ideology of Motherhood 

 Reclaiming of Native children is crucial due to the history of Indian children stolen from 

mothers, families, and communities/Nations. A child at the center of Native societies is common 

because they represent the heart of tribes/nations. Ideology of motherhood is central to Native 

woman artists’ identity. Of the six Native women artists interviewed, five are biological mothers 

where they conceived a child, and one family caregiver (Table 2). However, the one artist that 

has no biological children indicated she would be a mother in the future. The five Native women 

artists held the source of strength comes from being a mother, in purpose of creating art for 

empowerment. In the process of reclaiming, there is sacredness to placing children as the center 

of lives. Children have been the center of Native societies and identified as precious gifts from 

god because they represent the future (Anderson, 2000). The impact of colonization destroyed 

the connection Native women had with their children, by “removing the children was another 

effective way to conquer Native peoples—ripping the heart out of our communities” (p.162).  

 The Native women in this research identified the moment when they became mothers’ as 

an indicator of positive changes.  Motherhood redirected their lives and changed how they 

thought of or prepared for the future. As indicated in scholarship (Anderson, 2011; Anderson 
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2000; Mankiller, 2011) womanhood is spoken of in the context of family, community, and 

nation/tribe, with the children in at the center of Native societies. Anderson (2000) asserts by 

reclaiming our children and centralizing them, Native women empower themselves and 

communities because children represent the future generations. This ideology of indigenous 

motherhood derives from our ability to give life (lifegivers) and raise the children whom become 

the future members of the communities/nations (Anderson, 2000). This approach to motherhood 

challenges what we learn in western societies that positions women to be the family servant with 

limited power to make decisions for the family. Native women are influential teachers; they 

carry on the lessons through parenting or mothering.  

Table 2.  Motherhood  

Artists Debra Yepa-
Pappan 

Nani Chacon Alaina 
Buffalo 
Spirit 

Charlene 
Holy Bear 

Velma Kee 
Craig 

Nanibaa 
Beck 

Children 1 1 1 1 4 - 
Gender Female Male Male  

 
Male 1 Female 

3 Male 
- 

Extended 
Care-giver 

- - 2 
Grandchildren 

1 Female 
1 male 

- - - 

Note. Five of the six Native women artists shared the importance of being a mother. In traditional indigenous 

societies being a “mother” is defined in different ways. During interviews Native women shared the number of 

children they conceived, along with the gender and sometimes name of their children. The gender is recognized 

because an artist Velma Kee Craig gave attention to raising men, parallel to consideration Anderson gave when 

taking care of the men.   

 Two of the women’s artwork direction changed because they became mothers; one artist 

said her work went from focusing on herself to focusing on her daughter, another artist said she 

changed from being a graffiti artist to painter because she was expecting a child. The artist with 

no children shared that when she does have children she assumes her work would be influenced 
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by motherhood. The women who had children agreed being a mother gave them the strength and 

motivation to create.  

 Indigenous motherhood extends powers to the communities and Nations to restore 

balance. Traditionally, Native women historically have made decisions for their families, 

communities, and Nations. Again, this is not contingent on biological children. Anderson (2000) 

says, “In the Aboriginal world, mother auntie, and grannie are fluid and interchangeable roles, 

not biologically defined identities” (p. 171). Native women have become “mothers” in other 

ways like adopting children and adults. One of the artists talked about taking on the role as 

caregiver for her grandchildren when her son passed, another artists talked about how she was 

adopted by her older sister. It is a common practice among indigenous families for non-parental 

family members to take the primary caregiver role (Anderson, 2000). Findings agree with 

Anderson’s (2000) statement of strong connections among families strengthen native identities 

and empower native womanhood.  

All women have the right to make decisions on behalf of the children, the 

community, and the nation. The Aboriginal ideology of motherhood is not 

dependent on whether, as individuals, we produce children biologically. Women 

can be mothers in different ways. (p. 171).  

Wholly, Native women artists expressed their child/children as encouraging their work; some 

women are motivated to create art to provide the basic needs (food, shelter) or preparation for the 

future. Concluding with this statement, “When we begin to understand the significance of our 

children, we also begin to understand ourselves as women” (Anderson, 2000, p. 166). 

 Anderson (2000) mentions establishing a healthy family structure, purpose and balance 

are key elements that need to be in place. The Native women’s responsibility is to “building and 
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maintaining these values and characteristics in our families. As mothers, aunties and grannies, 

our influence over the family determines the well-being of the community, the nation and the 

web of creation” (p. 212).  

 Strong females leading by example is another influence on Native womanhood, 

experienced by each artist participant. The women leaders in their families were grandmothers, 

mothers, aunties, daughters, sisters, and other fellow women artists. Indigenous female solidarity 

supported by the k’è, describes the relationship of values of “respect, kindness, cooperation 

friendliness, reciprocal relations and love (Austin, 2009, p. 84).   

Nurturing the Future 

 Native women artists are taking the initiative to make changes within their communities, 

nations/tribes, or indigenous groups or causes. Native women are speaking out about cultural, 

political, and social issues through their art, while encouraging others to speak up. Through their 

artwork Native women artists have inspired and encourage other Native women to speak up and 

act. Resembling Anderson’s study, participants strongly encouraged young Native women to 

empower themselves by creating our own images, speaking up on injustices, participate in 

ceremonies, and reclaim indigenous languages. With Native women artists speaking out the 

future of Native women can find their voice easier and the courage to speak up (Table 3).  

 The Native women agreed the action of responsibility is to self-first, then family, 

community, and Nations. As stated by Velma Kee Craig, “I don’t think I would feel whole if I 

didn’t create art” (personal communication, February 3, 2017). Jeweler Nanibaa Beck best 

expressed the responsibility to self. She shared the love for yourself is an act of balance; the love 

within is then reciprocated back to family, community, or nation. She revealed her stories of how 

she nurtured and built herself to get to where she is at today. Anderson (2000) identified 
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nurturing self as critical for Native women and encourages regaining self-love. The act of 

responsibilities to family or community doesn’t suggest women overlook their needs, Anderson 

(2000) reminds Native women to replenish or reenergize like Mother Earth. Nurturing self or 

self-love is crucial to Native women identity. Though women have displayed acts of 

responsibility to family, community and nation, they need to take care of themselves. Nurturing 

self is an act of self-love that helps build a positive identity.  

 Participants felt that Native women artists are now beginning to gain some recognition 

from a field that has been male dominated.  The women artists said it has given them a platform 

to voice concerns regarding identity, sexism, and missing and murdered Indigenous women, 

agreeing with Velma Kee Craig, only Native women know Native women. By speaking up on 

injustices and voicing them, this is an act of nurturing the future (Anderson, 2000). Native 

women reclaiming there voice brings to attention their stories, experiences, and history. Without 

acknowledging Native women’s’ realities, we are not moving forward to strengthen the future of 

families, communities, and nations.   

 Nurturing of ourselves includes the assisting the Native men. Anderson’s (2000) point, 

nurturing the future also includes encouraging the men to heal, recover, and reclaim. Weaver 

Velma Kee Craig voiced this concern, as a mother of young men their story should be part of the 

dialogue. Further, to maintain the balance of female and male, we must respect the men—not 

compete with or dominate them. Native women have reclaimed their traditional responsibilities, 

but the Native men are continuing to struggle due to colonization (Anderson, 2000). Changes in 

the traditional male roles as the protectors and hunters has stripped the Indigenous men of 

cultural responsibilities to women and children and substituted them with social, political, and 

cultural barriers.  “Native men’s roles of providing and protecting their communities and nations 
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were replaced by the rules, regulations and legislation that governments created” (Anderson, 

2000, p. 240). The men have lost their role and need the support to recover. Part of reclaiming 

the identity of Native women is working on creating the balance between the genders, not in 

opposition with men or to be bigger than men. Anderson (2000) suggests ensuring healthy men 

of the future begin with raising healthy boys by teaching them to be self-determined through 

protectiveness and caring for the family. Euro-western societal constructs deny the Indigenous 

male hopes, dreams, emotions, and expression of all self-determination.  

 Most of the Native woman felt their artwork was reclaiming an authoritative position. It 

gave Native women artists the standing to correct some misrepresentations of indigenous 

peoples, bring to attention issues Native women confront, and reclaim authority on Native 

women arts. Again, the Native women artists want their work to motivate or empower young 

Native women. The artist believed they are raising the next generation of Native women and 

girls, similar to traditional teachings and ceremonies for the future of the nation/tribe. Traditional 

Native societies the women play a key role in the educating of Native women; they are the 

mothers, teachers, healers, and leaders.  

 Native women’s expressions are acts of resistance and journey of Native womanhood. 

Anderson (2000) identified, “Indigenous stories are significant because they are anchors of 

resistance” (p. 131). The Native women artists’ represented in this dissertation expanded the 

expressions of creativity to challenge negativity, healing remedy, protect culture, and sustain 

traditions. The Native women artists believe that they need to reclaim identity and said it is time 

for Native women to show they exist in current times, not the past. It is time for Native women 

to come to the forefront. It is time for Native women to reclaim our stories. And believed it is 

time for Native women to reclaim power.    
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Table 3. Creative Expressions of Resistance  

Expressions of 
Resistance 

Debra Yepa-
Pappan 

Nani Chacon Alaina 
Buffalo 
Spirit 

Charlene 
Holy Bear 

Velma Kee 
Craig 

Nanibaa Beck 

Individual • Sustain 
  Culture 

• Sustain 
    Culture 

• Sustain 
   Culture 
• Healing 

process 

• Sustain 
  Culture 

• Sustain 
    Culture 

• Sustain 
  Culture 

Community/ 
Nation 
 

• Leadership 
• Teacher 
• Activism 

• Leadership 
• Teacher 
• Activism 

• Leadership 
• Teacher 
• Activism 

• Leadership 
• Teacher 
• Activism 
 

• Leadership 
• Teacher 
Activism 

• Leadership 
• Teacher 
• Activism  

Society • Dismantle 
negative 
definitions  

• Education 
• Nurture the 

future 

• Dismantle 
negative 
definitions  

• Education 
• Nurture the 

future 

• Reclaiming 
• Education 
• Nurture the 

future 

• Reclaiming 
• Education 
• Nurture the 

future 

• Education 
• Fights 

injustices  
• Nurture 

the future 

• Education 
• Fights 

injustices 
• Nurture the 

future 

Note. Native women artists create artwork for different purpose when coming from self, community/nation, and 

society. Organization of the properties originated from open-coding themes from artists interviews.   

Concluding Thoughts 

 The Native Womanhood framework provides a useful method to analyze the process of 

womanhood within visual expressions and the complexity of this on-going process. The aim of 

this study is to set fourth an interpretation for use in the field of American Indian Studies and Art 

and Visual Culture Education identifying four tenants: resist, reclaim, construct and act. Initially, 

the argument was that Native women artists expressions complimented Anderson’s “Who Am I” 

Native womanhood diagram (see Figure 1). However, the findings of this study indicated three 

distinct themes: cultural connection, motherhood, and nurturing the future, which partially 

supports the Native womanhood model expressions of womanhood.  

 Although, the implementation of the womanhood framework revealed three common 

themes among the Native women artists, much of the framework characteristics remain 

unidentified. The three themes: cultural connection, motherhood, and nurturing the future within 

the Native womanhood model surfaced by identifying shared behaviors and actions by the 
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Native artists through narratives. The identification of themes was organized from the data of 

interviews with open-coding, requiring structuring narratives into patterns and concepts (Chilisa, 

2012). The breakdown of the themes began with individual interviews and group interviews. 

Reading the interviews for responses to research questions and identify emerging themes of 

expressions.   

 Some elements of the Native womanhood model remain unknown perhaps due to the 

following: 1) structured interview questions and 2) topic sensitivity. Structured research 

questions were left to the artists’ interpretation. The questions were structured in nature, meaning 

each participant was asked the same questions in the same order, but they were unstructured for 

interviewees to freely answer the questions liberally asking for clarifications. The interviewees 

answered the questions according to their understanding of what was asked. The researcher 

offered no guiding, unless clarification was sought. This offers an explanation to the unevenness 

of the interviews.  

 Other components of the model remain unanswered because of the sensitivity of the 

topics. Subject matter like marriage, mixed race identity, single mothering, and family structure 

was not the focus of the study. Some of the artists chose to share these topics and their insights 

are included in the findings, but I respectfully refrained from inquiring further. Due to the 

delicate nature of the subjects, I determined not to speak about them.  

Implications for the Future 

 Based upon the findings, the following are implications for further research development.  

 1. Native Womanhood Model Supportive of Indigenous Research 

 Some of the most powerful statements and a reoccurring theme in this study is the 

emphasis on the Native women voice. To place the Native woman’s narrative central, research 
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should support Indigenous women research paradigms by Indigenous women. Kim Anderson’s 

Native womanhood framework offers an Indigenous paradigm supporting decolonization.  The 

framework uses decolonizing methodology, through reconstruction of Native womanhood 

structures to heal mentally, physically, and spiritually (Anderson, 2000).  

 Indigenous scholars (Wilson, 2008; Suzack etl, 2010; Smith, 2012; Chilisa, 2012) have 

developed criteria’s to honoring Native peoples, and a common suggestion is for universities and 

researchers to implement them as well. Non-native scholars have contributed to Indigenous 

scholarship and have brought attention to issues that would receive little attention from western 

institutions (Deloria & Wildcat, 2001). However, Native Americans cannot depend on non-

native scholars, as they rarely see the connection to indigenous knowledge systems. Expanding 

on this thought, Indigenous women’s experience their ways of knowing and existing in this 

world through racism and sexism in colonial context (Suzack etl, 2010). This is a concern when 

westernized methodologies are based off of racism.  

 The Native womanhood framework for research supports the oral traditions of 

Indigenous peoples. This includes the use of storytelling, songs, prayers, chants, lullabies, 

narratives, and jokes (Bataille & Sands, 1984). Whereas western academic scholars may be 

apprehensive of engaging in stories as resistance, Indigenous feminists have been recognized for 

their Indigenous women’s story works as acts of decolonization.   

 2. Indigenous Native Woman Arts Curriculum Framework.  

 Art and visual culture education needs to adopt a Native American educational model to 

teaching Native American arts that empowers Native Americans’ and artists. Current trends need 

to reflect Native American visual culture discourse, contemporary issues, culture, stories, and 

identity. Often when educators with limited knowledge or teaching Native experiences teach 
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Native American art in the classroom, the Native identity is positioned in a historical context, 

perpetuating Native American stereotyping.  

 Similar to Shin, (2010) ethnic visual culture studies are neglected sites due to the lack of 

educators’ interest or knowledge in them and the people who own, create, and engage with them 

minority visual culture remains neglected. A review of visual culture methodologies reveals that 

Native peoples and their art have been misrepresented and continue to be misrepresented and 

taught from a western perspective. Stuhr (1995) identifies some flawed teaching practices exist 

when educators use Native American cultural products, but fail to critically investigate the 

sociocultural contexts, resulting in “stereotypic and historically static” (p. 197).  

 Undoubtedly, there is a need for curriculum that reflects contemporary Native American 

visual culture and identities. Primarily the need for other visual culture studies teaching method 

for Native American visual culture absent of western paradigms in higher education. Using the 

Native womanhood framework as a teaching method in art and visual culture supports Native 

Americans women claiming their own representations, stories, identity, and culture versus 

teaching models that perpetuate stereotypes, support cultural fragments, and disempower the 

Native American women voice. The Native womanhood model offers a new perspective from 

which to examine Native American women artists’ powerful positions. 

 3. Expand the Native Women Artists’ Examples in Classroom.   

 The exemplars of Native American women in the arts are limited in the type of practice, 

tribe/nation, and perspective. Popular art lessons frequently use in the classroom are pottery or 

rugs/textiles created by Southwest Native Americans. When presented to students it is from a 

historical or romanticized context, giving very little context about the women lives that created 

them. Expanding the Native women artists in the classroom that reflects contemporary issues, 
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culture, and identity, while addressing issues of misrepresentations, gives Native women artists’ 

agency over their stories and visual imagery.  

 In addition, offering additional artistic mediums among Native visual artists, Native 

media producers, the Native experiences and consumers of Native visual culture, and other forms 

of visual productions and communications supports diversity among artists and cultural context. 

Teaching about contemporary Native women artists deconstructs audience expectations of 

Natives and Native misrepresentations, while disempowering the structures of stereotypes and 

the power (Raheja, 2010). Native women artists self-representing reclaim their image, voice, and 

perspective, simultaneously deconstructing those white-generated representations.  

 Increasing the Native women artists studied in the classroom supports Native Americans 

visual space to create their own representations, stories, identity, and culture. Decreasing the 

perpetuation of stereotypes, cultural fragments, and disempower the Native women’s voice. 

More women artists offer a new perspective from which to examine Native women arts. 
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Appendix A: Consent Form 
	  

The University of Arizona Consent to Participate in Research 
 
Study Title:  An Investigation of Native Womanhood Through Visual Arts: 
Expressions of Native Womanhood 

Principal Investigator: Georgina Badoni 
 
This is a consent form for research participation.  It contains important information about this 
study and what to expect if you decide to participate.  Please consider the information carefully. 
Feel free to discuss the study with your friends and family and to ask questions before making 
your decision whether or not to participate. 
 
Why is this study being done? 
The purpose of the study is to examine how Native women artists incorporate womanhood 
through visual arts and how it offers deeper understanding of how Native women resist, reclaim, 
reconstruct, and act. This study is intended to examine the visual expressions of Native women 
through Kim Anderson’s (2000) Native womanhood framework that looks at strength, power and 
beauty. The primary question of my research asks, is the visual journey and processes of Native 
American women artists a form of communication of Native womanhood?   
 
What will happen if I take part in this study? 
Researching Native women artists’ demonstrating Native womanhood is an educational benefit 
to the academic field of American Indian Studies and Native Arts Education and Visual Culture. 
It contributes to the larger discussions of Native American women advocating for cultural and 
political power. Native women artists participating in study will not be anonymous. Artists will 
be identifiable by name and artwork published. Artwork selected by the artists will be published 
in dissertation only for educational use and not reproduction.  
 
After consent forms and image release documents have been signed the following procedures 
will occur: 

1. Schedule an appointment for in-person interview. 
2. Subject will be asked to answer research questions and response will be audio recorded. 
3. Artist will select the artwork to be used in study and investigator will take digital 

photographs of image(s). 
4. If further questions need to be answered, a follow-up will be scheduled.  

How long will I be in the study? 
1. The duration of the initial interview will be 60 minutes to 90 minutes. 
2. If second follow-up interview is needed, 30 munites-60 minutes.   
3. Contact will be made after interviews and prior to findings to discuss response to 

interview questions to prevent misunderstandings.  
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4. After research study is complete, each artist will be informed on final findings. 

 
How many people will take part in this study? 
Five (5) to ten (10) Native American women artists will be asked to partake in study.  

Can I stop being in the study? 

Yes. You can refuse to not participate in the study. Your participation in this research study is 
voluntary. You have the right to discontinue and withdraw from research at anytime. If you 
decide to withdraw from study, the researcher will abide by the request and discontinue the 
involvement with the subject, gathering documents (paper, electronic) for the research, and any 
recorded/documented information for research. 
 
What risks or benefits can I expect from being in the study? 
The risks are expected to be minimal. Subject may experience discomfort publishing works of 
art.  
 

Will my study-related information be kept confidential? 
The Native women artists participating in the study will not be confidential. Names and works of 
art will be identifiable within the study. However, the data collected during interviews, 
recordings, notes, transcriptions, and coding will remain confidential and kept separate from 
other subjects. All materials collected for the study will remain in secure location.   

 

Also, your records may be reviewed by the following groups: 
• The University of Arizona Institutional Review Board  

Who can answer my questions about the study? 
 
For questions, concerns, or complaints about the study you may contact Dr. Mary Jo 
Tippiconnic Fox at 520) 626-4242 and Georgina Badoni at (520) 396-9424 
gbadoni@email.arizona.edu 
 
For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other study-related 
concerns or complaints with someone who is not part of the research team, you may contact the 
Human Subjects Protection Program at 520-626-6721 or online at 
http://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/human-subjects-protection-program. 
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An Institutional Review Board responsible for human subjects research at The University of 
Arizona reviewed this research project and found it to be acceptable, according to applicable 
state and federal regulations and University policies designed to protect the rights and welfare of 
participants in research. 

Signing the consent form  
 
I have read (or someone has read to me) this form, and I am aware that I am being asked to 
participate in a research study.  I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have had them 
answered to my satisfaction.  I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.  
 
I am not giving up any legal rights by signing this form.  I will be given a copy of this form. 
 
 
     
Printed name of subject  Signature of subject  Date 
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Appendix B: Photo/Image Release Form 
 
 

PHOTO/ IMAGE RELEASE FORM 
 
 
Georgina Badoni 
American Indian Studies 
University of Arizona 
 
Permission to Use Photograph of Artwork 
 
Title: ___________________ 
 
Subject: ____________________ 
 
Location: ____________________ 
 
 
I grant Georgina Badoni, the right to images for educational/references in dissertation titled An 
Investigation of Native Womanhood Through the Visual Arts only, not for reproduction.  
 
I agree Georgina Badoni permission to use the images described, to publish the image in Doctor 
of Philosophy dissertation, not for distribution. Doctor of Philosophy dissertation will be made 
available for the University of Arizona. Georgina Badoni agrees to post with the image, any 
restrictions to the use of the image, and encourages users to adhere to these restrictions and may 
not be reproduced by others without the permission of the owner. 
 
I have read and understand the above, by signing below; you agree Georgina Badoni permission 
to use images for educational release. 
 
 
 
 
I, _______________________________________________________________ 
  (Print Name)     (Date)  
 
Organization Name (if applicable) ___________________________ 
 
Address __________________________________ 
 
Signature, parent or guardian ______________________________ 
(If under age 18) 
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Appendix C: Interview Questions 
 
Who are you? Where do you come from? The reconstructions of Native Womanhood questions 
are: 
 
1. How have you resisted negative representations/stereotypes/roles/definitions in your work?  
How have you defended your identity in your work?  
 
 
2. Have you reclaimed traditional ways in your work? How does creating art build and/or sustain 
relationships with family, community, or creation?  
 
 
 
3. Have you merged tradition into modern artwork? If so, explain the processes of how this is 
achieved in your work. How do you demonstrate personal changes in your artwork? Is the 
motivation of creating art coming from a sense of responsibility to children, family, and 
community?  
 
 
4. Is the action of responsibility to self, family, community, and Nations. In what way does 
Native women artwork create a voice for the issues? Does the artwork encourage young Native 
women to start a dialogue or reflection? Is the artwork that Native woman are creating also 
reclaiming an authoritative position? Is the artwork intended to motivate or empower? Does the 
artwork reclaim identity (ethnic, gender, sexuality), culture, language, or voice? 
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Appendix D: Artists Demographics 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Artists Gender Tribe 
Nation 
Branch 

Medium Location 

Debra 
Yepa-
Pappan 

Female Jemez Pueblo-
Korean 

Digital art 
Photography 

Chicago, IL 

Nani 
Chacon 

Female  Diné/Chicano  Muralist  Albuquerque, 
NM 

Alaina 
Buffalo 
Spirit 

Female Northern 
Cheyenne- 
So’taa’ee 
Branch 

Ledger Art Lame Deer, MT 

Charlene 
Holy 
Bear 

Female Standing Rock 
Sioux 

Dolls/ Beader Santa Fe, NM 

Velma 
Kee 
Craig 

Female  Diné Navajo 
weaving 

Phoenix, AZ 

Nanibaa 
Beck 

Female  Diné Silversmith 
Jeweler 

Phoenix, AZ 
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Appendix E: Interview Method 
 
ARTISTS HOMELANDS CURRENT 

RESIDENCE 
INTERVIEW 
LOCATION 

INTERVIEW 
METHOD 

Debra Yepa-
Pappan 

Korea/ Chicago, 
IL 
Jemez Pueblo, 
NM 

Chicago, IL Chicago, IL Skype 

Nani Chacon Chinle, AZ Albuquerque, 
NM 

Albuquerque, 
NM 

Skype 

Alaina Buffalo 
Spirit 

Tongue River, 
MT 

Lame Deer, MT Lame Deer, MT Phone-call  

Charlene Holy 
Bear 

Standing Rock, 
SD 

Santa Fe, NM Santa Fe, NM Face time 

Velma Kee 
Craig 

Tonalea, AZ Phoenix, AZ Phoenix Indian 
Center 

In-person 

Nanibaa Beck Pinion, AZ Phoenix, AZ Phoenix 
residence 

In-person 
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